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^%ALT DlSNEI S fabulous Disneyland amusement 

park in Anaheim, California features America’s fa
vorite band instruments ... Martin. Several window 
displays in the park's only musical instrument store* 
picture the role of band instruments in the good 
old days. One of the windows, all of which have 
dioramic-type backgrounds, features the German 
Band figures pictured above. Other windows depict 
a musical professor and his pupil, j hand concert, 
and a reproduction of band instruments being made 
in Martin’s original shop of 1904.

Disneyland, designed to entertain as many as 50,000

people daily, cost an estimated $17,000,000. Located 
26 miles southwest of Los Angeles in Anaheim, the 
park already ranks as a major tourist attraction. 
Whenever your travels take you to Southern Cali
fornia, put Disneyland at the top of your "must see” 
list. And while in Disneyland, visit the fascinating 
musical instrument store on Main Street. Mean
while. see your Martin dealer or write for informa
tion about the famous line of Martin band instru
ments . . . gateway to the enchanted land of music. 

*Wurlitzer Store, Main Street, U. S. A., Disneyland, 
Anaheim, California.
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During his entire professional career, this brilliant 

guitarist has played GIBSON instruments 

exclusively. Jimmy Raney, currently receiving rave 

notices for his new albums, has been called 

"one of the most consistent jazz artists of the 

modern era.” For more information about the 

renowned GIBSON products that have inspired 

the talent and loyalty of top musicians 

for over half a century, write Dept 555.
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CONN
by choice because they know from wide
experience that for better tone, better per
formante, nothing dependable
CONN. Better see your Conn dealer, today.

NAME

ADDRESS

Down Bent

"CAT” ANDERSON, ureal 
first trumpet, Duke Ellington,

HARRY CARNEY, right, fine bari
tone sox with Duke Ellington band, 
and national poll winner many years, 
plays Cann 12M baritone exclusively.

CHARLES LANNUTTI, flea 
bom artist with Philadelphia 
Symphony Orchestra, plays 
Cann RD French Harn.

"BUTCH" STONE fine 
baritone sax with les 
Brown "Band of Renown." 
Plays Conn 12M baritone 
saxophone exclusively.

REPUBLIC PICTURES 
STUDIO (Hollywood) ART
ISTS. John Wade, k^ Conn 
user 20 years, ploys 22B; 
Alexander" A/" Golden, Conn 
user 24 years, ploys 12B.

CHARLES HR, outstand
ing horn artist, Paramount 
Studios, Hollywood, ploys 
Conn BD French bom.

CITY, ZONE, STATE

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC TROMBONI 
SECTION, 100% Conn equipped. Alien Ostrander, 
Conn 70H bass Gordon Conn BH; lewis Van 
Honey, Conn BH. AH fino artists and authorities.

MARSHAL ROYAL, em
inent load alto sax with 
Count Basle. Exclusive 
Conn 6M alto saxophone 
user for 21 years.

"BILL” FIRKINS, terrific 
tenor sax star with great 
Stan Kenton band, plays 
Conn 10M tenor soxo- 
phone exclusively.

The fine artists on this page are typical of 
the thousands who play CONN regularly.

"WES" HENSEL right, high lead trumpet 
with les Brown, left, and Ns "Bond of Renown." 
Conn user 11 years; now ploying Conn 2BB 
Connstellation trumpet exclusively.

ALVIN "ABE" AARON, 
widely-known tenor sox 
with les Brown. Plays Conn 
10M tenor and 12M bari
tone exclusively.

BILL HARRIS, consistent Down 
Beat and Metronome Poll win
ner for several years, ploys 
Conn 6H trombone exclusively.

DETROIT SYMPHONY 
ARTISTS, James TamburiN 
and Gordon Smith, seated 
... Frank Di Blast and Donald 
Hoot, standing—Conn 22B 
trumpets exclusively.

BAND INSTRUMENT DIVISION, C.G. CONN LTD. 
Dapt. 971, Elkhart, Indiana
Send FREE new Conn folder on. Q cornet», trumpets;

B
 trombones. baritones; Q saxophones, Q woodwinds, 
French horns.

Exciting new folders show' complete line of in
struments in color, with prices. Ask your dealer, 
or mail coupon today. No obligation.

Try an ”easy-to-play” conn ... you’ll im
mediately notice a big difference!
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The First Chorus
The schism that so long existed in jazs 

between the "moldy figs" and the "modern
ists'' seems largely to have been bridged 
in the last few years. The revolution
ary concepts that were introduced to 
jazz by such men as Charlie Parker, The
lonious Monk, Dizzy Gillespie, and Les
ter Young have for the most part been ab
sorbed into the mainstream of jazz, and 
no longer are running at a tangent to it.

Once again the men who were caught in the 
middle of the two warring camps—the Ben 
Websters and Roy Eldridges and Benny 
Carters—are being accorded the respect 
they warrant after two decades of contrib
uting richly to jazz. Musicians are 
finally being examined by most listeners 
for what they play, not for what idiom they 
fall in.

It may be too soon to say this, and it all 
may be wishful thinking, but it appears 
that jazz might finally be reaching an 
age of maturity. It has not produced a 
really great creative mind since Charlie 
Parker, but it has reached a much higher 
stage of musicianship, and has won a re
spect from the lay listener that too long 
has been lacking.

This is not to imply that because there 
is no spirited "you're wrong and I'm 
right" hassel going on right now, jazz is 
becoming bland or stagnant. There are new 
voices to be heard who may well cause as 
much revolution in the ranks as occurred 
over a decade ago—men like Charlie Min
gus, Jimmy Giuffre, Bill Russo, Teo 
Macero, and that guy who plays trumpet 
like no one ever heard before in a small 
town in Ohio.

But it is a boot to see such things as 
Bobby Hackett soloing with the Woody Her
man orchestra in concert, and Gerry Mul
ligan playing with Wild Bill Davison at 
Newport, and many Dixieland bands using 
drummers whose chief influences have been 
Tiny Kahn and Max Roach. It all be
speaks well for a music that many of us con
sider the most vital voice in contemporary 
art.
And note the real feeling of hope and op

timism that runs through the collection 
of articles by critics and musicians alike 
in this issue of Down Beat, one that is de
voted almost entirely to an examination 
of the jazz scene today. Where there was 
bitterness and despair a few years ago, 
with talk of jazz going underground, and 
clubs folding left and right, and only 
Jazz at the Philharmonic showing much suc
cess on concert tours, there is now the 
optimism born of a healthy record busi
ness, public acceptance, and at least a 
reasonably friendly lay press.
Whether all this is a lengthy stride 

(Turn to Page 41)
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Here is a glorious new voice ... a tone 
that can be compared only to the modern 
electronic organ. Pla\ this new accordion 
with amplifier—or without—as occasion 
demands. The grille is not sealed!

Patented Tone Modulator Switch

opens and closes the grille at a flick of the 
finger—makes Excelsiola completely con
vertible. Try an electronic Excelsiola at 
your dealer's first chance you get—for the 
musical thrill of a lifetime. For free bro
chure that describes ail Excelsiola models, 
write: Excelsior Accordions. Inc., 333 Sixth 
Avenue. New York 14, N. Y. In Canada: 
Excelsior Supply Co.. 2625 Albert Street, 
Montreal 3.

convertible!

ELECTRONIC
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A REUNION of Iwo Austin High 
gang brothers took place in Berwyn, 
Ill., u couple of weeks ago when Jimmy 
and Dick McPartland played a Dixie
land concert there. The concert was the 
first of what is promised to br ■ regu
lar serie? of jazz bashes in the Chicago 
suburb.

RC As Big 
Jazz Program 
Well On Way

New York—RCA-Victor is under
taking the most ambitious jazz record
ing schedule in its history. Jack Lewis, 
in charge of jazz for the label, 
recently' released further details con
cerning his plan- for the next few 
months. A key Victor undertaking is a 
Jazz Workshop series in which a num
ber of leading jazz writer-players will 
be given complete freedom in choice of 
instrumentation, personnel, and the 
range of their writing ideas.

Among the musicians set to head 
individual Jazz Workshop LPs are Al 
Cohn, Rob Brookmeyer, Billy Byers, 
Manny Album, Hal Schaefer, and seve
ral others. Lewis also is cutting an al
bum by the New York saxophone 
quartet, consisting of Danny Bank, Hal 
McKusick, Cohn, and Ray Becken
stein. No rhythm section is used with 
this unique unit. Lewis is commission
ing original compositions foi the quar
tet from prominent jazz writers.

Also in line for future Victor re
lease is the first in a series of albums 
by Teddi King, winner of the New Star 
division in the Down Beat Critics’ Poll.

Within the next six months, Victor 
will release, in addition, albums by 
Joe Newman, Pete Jolly, Richie Karn- 
uca (a three-tenor set with Cohn and 
Bill Perkins), Brookmeyer, and Fred
die Greene. The latter date marks the 
first album under the leadership of the 
veteran Basie guitarist. Several other 
albums are due, including a Lullaby 
of Birdland set that will include 12 
different versions of the tune.
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All Leaders Are Urged To Attend 
First Annual DOLA Convention

Chicago--More bandleaders than ever have been gathered under one roof will 
meet here on Sept. 26, 27 at the LaSalle hotel when the Dance Orchestra Leaders 
of America hold their first annual national conclave.

To be held in conjunction with the annual convention of the Ballroom Opeva-
tors of America, the DOLA meet will 
concern itself with electing permanent 
officers and the tackling of some of the 
problems that face the band industry. 
President pro tern Les Brown, who 
called the first Chicago meeting of 
DOLA together last month, urged that 
every bandleader in the country who 
possibly can get away, be in attend
ance.

“This first convention is very import
ant,” he said. “We have to have a good 
show of strength in order that DOLA 
might become an organization that can 
help dancing get back on its feet again. 
We hope to see at least 150 leaders 
here. Frankly, if we (the dance band 
industry) don’t go up, there’s no other 
place to go.”

And as Jan Garber put it at the 
Chicago meeting, “If we don’t get 
together and protect ourselves, we’ve 
got no future. We’re small in number 
compared to any other type of organi-

BG To Be Seen 
In Movie Biog

Hollywood — Contrary to original 
plans, Benny Goodman, whose sound
tracks will be heard with Actor Steve 
Allen’s portrayal of Goodman in the 
title role of The Benny Goodman Story, 
will be seen visually — briefly. The 
bandleader will be seen playing with 
and directing the recording orchestra 
on the soundtrack in a special prologue 
and epilogue. Indication is that the 
bandleader did not want his biofilm 
to leave audiences with the impression 
that he had gone into musical retire
ment or was someone strictly out of the 
past.

Eartha Will Be 
Salome Of TV
New York—Eartha Kitt will star in 

a CBS-TV-Omnibus production of Sa
lome Dec. 18. Coming from England 
for the telecast will be leading man 
Michael Redgrave and director Peter 
Brook. Leonard Bernstein will write a 
special score for the production.

Eartha meanwhile is hooked into 
February. From Sept. 9-15, she plays 
her first engagement at New York’s 
Apollo. Eartha next visits El Rancho 
Vegas (Sept. 28 to Oct. 25), the Mo
cambo (Dec. 27 to Jan. 16), and then 
the Versailles hotel in Miami and the 
Latin Casino in Philadelphia.

zation. There no longer is any room 
for jealousies among ourselves.”

Bandleaders who were able to get to 
the Chicago luncheon included Brown, 
Garber, Ralph Marterie, Jimmy Palm
er, Don Glasser, Jimmy Blade, Frankie 
Masters, Dan Belloc, Charlie Fisk, and 
Fred Dale. Representatives of most of 
the major booking agencies also were 
in attendance.

Belafonte Gets 
Waldorf Return

New York—Harry Belafonte opens 
a six-week engagement at the Empire 
Room of the Waldorf-Astoria Sept. 29. 
The date is unique in that Belafonte 
closed only last June at the Starlight 
Roof of the Waldorf, and entertainers 
are rarely booked by the hotel for en
gagements that are that close together. 
A spokesman for Belafonte added that 
Belafonte’s Empire Room booking is at 
the top straight salary ever paid by 
the room. A few leading entertainers 
have made more in the location because 
of percentage clauses in their con
tracts, he said.

There is a possibility that Belafonte 
will appear on Broadway this season 
in a dramatization of Joyce Cary’s Mr. 
Johnson. He is also said to have been 
approached concerning a film in which 
he and Cary Grant would play two 
jazz pianists who start broke but reach 
success as a team.

Dixie At Blue Note;
Brubeck To Return

Chicago — After a spate of big 
bands that included Stan Kenton, Les 
Brown, and Count Basie, the Blue 
Note currently is featuring a Dixie
land Festival, to be followed on Sept. 
14 by singer Roy Hamilton and the 
Johnny Smith quartet.

Dixie bands on tap at the club are 
Bob Scobey’s Frisco band, with Clancy 
Hayes and Lizzie Miles, and the Salty 
Dogs, out of Purdue university. In two 
previous appearances, the Scobey band 
provided a real surprise with its draw
ing power, as it broke attendance 
marks set by far more heralded groups.

Dave Brubeck’s quartet plays a re
turn date at the Note starting Sept. 
28 for five days.
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LP COMPOSERS’ SERIES 
SHARKEY BONANO PLAYS 
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A New Line New Club In Miami Bucks
McSiegals 
Briefcase

------------  By Leonard Feather ------------

PROF. S. ROSENTWIG McSIE- 
GEL’S briefcase was bursting at the 
seams as I bumped into him halfway 
down the stairway to Birdland.

“My boy,” he said as he picked him
self up and started all over again, “I 
don’t think you are quite aware into 
whom you are bumping. I am embark
ing in a new indubitably profitable line 
of endeavor.”

“Professor,” I said, “I’m glad to hear 
it. I was afraid your prediction that 
the sousaphone is coming back wouldn’t 
keep you very long in gold-plated tie
pins.”

“SOUSAPHONES!” You seem to 
forget my versatility—I double on tuba. 
But my new idea will dispense with 
the necessity of my wasting valuable 
breath on these cumbersome impedi 
menta. Leonard, step up and meet Prof. 
McSiegel, the Album Idea King.”

“Album ideas! What, you’re doing 
a&r work now?”

“If by a&r you refer to artistry & 
rhythm, I suppose you might call it 
that. I simply dream up a theme for an 
LP and sell it to the record company 
that employs whatever artist is in
volved. I am concentrating on the new, 
the startling, the different — the LP 
ideas that nobody else ever dared to do! 
Let me give you a few examples.”

HE PULLED A large sheet of paper, 
inscribed in his florid handwriting, out 
of his briefcase. I read:

INNOVATIONS IN JELLY ROLL 
MORTON 
Played By 

STAN KENTON & HIS ORCH. 
(Arrangements by Turk Murphy)

LENNIE TRISTANO
Plavs The Compositions Of 

NICK KENNY

“Well,” I commented, “I must admit 
they’re nothing if not different. In fact, 
I must admit they’re nothing.”

“This, my lad, is just the beginning.” 
The professor blew his nose (something 
he had often been told he couldn’t do) 
and continued.

“How do you like this one? I intend 
to assemble Thad Jones, Jonah Jones, 
and Reunald Jones on trumpets; Claude 
Jones on trombone; Boots Mussulii on 
on drums, and Dale Jones on bass for 
an LP entitled “The Whole Town’s

Opposition; In Top Position
Miami—A precedent-shattering club has opened here without fanfare but with 

solid name attractions. It has overcome considerable opposition to rate now as 
a major attraction for those who go clubbing for music rather than a garish 
revue. And it has acquired a reputation as one of the most respected and cleanest
operations in town.

Located in the downtown Negro area 
of Miami, in the Lord Calvert hotel, 
the Club Calvert started a few months 
ago under Jay Weiss and Jack Cohen.

They booked Roy Hamilton, Dinah 
Washington, Billie Holiday, and Ella 
Fitzgerald, among others, in quick suc
cession. The daily papers apparently 
were reluctant to accept ads for the new 
venture, perhaps feeling there is still 
too much sentiment here against the 
mixing of races. Thus the opening was 
a quiet one.

IT WAS REPORTED that pressure 
was brought on the police department to 
keep an unusually sharp eye on the club 
for city ordinance violations.

The result was a concentrated at
tempt by management to prevent under
age violations, infractions of closing 
hour regulations, or any untoward in
cident that might jeopardize the young 
operation. Minor violations of local or
dinances which are commonplace with 
many other clubs might have proved 
disastrous for the Calvert.

Ella’s engagement was the turning 
point and solidified the spot as a new 
and bright contender for rating among 
the area’s top locations. Newspaper ads 
appeared; columnists and reviewers be
came interested. The public continued to 
pftck the place just as they had since 
the opening.

THE HOUSE BAND, under trumpeter 
Goldie—which is the only name he uses 
—the only white musician on the pay
roll, is a swinging, superior aggrega
tion. It comprises Andy Martin, tenor; 
George Stubbs, piano; Richard Johnson, 
bass, and Roy Williams, drums.

Ella was backed by her remarkable 
pianist Don Abney, and Johnson and 
Williams from the house crew. During 
her four shows a night for the two 
weeks, Ella enlisted Goldie’s trumpet as 
an added attraction on numbers like 
Perido and Dance with Me, Henry, 
which became Wail for Me, Goldie.

Goldie's trumpet playing shows a lot 
of verve and vitality. He has lacked 
only opportunity to work with ranking 
jazz artists. That opportunity is coming 
to him at the Calvert with such as

Talking About The Jones Boys.” 
Arrangements, of course, by Quincy 
Jones.”

“What’s Boots Mussulii doing in 
there?” I asked.

“A PURELY PROTECTIVE measure 
to ward off possible antitrust suits. I 
also have a jazz chamber music series, 
starting with ‘Kid Ory With Strings.’ 
‘Conrad Janis With Woodwinds.’ ‘Mezz 
Mezzrow . . .’”

(Turn to Page 34)

Billie and Ella and their accompanists.
Among the fall bookings for the Cal

vert are Laverne Baker, Savannah 
Churchill, Sarah Vaughan and Louis 
Jordan, with Nat Cole and Sammy 
Davis Jr. due to double out of their iobs 
at Miami Beach spots during the sea
son.
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More Foreign 
Jazz On Angel

New York — Angel Records, which 
inaugurated the Black Label Jazz ser
ies last season, will continue its re
leases of foreign jazz this fall and win
ter under the direction of Bill Savory.

Due in early October is Cats and 
Jammer Kids, a collection of West Ger
man jazz. One of the groups featured 
is led by Hans Koller, tenor, with Al
bert Mangelsdorf, trombone. Also on 
the LP will be alto-clarinetist Fatty 
George and His Two Sounds band. The 
two sounds are Dixieland and modern 
jazz.

English traditional trumpeter Hum
phrey Lyttelton will be featured in an
other October Angel LP, Some Like It 
Hot. Between October and December, 
other Angel sets will include French 
Toast, Django’s Guitar, and Rhythm Is 
Our Business, the latter a second col
lection by Danish violinist Svend As
mussen.

The French Toast set will feature 
four units—Christian Chevallier’s big 
band in his own arrangements, vibist 
George Daly and his quintet, arranger 
Andre Persiany and a combo, and 
trombonist Benny Vasseur’s group. The 
Django collection will concentrate on 
Reinhardt solos.

'Porgy' May 
Play Russia

New York—Further indications that 
lessening of cold war tensions may 
lead to East-West cultural interchange 
is the recent announcement that the 
Moscow ministry of culture is con
sidering a proposal that Porgy and 
Bess appear in the Soviet Union. The 
folk opera troupe has already played in 
14 other countries, and is currently in 
South America.

The Porgy and Bess management 
suggested to Russia that the Soviet 
send to the United States in return the 
Moiseyev State Folklore Ballet, a 
celebrated Russian dance troupe.
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Exciting Detroit Bash
Detroit — One of the most exciting musical events to be 

heard here in some time took place at World Stage theater 
m a New Music Society jazz concert which spotlighted two 
local groups, several well known names, and reunited the 
talents of Thad and Elvin Jones.

With the spark thus set, each musician seemed moved to 
surpass his own best performance and, thus, the occasion 
became memorable. Time ran out, but the charge of excite
ment carried to an impromptu gathering at a spot much 
favored by musicians and well known for weekend .¡am 
sessions, the W’est End hotel. It was here that Chet Baker, 
in town for an engagement at Rouge lounge, joined forces 
with Thad in what could be called the high spot, were it 
possible to narrow the choice to one. A violin-trumpet duo
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Memphis, Finas Newborn Jr., who is currently appearing 
at the Roosevelt lounge. He is also proficient on tenor and 
vibes, and the consensus is that his ‘discovery’ may upset 
all the piano polls.

Other noteworthy performances were contributed by 
Barry Harris, Will Davis, Tommy Flannagan, piano; Yusef 
Lateef, tenor sax; Pepper Adams, baritone sax; Curtis 
Fuller, trombone; Kenny Burrell, guitar; Ernie Farrell, 
Alvin Jackson, James Richardson, Rodney Richardson, 
bass; Frank Gant, Johnny Butts, drums.

The New Music Society meets in concert on Tuesday 
evenings during the summer, with an augmented schedule 
in the offing for fall and winter months. The World Stage 
theater, center of these activities, is rapidly becoming a 
mecca for visiting celebrities, as well as for the local mu
sicians who form the backbone of the organization.

—azalea thorpe
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New J. J.—Kai Release Ready
New York—Trombone for Two will be the first J. J .John

son-Kai Winding album released under that duo’s new five- 
year contract with Columbia. Also on the fall schedule is 
an album by the Calvin Jackson quartet, and a third album 
by alto-flutist Lennie Hambro.

Another project by George Avakian, who is in charge of 
Columbia jazz, involves two college jazz albums, one de
voted to Dixieland and the other to modern jazz. The 
Dixieland set involves a Yale unit, Eli's Chosen Six, under 
the leadership of Dick Boigt. The modern jazz set was cut 
by Johnny Eaton’s Princetonians.

Avakian also has several reissue projects underway, and 
he plans a new Dave Brubeck ulbuin for Sept. 15.

Holiday Writing Life Story
New York—Billie Holiday is writing her autobiography 

with the assistance of Bill Dufty, a member of the editorial 
staff of the New York Post. Doubleday will publish Tenta
tive title is Bitter Crop, from the lyrics to Strange Fruit. 
Observers close to the jazz scene who have seen the initial 
chapters report the book will be unusually candid—and 
unusually well written.

New Duke Ellington Musical
New York—Duke Ellington’s new musical, Man With 

Four Sides will be produced by Lorella Vai-Mery. The 
show, described by Miss Vai-Mery as “a comedy on human 
foibles,” calls for a small cast in which there are four 
main characters. The lead will portray the average white
collar worker. Duke describes the score a* “in the jazz 
idiom.” He wrote the music, lyrics, und book.
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NEW YORK
ON STAGE: Ezio Pinza signed a new one-year contract 

in Fanm . . . CBS is financing the Alan Jay Lerner-Fred
erick I.oewe musical based on Pygmalion . . . Ronnie Gra
ham may star in the Nine O’clock Re»tie scheduled for 
Oct. 15 . . . Maurice Binder, a west coast producer, plans 
a stage production of Gordon Jenkin’s Manhattan Tower.

ENTERTAINMENT-1N-THE-ROUND: Diahann Carroll 
has now’ been held over twice at La Vie • . . Milton Berle 
is writing an act for Eileen Burton, and Jimmy McHugh 
has been talking to her about a Broadway show . . . Stella 
Brook* has been singing at the Club 59 in the East 50s . 
The Steve Gibson Red Caps reopen Cafe Society Sept. 9. 
George Shearing goes into the room Oct 21, and the 
Trenier are due Nov. 4 . . . The Nocturnes, who have been 
playing at the Roosevelt hotel for a year, are now record
ing fo. MGM

JAZZ: Bud Powell returned to the jazz scene Aug. 15 
w’ith a week at Cleveland’s Cotton club, accompanied by 
(liarlie Mingus and drummer Elvin Jone* (brother of Thad 
and Hank) . . . Stun Getz will be part of this season’s 
JATP troupe, but Rudd? DeFrunco will not make the trip 
. . . Denzil Best is now Erroll Gamer's drummer . . Rus* 
Freeman will not make the European journey with Chet 
Baker. Dick Twardzik from Boston replaces him . . Ru ty 
Dedrick set for a Keynote album . . . Peanuts Holland back 
in Paris for concerts and TV before joining Mezz Mezzrow 
for a European tour . . . Neal Hefti band will return to 
Birdland in October. Trombonist Sonny Ru*»o and altoist 
Phil Wood» spark the group.

The Six were at the Music Barn in Lenox from Aug. 15 
to Sept. 5. They go into the Grandviews, Columbus, Ohio, 
for three weeks starting Sept. 19, and move on to London. 
Ont., Oct. 10, and the Cotton club in Cleveland Oct. 31 . , 
The Modern Jazz Quartet has cut a third LP for Prestige 
that includes John lewis’ Concorde . . . Ellington bands
men Jimmy Woode and Jimmy Hamilton have collaborated 
on Clarinet Melodrama . . . Bob Garrity is back on the air, 
doing the WINS show from 9 to 10:45 weekday nights . . . 
English pianist Dill Jones has been refused permission to 
enter the United States, and will appeal . . . John Mehegan 
has switched to the Composer from the Hickory House . . 
Blues singer Big Bill Broonzy will probably make another 
British tour this year . . . Duke Ellington plays the Howard 
theater in Washington starting Sept. 16, and is at the Apol
lo the next week . . . Gerry Mulligan at the Showboat in 
Philadelphia Sept. 26 after a weekend in Basin Street.

RECORDS, RADIO. TVs Mercury is expanding into the 
phonograph and tape recorder field. It introduced a com
plete line of both this month . . . Perry Como’« opening CBS- 
TV show Sept. 17 will include Sid Caser, Rosemary Cloo
ney, Frankie I.aine, Nanette Fabray, and Ia*o DeLyon . 
Pearl Bailey will make six appearances on Toast of th 
Town this season for $50,000. Marian Marlowe also signed 
for six . . . Dick Van Dyke’« CBS-TV Morning Show now 
features Merv Griffin, Sandy Stewart, and the music direc
tion of Hank Sylvern . . . Betty Hutton tries TV again on 
NBC in one of the Chewy shows this fall . . . NBC has 
further plans for summer replacement Matt Dennis.

CHICAGO
SIX-A-DAY AND THREE-A-NIGHT: Patti Page is break

ing it up at the Chicago theater, with Nat Cole launching 
a fortnighter on Sept. 16 ... A rock ’n roll package has 
taken over the Regal theater through Sept. 16, with Buddy 
Johnson. La Verne Baker, Elhi Johnson, the Four Nutmeg* 
and the Four Cardinals featured . . . Sammy Davis Jr. and 
June Christy bring a note of jazz to the Chez Puree on Sept. 
22, an unusual booking . . . At the Black Orchid currently, 
Carl Ravuzzu headlines and Phil Gordon is held over from 
the previous show. Gordon has clicked so well he may be
come a fixture . . . Will Jordan toplines the customary late 
summer revue at the Palmer House.

(Turn to Page 38)



This Is The Year For Sammy Davis
ONE AFTERNOON A couple of 

months ago, Gerry Mulligan, Chet 
Baker, and Russ Freeman went up
town to the Apollo theater in New 
York to catch the show and pay their 
respects to the headliner.

Later that day it was Marilyn Mon
roe, Joo Di Maggio, and Harold Arlen 
who squeezed through the narrow door 
into the crowded room backstage at the 
Apollo for the same leason.

Along with several thousand others, 
this renowned threesome had just fin
ished cheering the last show of the 
night by Sammy Davis Jr.

Sammy broke through the backstage 
chaos to greet them. They told him 
what he has been hearing from both 
the famous and the rest of us through
out the country for many months: 
“You were great!”

BUT SAMMY IS in no danger of doz
ing into complacency under this con 
tinuous blanket of praise. He retains a 
drive and a fierce determination to keep 
topping his last performance that are 
unique even in the endlessly self-chal
lenging land of show business.

There was the time, for example, 
earlier this year when Sanuny agreed 
to appear at the Charlie Parker me
morial concert in Carnegie hall despite 
the fact that he was on a rigorous 
schedule at the Copacabana that same 
night.

Rushing over to Carnegie hall be
tween shows, Sammy intended to make 
only a brief appearance onstage, but 
the audience kept clamoring for more, 
and Sammy, as usual, kept knocking 
himself out.

FINALLY, FOLLOWED by the larg
est storm of applause of the night up 
to that point, Sammy ran off stage and 
into the wings where he exclaimed 
breathlessly to no one in particular. 
“Now—let’s see somebody top that!”

And nobody has topped Sammy since, 
for this is Sammy Davis’ year. This is 
the year of his big break-through into 
full-voic<‘d success as a leading record
ing star. And come this fall, this also 
will be his first year as the star of a 
Broadway show There will be films to 
follow. Sammy has already signed for 
two with his friend, Frank Sinatra, 
who has an independent production 
company.

Though 1955 represents a record har
vest, Davis certainly had been far fi-ont 
an unknown during the last several 
seasons. As the featured performer of 
the Will Mastin trio ( supported by his 
uncle, and his father, Sammy Davis 
Sr.), the junior Davis had become the 
center of one of the most acclaimed 
acts in recent night club history.

HE PLAYED—and continues to play 
—all the country’s leading rooms again 
and again with no sign of audience 
satiation.

But this year Sammy Davis Jr. has 
become a familiar name te many mil-
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lions more chiefly as the result of his 
series of Decca hits.

He also has a long-term, best-sell
ing album on the label, Starring Sam- 
may Davis Jr., with others to follow. 
Then, too, there have been an increas
ing number of television guest shots 
on programs like Ed Sullivan’s, and 
there’s little doubt that by the end of 
the year, Sammy will have convincingly 
parlayed his multiple talents into a 
prosperous Broadway run as the star 
of Mr. Wonderful.

IN THE NEW musical, Sammy not 
only will act, but also will run through 
his chromatic scale of specialties that 
could outfit a whole variety troupe. 
Aside from singing, Sammy is a skilled 
dancer, an often incredibly exact im
pressionist, an exuberant drummer, a 
raconteur of sharply improvised wit, 
and in all, it full-ianged personality 
of commanding and always entertain
ing presence.

He is also an articulate, well read, 
and perceptive observer of many fields 
outside of his own branch of show busi
ness.

He is further a man of determined 
principle—as in his attitude toward 
TV and his role in it. Negroes have 
been seen from time to time in TV 
guest shots, but as Ella Fitzgerald has 
pointed out, no Negro yet—no matter 
how talented—has been given a TV 
series of his or her own.

“TV will open up eventually,” said 
Sammy, “but first there’ll have to be 
a pivot man somewhere, a man who’ll 
open it up and prove it can be success
ful with n series of his own. It seemed 
for a time a couple of years ago that 
I might be the pivot man at ABC-TV, 
but their ideas didn’t coincide with 
mine.

“ONE THING IS sure,” Davis spoke 
with feeling. “I will never do anything 
on TV that has a tinge of Uncle Tom. 
No series is worth that. I never forget 
that I play the Apollo once u year, and 
I have to be able to walk down the 
street here and know that I haven’t 
done anything to be ashamed of or that 
has made others ashamed of me.”

He then switched the talk to music 
and brought out several new LPs, 
among them a set by the Hi-Lo’s and 
albums by Gerry Mulligan and Count 
Basie.

“I travel with hundreds of LPs,” 
Sammy explained, “wherever I go. And 
a lot of them are jazz. I’m very proud 
of my jazz collection. Actually, it’s 
mainly since I was in the army in 
1943-45 that 1 began to listen to jazz. 
Before the army, I didn’t know any
thing much about it. My sister helped, 
the first Dizzy Gillespie records on 
too. I remember she bought me one of 
Guild.”

SAMMA NOW SPEAKS knowledge
ably of jazz and keeps an a re of its 
progress and of newcomers in the field.

He, too, has his favorites, among them 
the Count Basie band (“the swinging- 
est band in the world”) and Woody 
Herman.

“Woody,” Davis observed with em
phasis, “has given more opportunity to 
more people to do what they want to 
do in music, and thereby, he has ad
vanced jazz a great deal.

“There are only a couple of bands like 
Woody and Basie,” he continued, “that 
can get real excitement going in per
son. And Kenton. I remember hearing 
him in California for the first time. He 
really excited me!

“HE LOOKED LIKE electricity, 
dressed up in a suit, tie, and hair. 
When he spread out his hands at the 
end of Birth of the Blues, you’d think 
electricity was coming out of his 
fingers. There, by the way, is w’here I 
picked up the hand spread on that num
ber. Stan, too, is another man who has 
always given new talent a chance to 
expand.

“As for the major jazz influences,” 
Sammy went on, “there was Bird, of 
course. What can you say about that 
man? I have so many of his records.

“You know, to me, there is a sadness 
about jazz. Certain people have it when 
they play. Chet Baker has it, for ex
ample. And Bird had it even when he 
was swinging on fast numbers. I think 
a painter might picture Bird in the 
form of a clown—with a sad mouth. 
Dizzy used to have this quality of sad
ness at the beginning. Like on that 
Discovery album with strings—Dizzy’s 
passage after the vocal in Swing Low 
Sweet Chariot.”

Davis talked further about jazz, mov
ing on to what he doesn’t like, namely 
the “overcool guys."

“AS SOON AS anyone forgets the 
audience that pays him,” Sammy said, 
“he’s on a wrong kick. You can’t turn 
your back on the audience. Sure, I get 
disgusted with a heckler at tunes, but 
there are hundreds more in the audi
ence who have come to see me. You owe 
them something. Or if you don’t feel 
you do, then don’t make live appear
ances. Just make records.

“I remember Stan Getz at Birdland 
one night,” Sammy said, shaking his 
head. “He was playing to his drummer 
—with his back to the audience. On the 
other hand, what I dig about Chet 
Raker is that when he finishes a num
ber, he bows, and points to the other 
men in the band. Speaking of Chet, I 
think he’s got a great voice—a kind of 
combination of Mel Tonne and Matt 
Dennis.”

A relatively new singer who he also 
strongly praises is Carmen McRae. 
They recently recorded several duets 
for Decca, and Sammy’ describes her as 
“just fantastic.” In fact, said Sammy, 
“if good singing comes back, CaiTnen 
has got to be the biggest star that ever 
happened. She sings so great.”

Donn Beat
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Duke Ellington The Force of a Personality

im-

Jazz

Achieves 

Social

Prestige
ias

JAZZ TODAY IS ENJOYING an 
era of prestige and acknowledgement 
as an esthetic force that might seem 
quite incredible to Bix Beiderbecke or 
any of the early stars who did not live 
long enough to see their kind of music 
emerge from the speakeasies and cheap 
dance halls.

If Bix were alive today he would 
find jazz referred to constantly in 
magazines, books, and newspapers of 
the type that were nòt more than dim
ly aware of jazz in general, much less 
of Bix in particular during his life
time.

Actually it is the earlier, not the re
cent situation that should surprise us.

If you leaf through some back num
bers of Time, Newsweek, The New 
Yorker, Mademoiselle, Celliere, Look, 
Life, or any of the other big nation«! 
publications that have devoted major 
spreads to Jazz in the last few years, 
you will find with rare exceptions that 
the editors were virtually unaware of 
the existence of jazz throughout the 
1930s and even into the early ’40s.

There was not even a single book on 
jazs published in this country until 
around 1938, when Winthrop Sargeant 
wrote Jazz Hot and Hybrid.

Yet this musical prophet without 
honor in its own country had been the 
subject of numerous books published 
throughout Europe and of countless 
foreign magazines whose analytical at
tention to jazs antedated by several 
years the first issue of Down Beat.

HOW DID JAZZ BELATEDLY force 
its way to acceptance by the literati, 
the intellectuals, and social élite in the 
country of its origin? The answer ap
pears to be that all these groups first 
observed jazz as a novelty, • cute and 
recherché topic for discussion.

Because their world was so far re
moved from the world in which the 
jazzmen lived, there was little or no 
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social contact It was when these so
cial barriers began to break down, as 
for example when Eddie Condon was 
“adopted” by a large number of in
tellectuals and made valuable contacts 
with the slick magazine people during 
the 1940s, that the acceptance of jazz 
as a respectable phenomenon took 
shape.

Duke Ellington, through the force 
and dignity of his own personality, was 
one of the most important figures in 
this movement.

Many who chanced to meet him, even 
some who simply saw him at work, 
were convinced that if jazz could pro
duce a man of his personal stature, it 
must indeed be worthy of serious con
sideration. Ellington was one of the 
few jazzmen to whom a profile in The 
New Yorker has been dedicated.

WHAT REMAINS STILL unresolved 
is the question of whether the enthu
siasm of these new cognoscenti is not 
still tinged with condescension. Many 
of the jazz fans who picked up their 
knowledge along New York City’s 
Madison Ave., or at Newport, R. I., 
are still in it but not of it.

Their opinions, as often as not, are 
determined by which few small seg
ments of the enormous jazs scene they 
happen to encounter, which musicians 
they happen to have met socially, 
which recording executive they happen 
to be friendly with, or some other irre
levant factor.

But the end result is what counts, 
and the end result is that the society 
crowd and the newsprint crowd be
tween them are offering jazz the great
est degree of exposure and discussion 
it ever has enjoyed in this country.

What can be done to take advantage 
of this situation and to improve it?

FIRST, THERE MUST BE A con
scious effort on the part of the musi-

By Leonard Feather 

cians, as well as the jazz fans and 
critics, to imbue these dilettantes with 
a fuller and fairer awareness of the 
true nature and ambition of the aver
age jazzman, of his musical qualifica
tions.

There are still too many writers who 
have dipped into jazz casually, only to 
foul up the scene by deliberately set
ting out to portray musicians as char
acters—by emphasizing the occasional 
weird names of musicians and tunes, 
by playing up the narcotics angle out 
of all proportion, and by implying that 
true jazzmen are at heart a bunch of 
illiterate, drunken bums.

These myths, sustained by a few 
newsmen who should know better, are 
still believed by many of the society 
crowd, as well as by the chic women 
who operate the chic women’s maga
zines.

IT IS HARD TO LIVE DOWN a 
legend that has persisted ever since 
the novel Young Man With a Horn 
appeared some 17 years ago, but its 
destruction is essential to the survival 
of jazz on the social level.

The more often we can plant in our 
haut monde drawing rooms, and in our 
mass-circulation editorial offices, such 
articulate and impressive spokesmen as 
Ellington, John Lewis, Oscar Peterson, 
and Gerry Mulligan, the thinner the 
barrier will become, the better and 
broader the understanding and the 
brighter the future for jazz as an ac
cepted entity rather than the upstart it 
seemed to be not too many years ago.

Atco, Not Atlas
New York—Atco (originally called 

Atlas until it was learned that another 
company had prior rights to the name) 
has become the latest Atlantic subsid
iary label. It joins a sister label, Cat.

11
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Voices Of Silence
or

Everybody s Talking But The Musicians
By Nat Hentoff

THE PROFESSIONAL MUSICIAN 
in this country lags behind many of 
his contemporaries in other fields so 
far as general public esteem is con
cerned. This is almost as true of a 
violinist in a symphony orchestra as it 
is of a member of a territory dance 
band or u headliner at Birdland. Why ? 
What causes most of the citizenry to 
have more respect for a dentist or a 
writer than for a skilled, creative in
strumentalist ?

Several psychiatrists und sociologists 
believ« that one reason for this un
justified lower rating of musicians and 
entertainers of all kinds among the 
public at large is that America retains 
many of the Puritan elements of its 
beginnings. People here enjoy music, 
the theater, and other arts, but sub
consciously many of them believe there 
is something sinful in experiencing 
pleasure. They then project that feel- 

accepted in early America, and even to 
this day, most of the populace is in
accurately convinced that the private 
lives of members of the acting profes
sion are enviably lewd.

SIMILARLY, professional musicians 
have had to combat a standardized pub
lic caricature of themselves for many 
decades. Thi», stereotype of the “aver
age” musician has become part of our 
industrialized folklore. An example of 
one of its most repellent—and influen
tial—forms are the exchanges between 
prominent comedians and their band
leaders on radio and TV. Abusive jokes 
aimed at musicians have been a staple 
of programs like Jack Benny’s for 
years, and every bandleader who has 
worked the show has shamefully fallen 
in with Benny’s dismal practice. As a 
result, the already strong public skep
ticism with regard to the murals of 
everyone who “entertains” for a living 
has grown—with the professional mu
sician as chief target.

The professional musician who plays 
jazz is viewed with even more distor
tion by the public. Ever since the word 
jazz came into our language, the daily 
papers and the slick magazines have 
invariably treated jazzmen as either 
depraved delinquents or eerily humor
ous cousins of men from Mars. I cite 
us two quite recent examples Time’s 
disgusting lead to its coverage of the 
Newport Jazz festival and a spread 
of cartoons with captions on “modern 
jazz” in the July, 1955, Esquire.

These are quite mild exhibits in the 
public press* war against Jazz over 
the last 50 years. Once in a great 

while, for another example, a musician 
—as sometimes happens to a carpen
ter, doctor, bank executive, or grocery 
store owner—gets involved with the 
police. It’* never enough for the papers 
that the man is a musician. Whether 
the man in question plays piano in a 
cocktail lounge or is a drummer in a 
polkn band, the headlines always bel
low: “Jazz Musician Held for Question
ing.”

A SEPARATE article could be writ
ten about the effects on the public im
agination of Mezz Mezzrow’r excursion 
into gaslit fantasy, Really the Blues. 
The grotesque portrait of the alleged 
lazzman that emerges from Mezzrtiw’f 
ghost stories has probably done Jazz
men more harm than any other single 
event in the history of the art It is 
unhappily significant of the state of 
the public conception of the jazz mu
sician that Mezxrow’s memoirs have 
sold more copies than any other book 
ever written on jazz. The sophomoric 
columns and articles that Dick Gehman 

within the fold of the followers of jazz, 
that doughty minority of the populace 
who defy their mothers, wives, and 
sweethearts, and listen to Louis and 
Duke and Basie and Bird records. But 
the vision of even these souls is dimmed 
by their own gross stereotype« of what 
the jazz musician is like.

A surprising percentage of jazz fans 
believe, as the general public does, that 
the Jazz musician’s life is a round of 
lissome -¿morality, and that the only 
practicing a “true” jazzman does is 
on different brands of bourbon. Others 
romanticize their favorites, and build a 
composite of the jazzman that makes 
him part selfless experimenter and part 
fallen angel with a touch of Marlon 
Brando. It is this kind of jazz fan who 
is most disturbed when one of his idoU 
begins working steadily. Success, to 
these emotional investors in the jazz 
scene, is equivalent to betrayal.

THERE ARE a few jazz partisans, 
fortunately, who regard Jazz musicians 
as human beings, as people with prob 
leme, families, hopes, and fears no 
different in essence from those daily 
experienced by the fans themselves. 
But these pragmatic Jazz admirers are 
very few.

Throughout all this misrepresenta
tion by confused friends and foes con
cerning his vocation, his character, his 
antecedents, and his influence upon the 
young, the jazz musician has been 
silent—except among other musicians. 
H>< silence in public has been involun

tary. It has been due to the fact that 
the jazz musician has had almost no 
place wherein he can speak or write 
what he thinks, and reach a layman’s 
audience.

Let us take forums on jazz, for ex 
ample. Only recently have jazz musi
cians been invited to participate in 
these symposia in uny significant num
bers. For years, the viewpoint of the 
jazzman was expressed in these forums 
by just about everybody but a jazz 
musician. And even now, far too few 
organizers of educational jazz pro
grams or lectures on jazz think to 
invite jazz musicians themselves to 
speak at length. I’ve been at courses 
where jazz musicians have been guests, 
but they were invited more as exhibits 
than as teachers, and they were quickly 
made aware of that fact.

THERE IS one man in the east who 
is in charge of most of the important 
jazz panel discussions held in thi s area 
during the year. He admits privately 
that he feels jazzmen are—with few 
exceptions—inarticulate. Their art, he 
says, is a nonverbal one, and therefore, 
when they speak about their art in 
verbal terms, they become lost. This 
absurd belief is reflected in the paneb 
this man sets up. He does invite some 
musicians, but he tries to get them to 
rehearse what they’re going to say. 
and when they do persist in improvis
ing, he often interrupts them when 
they begin to talk “above the heads” of 
the audience, as he would put it. The 
result is that few of his forums are as 
provocative and productive as they 
could be. Most, in fact, are as bland as 
Mantovani.

Other forum.- operate with similar 
apathy toward the talking jazz musi
cian. So do the printed forums on jazz. 
All too few bylines by musicians have 
appealed in Down Beat or Metronome 
or the jazz publications abroad. Inter
views with musicians are quite illumi
nating, but there are many jazz musi
cians who have a lot to say under their 
own names in print—if someone were 
to ask them to.

There also is the matter of liner 
notes. The current state of jazz liner 
writing is—with a few notable excep
tion«—-disgraceful. Not only do most 
notes tell us little about the musicians’ 
backgrounds, but less than nothing 
about the music. Most of the time, the 
notes are a turmoil of purplish adjec
tives in a fog of bad grammar They 
rarely contain anything that will en
able the listener to understand more 
fully and enjoy what he is to hear.

IT WOULD be much more logical to 
ask the musicians themselves to write 
the notes when feasible, or at least to 
get the musicians in charge of the 
date to talk into a tape recorder, and 
later, edit what they’ve said. Contem
porary Records ha« shown—in set» of 
note« by Kessel (C2514), Niehaus 
(C2517), Manne and Freeman (C- 
2518), and th« LP with notes by six 
west coast writers (C2511)—how il
luminating liners by musicians can be. 
It’s a practice that should be much

(Turn to Page 49)
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with Freddie Keppard

By Ralph J. Gleason
JAZZ WAS BORN in New Orleans, 

all right, but one of the spots where 
it flourished earliest, lasted longest 
and has burst forth again with re
newed vigor in recent years, is Cali
fornia, with special references to San 
Francisco.

It could be that the cool Pacific nir 
draws jazzmen. It could be the na
tural air conditioning of San Fran
cisco where it never gets too hot or too 
cool.

In Any case, San Francisco provides 
and has provided n welcome home for 
jazzmen in many a year and so, of 
course, has lower California.

THE ORIGINAL Creole Jazz band,

and music history was mude. In 1936 
Benny’s great trio and quartet with 
Hampton, Teddy Wilson, Gene Krupa, 
and BG made its appearance in Holly
wood.

During the ’30s, many jazzmen float
ed west as radio and movies made Lo* 
Angeles a second entertainment capi
taL But it was in San Francisco at the 
«■nd of the ’30s, that the seeds were 
sown for the revival of traditional

-wung out to the coast in 1910— sure
ly the first invasion by New Orleans 
musicians.

Jelly Roll Morton hit Frisco in 1915 
und settled down aa a professor in a 
succession of spangled palaces on the 
riotous Barbary Coast, the San Fran
cisco opposite number of Storyville in 
whose bordellos, fashionable and un
fashionable, he had served an appren
ticeship as pianist.

Morton s stint on the Barbary Coast 
left an impression on San Fruncisco 
musicians. Pianist Paul Lingle heard 
him there, and the influence has lasted 
until today. For his part, Morton was 
at home once. He returned periodical
ly, until his death in the early ’40s, 
varying his residence between Los An
geles where he led a band of New 
Orleans Musicians in 1917, and San 
Francisco.

KID ORY, the New Orleans trom 
bonist hit L. A. in 1919 with his Creole 
Jazz band and in 1921 made records 
for the Spikes brothers, of which Ory’s 
Creole Trombone is still a classic. They 
are reputed to be th«* first discs made 
by a Negro jazz band.

Ory later played lengthy engage
ment« in San Francisco and Oakland 
and periodically played dances in the 
valley towns. Bunk Johnson, the 
trumpeter and one of Louis Arm
strong’s mentors, visited California be- 
foie the ’20s with a minstrel show, 
and as a sailor on a New Orleans 
freighter.

r ex 
misi-

In 1921, Ory and King Oliver both 
had bands on Market St. in San Fran
cisco. Oliver’s group, which later went 
to L. A., and considerable local hulla
baloo, came direct from Chicago to a 
two-month engagement at the Pergoda 
palace, now a pool room.

ALL THIS EARLY jazz music had 
considerable effect on northern Cali
fornia citizens. Peter Tamony, the San 
Francisco etymologist, has traced the 
word “jazz” back to a 1913 story in 
the San Francisco Bulletin—a story 
on a baseball training camp written by

mid-’40s Billy Berg’s Hollywood night 
club provided a home for jazzmen.

Back in 1936, disc jockey Al Jarvis 
had started jam sessions, and in 1937 
Ring Crosby’s benefit concert for Joe 
Sullivan was one of the first jazz con
certs ever held.

(Turn to Page 43)

mineralogist and parrot fancier, was 
invited by the Sun Francisco Hot Jazz 
society to lecture and illustrate jazz 
music. Out of this appearance grew 
the periodic jam session s at the Big 
Bear and other spots, which led to the 
formation of the Watters band, its 
Jazzman and West Coast records, und 
its long and famous run at the Dawn 
club.

FEATURED IN THE early Watters 
band were trombonist Turk Murphy, 
trumpeter Bob Scobey, and pianist 
Wally Rose, all of whom in recent 
years have formed splinter groups of 
their own which have become some of 
the leading traditional jazz groups in 
the country.

During the last years of the ’30s, the 
appearance of the Goodman band and 
the Count Basie band at the San Fran
cisco exposition had a marked effect 
on West Coast jazz.

Lionel Hampton, who farmed his 
own band of the early ’40s, took with 
him in his first unit a number of Bay 
Area jazzmen including Vernon Alley, 
Bob Barefield, and Eric Miller.

And later, during the »nr, there wa» 
the great St. Mary’s preflight band 
with many of the same men, plus Er
nie Royal and Marshall Royal.

IN 1940 STAN KENTON started his 
rugged road to fortune with his band

■ums 
jazz 
few 
pro-

that 
it no 
write 
nan’s

who 
ant 
reu Art Hickman, a San Francisco mu

sician and bandleader, was one of the 
first to click via records and was a hit 
in New York with a band from San 
Francisco that included Ferde Grofe 
and Paul Whiteman, a couple of up- 
and-coming kids themselves.

In the late ’20s and *80s, Tom Gerun 
had a top name band of the time op
erating out of San Francisco with 
Tony Martin and Woody Herman M 
saxetphonists.

And Anson Weeks, with whom Ivie 
Anderson later sang in the Palace 
hotel, was starting hid “Dancin’ with 
Anson’’ career during that period.

IN LOS ANGELES, Tlrummer Ben 
Pollock had a band in the mi^20s at 
the Venice ballroom with Benny Good
man, Glenn Miller, and 'other latter- 
day jazzmen among its members.

Curtis Mosby, then a bandleader 
and more recently u night club oper
ator, had a group at the Apex club 
with Lawrence Brown and Lionel 
Hampton, and later in the early ’80s 
Les Hite featured these men in his 
great swing band which Armstrong 
once fronted and recorded with.

In 1935, swing hit like an atom 
homb. The Goodman band, on its first 
tour of the country, was discouraged 
and disheartened until they hit Sweet’s 
bailroom in Oakland and found the 
kids lined up around the block to hear 
them.

SWEET TOOK THE band as a favor 
to the booker. He really wanted Jan 
Garber. The next night Goodman 
opened at the Palomar in Hollywood,

a short history of 
music in california
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The Importance Of Jazz Tradition
Th 
Ja:

By Gerry Mulligan
THE IMPORTANCE of the creative 

jazz musicians who have preceded us 
since the beginning of jazz cannot be 
underestimated. Many of the older 
iazzmen are, in fact, still contributing 
richly to the jazz scene—a fact some 
times lost sight of by younger jazz 
listeners or fans who are new to jazz.

As in any of the other arts, the 
presence in jazz of a living tradition 
i» a great asset to the young per
former. For one thing, of course, there 
is the enjoyment the men before have 
given us. Of more specific help to the 
young musician is the confidence to be 
gained from a knowledge of what the 
older jazzmen have done. By that I 
mean the knowledge you have that 
somebody else has lived the jazz life 
before you, and what they have done 
gives you an idea of what way to go 
about doing things and what way not 
to.

By being aware of the jazz tradition, 
the young jazzman acquires thereby a 
sense of perspective. Since I know and 
observe the tradition, I’m able accord
ingly to have a basis of judgment for 
my own work by trying to hear how it 
fits in with the whole jazz tradition. 
It gives you confidence to know that 
you have roote in a language that has 
been growing for quite awhile, and 
that has now become pretty well devel
oped. We jazz musicians can under
stand each other pretty well now, 
especially those of us who keep in 
mind the basics, the essential motiva
tions for blowing jazz.

ONE OF THESE BASICS is that a 
jazz musician is—or should be—always 
trying to express himself as an indi
vidual. Its there that you find the 
degree of integrity of a jazz musician. 
Since jazz is so personal a way of ex
pression, what we are as individuals is 
bound to come out by what we play as 
jazz. So when you hear a jazz musician, 
you get to know what kind of a person 
he is. That’s one of the very illuminat
ing things about playing or listening 
to jazz. And when that basic motiva
tion of self-expression is added to an 
awareness of the jazz tradition, then 
you’ve got a musician who knows not 
only why he’s blowing, but the history 
of the language he’i using.

The influences from what has gone 
before that have affected my own work 
include many musicians. Duke Elling
ton has been the biggest single influ
ence—particularly in his writing and 
in his attitude toward his band. Duke's 
bands always sounded like they were 
hearing themselves as they were play
ing. And Duke w$s able—for a longer 
period than any other leader—to take 
divergent personalities and combine 
them in a homogenous unit I was also

Gerry Mulligan 

Be An Individual

influenced by most of the soloists in 
the Ellington band of several years ago 
— Tricky Sam Nunton, Lawrence 
Brown, Johnny Hodges, Ben Webster, 
and Jimmy Blanton, etc.

Mentioning the last two reminds me 
of a further point. Ben and Blanton 
became quite a team; they were very 
close to each other musically. When 
Blanton died, there was a gap, and I’m 
sure Ben misses him to this day. So. 
in a sense, a man sometimes creates an 
influence by dropping out of the jazz 
scene. Once you’ve had that kind of 
rapport with another musician, you 
keep looking for something like it 
again. Like in my cnee, I miss the 
natural rapport I had with Chet Baker 
in the quartet

GETTING BACK to my own influ
ences from the jazz tradition, there 
was also Pete Brown. For one thing, 
he was one of the first men I ever 
really heard blow, so that was a strong 
influence in itself. And also, I was im
pressed by the attitude he had toward 
his instrument He’s a big man, but 

when he played the alto, he played 
with a tremendous sensitivity to the 
horn.

Then came Lester Young, Dizzy, and 
Bird. I’ve been about equally influenced 
by all three. Woody Herman’s 1945 
band also had an impact. It was a large 
influence on the way I was to think in 
terms of orchestration. I’ve always 
been a great admirer of Ralph Bums’ 
scoring, and he was writing particular
ly well at that time. The men in the 
band, too, created an impact—men like 
Bill Harris and the excellent brass sec 
tion Woody had. And there was Dave 
Tough, who exerted a tremendous in
fluence in that era in terms of the kind 
and quality of rhythmic feeling he laid 
down for the band. Sonny Greer, too, 
was influential in his rhythmic back
grounds for Duke.

By this list you can see that I was 
influenced by men on a variety of in
struments, not just by those who 
played my own horn. One result of 
being affected by musicians on all in
struments is that you acquire a mea
suring rod for what you want to hear 
in the people you yourself play with— 
and that’s another kind of influence. 
You look for people to play with who 
have that same kind of attitude toward 
music as the older men you admired 
and learned from.

As for the new listener to jazz— 
as well as the new instrumentalist— 
it’s a wise idea not to grasp the first 
thing that comes along and stop there. 
That’s a natural practice, but it’s a 
pretty unrewarding one. You ought to 
go back and listen to all eras of jazz 
that are available. By absorbing a 
cross section of the jazz tradition, 
you’ll be able to form a basis for de
veloping your taste. You’ll have firmer 
ground in deciding what you do like 
in jazz. And you’ll have a stronger 
feeling for the growth of jazz.

THERE WERE different develop
ments in each era. In the early days, 
there was the emphasis on ensemble 
playing. By the mid-’SOs and *40s the 
individual emerged, and this emergence 
of the individual reached a climax in 
Bird. He was the embodiment of the 
strong, individual personality.

It’s important to realize this develop
ment, and to know music from all jazz 
eras. It’s a mistake to listen to only 
one style—to the point of its becom
ing a fad—and to the exclusion of all 
other styles. There’s room for a lot 
of different kinds of jazz just ss there’s 
room for a lot of different kinds of 
people in the world as Jan listeners. 
In my own case, I find it very difficult 
to listen to music by categories and 
labels. You have to break it down to n

(Turn to Page 50)
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By John Hammond
THERE WAS A TIME, 20 odd 

)ears ago. when then- were exactly 
three record companies in America: 
Victor, Columbia, and the. American 
Record Company, which owned the 
Brunswick, Vocalion, and 25-cent labels. 
The only recorded jazz to reach the 
public was the result of pressure and 
subsidy by a music publi.*her, or non
union dates made primarily for the 
Negro market.

In 1955 there are upward» of 40 
labels bringing out some form of jazz 
consistently to an ever-widening mar
ket. The major companies, as well as 
the independents, are vying with each 
<ther in signing new talent, and liter

ally flooding dealers and jockeys with 
far more material than can be ab
sorbed by even an avid public. Just 
suppose that the unthinkable happens, 
und that all but a half dozen well- 
financed companies should disappear. 
How much jazz would appear on the 
remaining major company lists?

It’s a pretty frightening thought, 
since by far the largest amount of 
good jazz appears on such postwar la
bels as Atlantic, Bethlehem, Clef, Em 
Arcy, Fantasy and Good Time Jazz, 
right on down the alphabet. The ma
jors like Columbia, which does by far 
the best job, Victor, Decca, and Capi
tol are in the jazz market because th« 
smaller companies proved that non
name, uncommercial jazz could be 
profitable.

BUT WITH the rare exception of a 
Brubeck, Goodman, or Armstrong al
bum, the big companies, with their 
enormous overhead, and a distributor 
setup in which records are often sec
ondary to television and household ap
pliances, do not make money on jazz 
sessions. Without the competition of 
the independent specialists, it’s doubt
ful whether we would get the tiniest 
fraction of the jazz available today.

For some 11 years I worked for ma
jor companies, and made scores of jazz 
dates, among the hundreds of commer
cial sessions. There were those gratify
ing times when a Goodman, Basie, 
Teddy Wilson, or Billie Holiday be
came a “name” with an automatic 
sale, with the subsequent underwriting 
by advance distributor orders But far 
more frequent was the disappointing 
returns from the initial sales of a 
promising group or individual, and the 
subsequent pressure from distributors 
and higher-ups alike to stop experi
menting.

After World War II it was Norman 
Granz who came up with the most 
successful techniques of selling jazz on 
records. Even before the day» of LP 
and tape, he recorded his own Jazz at 
the Philharmonic concerts, complete

Jazz LPs In A Spin
By Netuhi Ertegun

IT’S NO SECRET that the record 
industry is governed by trends, and as 
far as jazz is concerned, the current 
trend ia as unmistakeable as it is irre
sistible: the only way to present jazz 
on records is on a 12“ LP.

The same thing, of course, happened 
to recordings of classical music several 
years ago.

The fact that most composers didn’t 
have the foresight to write works of 
exactly the desired length for 12” LPs 
didn’t stop anybody; either the micro
grooves were widened, so that what 
would fit on a 10” was made to occupy 
12 inches (a relatively rare occur
rence), or a shorter work was sdded 
to fill the remaining portion of the 
disc.

Today, record dealers and distrib
utors throughout the country Insist 
the 10” jazz LP is outmoded and com
pletely undesirable. In this, they un
doubtedly reflect the views of the 
majority of record buyers.

The dealers say the 12” LP looks 
more important, attracts immediate 
attention, and creates an aura of pres
tige and significance that was lacking 
when the dimension of the record was 
smaller.

WE ALL REMEMBER the reaction of 
many jazz collectors when the first 10” 
LPs were released—they resented the 
idea of having to buy a whole LP when 
often there were only one or two num
bers on the record they really liked.

The 12” LP ia bound to make the 
jazz listener more discriminating and 
selective than ever, and this, I think, 
will be one of its chief virtues. The 
jazz fan isn’t going to buy a 12” LP 
unless he likes most the music on both 

with the excitement of audiences, the 
superior acoustics of concert auditor-* 
iums, and extended solos of competent, 
if sometimes exhibitionistic, instru
mentalists. Even on such obscure la
bels as Stinson and Asch, these discs 
sold in the hundreds of thousands, and 
finally led to the establishment of Clef 
and Norgran.

THE GRANZ companies are perhaps 
the only subsidized ones in jazz, in 
many cases underwritten by the enor
mously popular J ATP tours. As the 
most successful promoter in the one- 
night field, Granz has no fear in trust
ing his own taste and sometimes losing 
a small fortune in promoting artists on 
records. Anything lost on records is 
recouped in concerts, and his perse*

Neauhi Ertegun 

sides of the record. And that’s an aw
ful lot of music.

In the old 78-rpm days, a recording 
director thought he had accomplished a 
tremendous tour-de-force when he 
made two three-minute jazz recordings 
that really satisfied him.

Today that’s practically nothing To 
be more accurate it’s a fine start, but 
it must be followed by approximately 
35 minutes of equally good music.

JUDGING BY THE amount of 12” 
LPs now being released, you would 
think there was no such problem. But 
the problem exists, and sooner or later 
all jazz a&r men will have to face it. 
Once we realize a jazz record isn’t 
going to sell simply because it’s a 12”, 
the quality of recorded jazz will in
crease of necessity.

That’s why I welcome the current 
reign of the 12” jazz LP. Actually, 
there should be a place for both 10” 
and 12“ jazz LPs; certain album ideas, 
which lend themselves naturally to the 
smaller size, now will have to be either 
abandoned or needlessly inflated.

That, of course, is the danger of 
ally trends; they are inflexible, and 
they eliminate everything which 
doesn’t fit into their pattern.

The advantages of the 12" LP are 
obvious. The improvising musician 
doesn’t have to worry about limitations 
of time; the jazz composer can write 
in extended forms and will develop his 
ideas as fully as his imagination 
allows. There is more room for effective 
art work on the cover, and for de
tailed notes on the back.

THE DANGERS ARE equally ob
vious. There is more room for music, 
art, and writing; this increases the 
chances for indifferent or uneven per
formances by the various persons who 
take part in the production of the big 
LP.

Everything depends on how the ad
ditional space is used. The buyer will 
tend to be more and more critical, 
which is the way it should be; we will 
have fewer records and better records, 
more carefully planned recording ses
sions, greater attention to quality of 
performance and of sound.

In thia sense*, 12" jazz LPs are a 
very real rhii>’.<’nge to the record com 
panies that make them.



The Collectors Era
What LPs Have Done To Wax Heads

By George Hoefer
MOST PERSONS today look back 

on the depression years as compara
tively sad, sad times. True, jobs were 
scarce and pocket money was some
thing you dreamed about. But the jazz 
i ecord collector had much to be thank
ful for— he enjoyed a multitude of un
expected kicks.

The thrills of owning a car, going to 
a good show, or taking a vacation trip 
were nonexistent for many. However, 
the hot discophile found a substitute 
for these pleasures that called for an 
astoundingly low cash outlay and 
proved to offer a fascination more al
luring than even, at times, the pleasure 
of eating.

The boys who today are called the 
“old-time collectors” were bitten by a 
bug more demanding than golf, mah 
jong, baseball or the movies.

WHILE AWAKE, they thought, 
talked, wrote about, and searched for 
rare jazz records. Everybody was look
ing for an undiscovered Louis Arm
strong, and quite a few of them were 
turned up on blind labels that Arm
strong himself long since had forgot
ten.

While under the influence of this 
hug, collectors didn’t marry, nor could 
they afford to take out girls unless 
her father had played a trumpet during 
the ’20s and was likely to have bought 
Bix’ records when they came out.

Jazz collecting packed a double wal
lop. There was the initial boot of lo
cating a rar? nugget in an unexpected 
place. I found my first Wolverine Gen- 
nett near the bottom of a milk can 
in the back of a used-furniture store on 
S. State St. in Chicago.

AN EVEN BIGGER charge came 
when it was put on an old wind-up 
phonograph and through the scratch 
and the tinny sound came Bix’ cornet 
chorus on Riverboat Shuffle.

The discophile in those days was 
viewed by store keepers with suspicion 
and alarm. They resented the way we 
ran up their electric bill by going 
through hundreds of their old records 
under a 25-watt bulb and then walk
ing out with only three under our arm.

Others were pleased to collect 15 
cents for records out of a bunch they 
were burning in a wood stove to keep 
warm.

There was one Michigan collector 
who witnessed the violent destruction 
of one of the few copies ever found 
of Jack Teagarden’s rare Loveless. Love 
on the Crown label. He offered the 
shop owner a dime, a top price for 
one record in those days. This dealer 
must have had an intuition of value, 
for when he heard the offer, his knee 
went up, and the record, firmly held in 
both hands, went crashing across it.

16 Doom Rest

WHEN TWO COLLECTORS got to
gether in those days, they would go 
to one or the other’s lair and start a 
trading session. When trading was at 
it’s peak, the apartment floor had two 
lines of discs the length of the room.

The idea was to balance items 
against one another, considering con
dition, rarity, and music value. I re
member one session that took all night 
because the collector who was ut home 
refused to play his sides with anything 
but old-fashioned wooden needles. In 
order to get one side of a beat-up rec
ord played through, it was necessary 
to stop and resharpen the needle fifteen 
times.

This discophile’s biggest day was a 
Saturday in Gary, Ind., when I walked 
into a run-down furniture and junk 
shop that at one time had been a rec
ord store with an Okeh franchise.

AFTER BEING INSULTED for buy
ing only four records—which I hadn’t 
particularly wanted and had bought 
only to placate the man for moving a 
lot of useless furniture to make the 
record pile available and to repay him 
for burning his light—I was on my way 
out the door when I noticed a small pile 
of records in their original envelopes 
high up on a shelf.

I turned to the dealer, who said I 
wouldn’t want any of them because 
they were new, but after much begging 

’and cajoling, plus an offer to buy at 
least one at 75 cents, he bought over 
a ladder and climbed up to hand down 
the records one by one.

In that period, collectors had almost 
memorized Delaunay's first Hot Disc
ography published in 1936, and when 
the man handed down King Oliver’s 
Mabel’s Dream on a mint Okeh fol
lowed by a label reading ‘'Blanche 
Calloway accompanied by Louis Arm
strong on cornet” singing Lazy TVom- 
an’s Blues in 1925, it was almost too 
much.

NEITHER OF THESE records were 
listed in Delaunay at that time, and 
their existence was unknown to me. 
There were other items in new con
dition. The dealer got my last |2 und 
another visit the next day. This hap
pened late in the afternoon after 
spending an entire day hunting up one 
street and down another without suc
cess.

The competition began to increase, 
and toward the end of the ’30s there 
were few untapped stores left in the 
bigger cities that had the kind of rec
ords we were looking for.

Chicago'? south side was probably 
the outstanding spot in the country 
for this sort of thing because Oliver, 
Bessie Smith, Armstrong, Earl Hines, 
Jimmy Noone and most the jazz names 
were playing there at the time the

Go, Go, Go!
Benny Powell of the Count Ba^ie 

hand tells thi« true story about one as
pect of Newport’s welcome to the recent 
Jazz Festival held there. During one 
early evening, Powell noticed an elder
ly lady—who appeared to be a long
time resident of Newport—closely scan
ning the automobiles crowding into 
town for the jazz concert that night. 
Whenever the elderly lady caught eight 
of an out-of-state license plate, she 
would mutter bleakly: “Go home! Go 
home!”

Altoist Cannonball 
Big Shot On EmArcy

New York Alto-saxist Julian
(Cannonball) Adderley, who ha*» been 
causing enthusiastic comment among 
(azzmen here (Dawn Beat Aug. 24), has 
finished one 12" LP for EmArcy and is 
working on another that will feature 
him against a strong background with 
arrangements by Quincy Jones.

Before signing with EmArcy, Adder
ley recorded for Savoy with a combo 
headed by Kenny Clarke. Personnel on 
the Savoy date included cornetist Nat 
Adderley, tenor-flutist Jerome Richard
son (on two), trumpeter Donald Byrd, 
pianist Horace Silver, bassist Paul 
Chambers, and Clarke.

The Clarke set will be called Bohe
mia after Dark and will be followed by 
another Savoy album under Cannon
ball’s own name.
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collector's items were being released.
During World War II, the salvage 

drive, organized to reclaim shellac 
that no longer could be obtained from 
the East Indies, caused the loss of 
many old records that were turned in 
on salvage campaigns.

IT IS QUESTIONABLE whether 
many desirable items were destroyed 
in this manner, but it certainly played 
havoc with the piles of old records to 
look through. Now just about all the 
heretofore unknown records by famous 
jazz artists have been listed in disc
ographies and arc well known. The 
lure of the hunt is gone- Records are 
no longer accumulated like postage 
stamps.

Today there are more collectors, and 
they pay all their attention to the 
music. The day of the collector of 
labels is over. In fact, a great many 
of the original collectors are convert
ing to tape and replacing their old 78s 
with collections on the new LP und 
45 sets. Bill Grauer and Orin Keep
news are making u lot of the rare 
items available on Riverside LPs. Vic
tor and Columbia have regular reissue 
programs active, as do Decca and even 
Capitol from time to time.

Times change, but many an old
time collector recalls with joy the days 
of the depression.
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was one from Billy Taylor, 
jazz pianist, who was offered 
space. His article follows.)

ANDRE HODEIR may be
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Billy Taylor Replies
To Art Tatum Critic

By Billy Taylor
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(Ed. Note: In the Aug. 10 issue of 

Down Beat appeared an analysis of 
Art Tatum by Andre Hodeir, the 
European jazz critic who writes for 
Jazz Hot. Among the protests received
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Europe’s best known and most respect
ed jazz critics but his analysis (?) of 
Art Tatum is nothing short of ridicu
lous. A “provocative piece” indeed!

How could anyone be so presumptu
ous as to try to evaluate the talent of 
any great jazz artist solely on the basis 
of one group of his recordings? Cre
ativity cannot be turned on and off 
like a light in a recording studio, and 
as extensive as the five 12* LP Clef 
records are, they do not present every 
facet of the Art Tatum I know.

Anyone who has ever heard Tatum 
play after hours in a setting of his own 
choosing will bear out the fact that 
this is a completely different Art Ta
tum from the one who plays either in 
clubs, jazz concerts, or on records. 
When he plays for a select audience of 
his own choosing, even his “arrange
ments” take on a new dimension. The 
fabulous technical facility is then used 
as it should be used, to present and ex
ploit the creative power which sets Ta
tum apart from other jazz pianists.

According to Messers Funk and 
Wagnall:—

Genius: 1—Extraordinary intellec
tual gifts, evidenced in original crea
tion, expression or achievement.

2—Remarkable aptitude for some 
special pursuit; a distinguishing na
tural capacity or tendency ...

3—A person of phenomenal and or
iginal powers for productivity in art, 
science, statesmanship, etc ...

4—The dominant influence or essen
tial animating principle of anything...

Considering these definitions one by 
one, I think Norman Granz wan cor
rect in calling Art Tatum a genius.

Hodeir admits that in his opinion, 
Tatum is:

1—Extraordinarily gifted.
2—A man able to conceive and then 

execute things which others, sometimes 
able to conceive, simply cannot execute.

3—More of a pianiste d’orchestre
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Tatum
than any other great jazz pianist.

Even among the avant garde mod 
ernists, Hodeir admits, it would be hard 
to find a jazz pianist for whom Tatum 
is not the greatest of them all . . . 
(Tatum) seems to have cast a spell 
over the younger generation of pian
ists.

As Hodeir admits, the European cri
tic is definitely handicapped by not be
ing able to hear a particular jazzman 
in person. If he had heard Art Tatum 
at almost anytime between 1941 and 
1951, I think he would be less prone 
to “consider these albums as a panor
amic picture which the celebrated 
pianist at the high point of his career, 
has drawn of his own work."

ART TATUM is one of the few name 
artists who throughout his entire re
cording careel' has always been allowed 
to choose his own material. Obviously 
he picked the music from his repertoire 
which he liked best for this series of 
recordings, but since the entire set con
sists of at least five more 12* LP al
bums, there is much in the way of 
repertoire which had not been heard 
by Mr. Hodeir at the time he wrote his 
article. Also, more often than not, it is 
the record company that arranges the 
order in which the musical selections 
are presented.

I, too, would like to hear the Tatum 
interpretation of Boplicity, but in all 
fairness, although many musicians 
agree that it is a great jazz tune, I 
have never heard it played anywhere 
by anyone other than on the Miles 
Davis record; I am sure that many mu
sicians must know it, but I cannot re
call even one other record of it by a 
jazz great.

In his criticism of Tatum’s selection 
of tunes, Hodeir says “these albums 
deliberately sacrifice beautiful melody 
for sentimental ballads and authentic 
jazz pieces for popular hits." Yet he 
has nothing to say about Benny Car
ter’s Blues in My Heart, Ellington’s 
Sittin’ and Rocking or In a Sentiment
al Mood, Will Marion Cook’s I’m Com
ing, Virginia, or Edgar Sampson’s 
Stompin’ at the Savoy, and I suppose 
that because of their popularity, Over 
the Rainbow, Embraceable You, and 
Can’t We Be Friends? cannot be con
sidered beautiful melodies.

WHEN HODEIR compares the ap
proaches used by Charlie Parker, Louis

Armstrong, and Lester Young to a 
melody with that of Tatum, he is on 
very shaky ground. With all due re
spect to their individual talents, they 
are still only concerned with playing 
one note at a time. It is therefore ab
surd to try to draw comparisons be
tween their approach and Tatum’s. 
Compare him with another pianist if 
you will. Fats Waller was one of the 
swing ingest pianists who ever lived, 
but he had neither the technical facil
ity nor the imagination required to use 
the Tatum approach and Fats was the 
first to admit it.

The fact that “every jazz pianist, 
even a fourth-rate saloon pianist, orna
ments a theme as he plays it” does not 
negate that kind of approach nor does 
it necessarily indicate a lack of ambi
tion. Tatum has certainly developed 
jazz solo piano playing to its highest 
point of virtuosity to date, but again I 
must insist, records, even the extensive 
Granz set, have nnt presented the com
plete Art Tatum.

Coral Signs 
Larry Sonn

New York — Corals band division, 
weakened by the departure of Les 
Brown for Capitol, has signed the new 
band of Larry Sonn. First singles by 
the orchestra are Follow That Man and 
Idaho.

The latter is an arrangement by Al 
Cohn, who will contribute all the up
tempo writing for the band. Ballads 
are scored by Stan Applebaum, and 
the band’s book also includes some ar
rangements by Manny Albarn.

The Sonn band first received nation
al exploitation via a recent Saturday 
night exposure on NBC’» Monitor with 
commentary by Al Collins. MCA books 
the orchestra.

Sonn, a trumpeter is a former side
man with Charlie Barnet, Hal McIn
tyre, Teddy Powell, Bobby Byrne, Vin
cent Lopez, and other units. For the 
last 10 years, however, he has been 
leading one of the most popular bands 
in Mexico.

Early this year Sonn decided to re
turn to the American musical scene and 
organized a band here.



A Basic Jazz Record Library

Here is a basic library of recorded jazz—100 choice re
cordings—as chosen by Down Beat. It is, we think, the best 
such guide ever assembled, and a supplement will be pub
lished annually to keep it up to date All discs listed are 
on LP unless otherwise indicated.

Mahalia Jackson. The World’s Greatest Gospel Singer, Co
lumbia CL 644

Bunk Johnson. This Is Bunk Johnson Talking, American 
Music 648

George Lewis, Georgi Lewis’ Ragtime Band, Jazz Man Rec
ords, LJ 331

Jelly RoU Morton. New Orleans Memories, Commodore 
30000

Negro Folk Music of Alabama, Folkways, Vols. 1 & 2, P 
417-P 418

Baby Dodds, Talking and Drum Solos, Folkways FP 30
The Original Dixieland Jazz Band, Label “X” LX-3007 
Armstrong-Oliver, Louis Armstrong with King Oliver's

Creole Jazz Band, Riverside, RLP 1029
Louis Armstrong, The Louis Armstrong S'ory, Vols. 1-4, 

Columbia ML 4383-4386
Louis Armstrong, Plays W. C. Handy, Columbia CL 591
Johnny Dodds, Washboard Band, Label “X” LX-3006
Jimmy Noone, Jimmie Noone Apex Club Orchestra, Bruns

wick BL 58006
JeUy Roll Morton, Red Hot Peppers, Vol. 2, Label “X” 

LVA-3028
New Orleans Rhythm Kings, George Brunis with the New 

Orleans Rhythm Kings, Riverside RLP 1024
Bix Beiderbecke, The Bix Beiderbecke Story, Vols. 1-8, Co

lumbia ML 4811-4818 f
Condon - McPartland - Teschmacher - Freeman, etc., Chicago 

Style Jazz, Columbia CL 632
ilondon.Russell-Wettling-McPartland, etc., Chicago Jazz Al

bum. Decca DL 8029
Muggsy Spanier. Muggsy Spanier Favorites, Vol. 2, Victor 

LPT 1000
Bessie Smith, The Bessie Smith Story, Vols. 1-4, Columbia 

ML 4807-4810
Meade Lux Lewis. Cow-Cow Davenport, etc., Pioneers of 

Boogie Woogie, Riverside. RLP 1009
Pete Johnson-Joe Turner-Lips Page-Basie-Kirk, etc., Kansas 

City Jazz, Decca DL 8044
Count Basie, Count Basie and his Orchestra, Decca DL 8049 
Basie-Young. Lester Leaps In, Epic LG 3107
Jimmy Rushing, Sings the Blues, Vanguard VRS 8011
Fletcher Henderson. And His Connie’s Inn Orchestra, La

bel “X” LP 3013
McKinney's Cotton Pickers, Vol. 1, Big Band Jazz of the 

Twenties, Label “X” LVA-8031
Jimmie Lunceford, Lunceford Special, Columbia CL 684
Duke Ellington, Ellingtonia, Vols, 1 & 2, Brunswick BL 

50002-58012
Duke Ellington. Ellington Plays Ellington, Columbia CL 

558
Duke Ellington, This Ir Duke Ellington, Victor LPT 3017 
Benny Goodman, 1937-1938 Jazz Concert No. t, Vols. 14 2.

Columbia ML 4590-4591
Teddy Wilson Quintet, Just a Mood, Columbia EP-1569 
Bob Crosby, Bob Cats, Decca DL 8061
Bunny Berigan. Bunny Berigan Plays Again, Victor LPT 

1003
Roy Eldridge. The Strolling Mr. Eldridge, Clef LP MGC-162

Lionel Hampton, A Treasury of Immortal Performance», 
Victor LPT-18

Chu Berry, Memorial Album, Commodore FL 20024
Coleman Hawkins, The Bean, EmArcy MG 26013
Ben Webster, The Consummate Artistry of Ben Webster, 

Norgran MG N-1001
Stewart-Williams-Hodges-Bigard, The Duke's Men, Epic LG 

3108
Johnny Hodges, And His Alto Sax, Victor LPT 3000
Benny Carter, Cosmopolite, Clef MG C-141
l>^ter Young, With the Oscar Peterson Trio, Vols. 14 2, 

Norgran MG N-5, MG N-6
Vic Dickenson, Septet, Vol. 1, Vanguard LP 8001
Django Reinhardt, Le Jazz Hot, Angel 60003
Earl Hines, Piano Solos, Atlantic ALS 120
Earl Hines, Piano Solos, Label “X” LVA-3023
Junies P. Johnson, Stomps, Rags, and Blues, Blue Note LP 

7011
Fate Waller, Vols. 1 & 2, Riverside 1021,1022
Fate Waller, Fats Waller, Victor LPT 6001
Art Tatum, The Genius of Art Tatum, Vols. 1-10, Clef 612, 

613, 614, 615, 619, 657, 658, 659, 660, 661 (any one)
Mary Lou Williams, Mary Lou Williams, Contemporary C 

2507
Erroll Garner, Erroll Garner, Columbia CL 535
Billy Taylor, A Touch of Taylor, Prestige LP 7001
Billie Holiday, Lady Day, Columbia CL 637
Billie Holiday, Billie Holiday, Clef MG C-161
Billie Holiday, Vol. 1, Commodore FL 20, 005
Mildred Bailey, Blues, Columbia EP B-1617
Ella Fitzgerald, Ella, Deccu DL 8068
Sarah Vaughan, Sarah Vaughan, Columbia CL 6133
Sarah Vaughan, Hot Jazz, Remington RLP 1024
Charlie Christian, With the Benny Goodman Sextet and

Orchestra, Columbia CL 652
Charlie Christian, Jazz Immortal, Esoteric LP-1
Charlie Parker, Memorial, Vols. 1-3, Savoy MG-12000, 

12001,12009
Dizzy Gillespie, Dizzy Gillespie, Allegro-Elite 3083
Dizzy Gillespie, And His Orchestra, Gene Norman Pre

sents, VoL 4
Thelonious Monk, Genius of Modern Music, Blue Note LP 

5002
Fats Navarro, Memorial Album, Blue Note LP 5004
Bud PoweU, Jazz at Massey Hall, Vol. t, Debut DLP-3
Bud PoweU, The Amazing Bud Powell, Vol. 2. Blue Note 

5041
Miles Davis, Classics in Jazz, Capitol H 459
Miles Davis, All-Star Sextet, Prestige LP 182
Lennie Tristano^ Classics in Jazz, Capitol EAP 491
Woody Herman, Dance Parade, Columbia CL 6049
Woody Herman, Three Herds, Columbia CL 592
Stan Kenton, New Concepts, Capitol H-383
Stan Getz, Interpretations, Norgran MG N-1000
Milt Hinton, Bethlehem LP BCP-1020
Dave Brubeck, Jazz at Oberlin, Fantasy LP 3-11
Gerry Mulligan, Quartet, Fantasy LP 3-6
Clifford Brown-Art Farmer. And the Swedish All-Stars.

Prestige PRLP 167
John Grass, Jazz Studio Three. Decca DL 8104
Charlie Mingus, Jazzical Moods, VoL 1, Period SPL 1107
Modern Jszs Quartet. Prestige PRLP 160, PRLP 170
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CITIES

ALSO BOBBY SCOTT AND WHITEY MITCHELL DON ABNEY

ELLA FITZGERALD

STAN GETZ

GENE KRUPA

FLIP PHILLIPS

PHILHARMONIC
15th Annual Tout

OPENING SEPT. 16th IN HARTFORD!

17
OSCAR

BUDDY RICH

OSCAR PETERSON

RAY BROWN

HERB ELLISEDDIE SHU

ROY ELDRIDGE

Boston 
Brooklyn 

Buffalo 
Chicago 

Cincinnati 
Columbus 
Cleveland

Dallas 
Dayton 
Denver 
Detroit 

Hartford 
Houston 

Indianapolis 
Kansas City 

Kansas State College 
Long Beach 
Los Angeles 

Louisville
Milwaukee 

Minneapolis

Montreal 
New York City
Norfolk 
Oakland
Oklahoma A. & M. 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburgh 
Portland
Sacramento 
San Antonio 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
San Jose 
Seattle
St Louis 
Toledo 
Toronto 
University of Texas 
University of Wisconsin 
Vancouver, B. C. 
Washington, 0. C.

OUT OCT. 1st —THE LATEST JATP ALBUM-ON CLEF —VOL.
Featuring: LIONEL HAMPTON • DIZZY GILLESPIE • BUDDY RICH • FLIP PHILLIPS • BUDDY DeFRANCO • RAY BROWN • 

PETERSON • ROY ELDRIDGE • LOUIS BELLSON • BEN WEBSTER • BILL HARRIS • HERB ELLIS

CLEF RECORDS • NORGRAN RECORDS • 451 No. Canon Drive Beverly Hills, Calif.
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All jau record» are reviewed by Nat 
Hentoff except those initialed by Jack 
Tracy, Rating: ***** Excellent, *★** 
Very Good. *** Good, *"* Fair, * Poor.

Louis Armstrong
Haney tackle Roto; Blur Turning 

Gray over You; Fm Crazy 'Bout My 
Baby; Squeeze Me; Keepin' Out of 
Mitchief Noto; All That Meat and No 
Potatoes; I’ve Got a Feelin' Fm Falling; 
Black and Blue; Ain't Mhbehartn’

Rating: ★★★*
Satch Playi Fats it the second spe

cial album Louis has made for Colum
bia, though he regularly records for 
Deccti. This set, devoted entirely to 
the works of Fats Waller, is part of 
George Avakian’■ Great Jazz Compos
ers series. Unfortunately it is not equal 
in quality to the first Louis special— 
the inagnificient album of W. C. Handy 
compositions (Columbia CL 591). First 
of all, the presence of Velma Middleton 
on three numbers is unjustified. She’s 
just not that good a singer, especially 
when measured against Ix»uis. Then 
the members of Louis’ band let him 
down in this set. The rhythm section 
is stiff; Barney Bigard contributes 
little of interest, and even the rugged 
Trummy Young could have been more 
imaginative in several places.

But Louis is fine, and for that rea
son, the set is well worth buying. Of 
key attraction are his vocals, but his 
horn too remains eloquent (e.g. Blue 
Turning Gray, the highlight of the set). 
Thi'ough tape, Louis briefly backs his 
own vocal on one tune, and scats 
against his own vocal on another. On 
one number, incidentally—Black and 
Blue—I still prefer the altered Vic 
Dickenson-type lyrics to the original 
sung here. The album is recommended 
for Louis’ work. With more energetic 
assistance from his men, Louis would 
heve had a really outstanding set. Good 
»corded sound. (Columbia 12” LP CL 
708).

Max Bennett
T. K.; Fit Never Smile Again; Du 

You Know Why?; Sweet Georgia 
Brawn; Rubberneck; Just Max; They 
Say; J re pert Creepers

Rating: *★♦
Bassist Bennett, currently with Stan 

Kenton, makes his LP debut as a 
leader heading a unit composed of 
Charlie Mariano, Frank Rosolino, Stan 
Levey, and Claude Williamson, with 
vocalist Helen Carr on two numbers. 
Bennett has gained recognition through 
his work with the Georgie Auld quintet, 
Charlie Ventura, Sauter-Finegan, and 
Kenton. While not yet a bassist of the 
stature of Pettiford, Mingus, Brown, 
Hinton, or Wendell Marshall, Max has 
a good beat and intonation.

The presence of Miss Carr adds 
little to the session. In a dance band 

21)

oi' a superior cocktail lounge, Miss 
Carr would make it, but nothing here 
indicates she yet has much jazz ability. 
Mariano blows vigorously, but is still 
too much in the shadow of Bird to 
have developed his own style. Rosolino 
is briskly efficient as is Williamson. 
Levey is too insistently loud on up
tempos.

The opener, a pleasant vehicle for 
bass, was by the late Tiny Kahn. The 
fourth and fifth are arresting originals 
by Rosolino. Rubberneck used to be 
featured often by Stan Getz, and Just 
Max is a gently intriguing solo frame
work for Bennett. Ira Gitter’s notes are 
commendably biographical for the most 
part and the word “genius” is used not 
once. Almost four stars, except for the 
two vocal bands. (Bethlehem BCP- 
1028)

Count Basie
The Comeback; Every Day

Rating; *****
New Star winner Joe Williams dem

onstrates why he ran so far ahead of 
the rest of the field in the recent 
Critics’ Poll balloting. Every Day is 
the blues that has given the Count his 
first popular hit record in several 
years. The Comeback, written by Mem- 
phi-- Slim, is another solid blues that 
opens with some fine, laconic Basie 
piano. Mr. Williams then wraps it up 
with the band rocking powerfully be
hind him. Good recorded sound. Listen, 
too. to what Freddie Greene does for 
u rhythm section throughout. (Clef EP 
89149x45)

Barbara Carroll
, Am I Blue?; Blue Room; Just Plain 
Blue; Blue and Sentimental

Rating: ♦***
Barbara indicates again her mature 

ability as a jazz pianist possessed of 
taste, imagination, and a good rhythmic 
sense. Joe Shulman is on bass and 
Ralph Pollack on drums. The title of 
the set, naturally, is Just Plain Blue, 
which is also what Barbara’s up-tempo 
original on the date is called. High 
point is Blue and Sentimental, a num
ber long associated with the old Basie 
band and the late Hershal Evans. 
(Victor EPA 604)

Chris Connor
Blame It on My Youth; It's AU 

Right with Me; Someone to Watch 
Over Me; Trouble is a Man; AU This 
nnd Heaven, Too; The Thrill is Gone; 
I Concentrate on lou; AU Dressed up 
with a Broken Heart; From This Mo
ment On; Ridin* High

Rating; ****
This Is Chris is Miss Connor’s third 

album for Bethlehem, her first 12" set, 
and her best collection musically. When 
Chris, in fact, becomes this consistent 
in a night club, she’ll really have it 
made. Her tasty backing here comes 
basically from Ralph Sharon, Milt Hin
ton, Osie Johnson, flutist Herbie Mann, 
and guitarist Joe Puma Kai Winding 
and J. J. Johnson are added on a few. 
The two trombones are characteristic

ally effective, but could have been used 
to more varied background effect.

Chris’ intonation is in better shape 
than usual; her beat is more relaxed; 
and that fine, throaty quality is 
warmly alive. Her phrasing is some
what more flexible than heretofore, and 
she does well by the meaning of the 
lyrics. All in all, a very enjoyable re
cital. The album notes an: useless. How 
about, for one thing, telling us who 
did the arrangements? (Bethlehem 12" 
LP BCP-20)

Kenny Dorham
Minor’s Holiday; Lotut Flower; Afro- 

ditia; Basheer’s Dream
Rating: #***

This is Kenny’s first LP for Blue 
Note under his new contract with the 
label. Set is called Afro-Cuban, and a 
major aid in making the title match 
with the music is conga drummer Car
los (Potato) Valdes, recently arrived 
from Cuba, and recommended to Kenny 
by Dizzy and “Little Benny” Harris. 
The rest of the distinguished nnd con
stantly cooking rhythm section is com
posed of Horace Silver, Oscar Petti
ford, and Art Blakey. The horn» 
include Cecil Payne, Hank Mobley, and 
J. J. Johnson. J. J. is excellent and 
Mobley is swingingly competent.

Chief importance of this set, how
ever, is the playing of the long-ne
glected Dorham. Kenny has rarely 
mounded as consistently at inventive 
ease as on this set, and I hope the LP 
heralds the fuller arrival of Kenny into 
public recognition. Kenny has worked 
with most of the major modern jazz 
innovators, and has evolved into one 
nf the better hornmen in modern jazz, 
both with regard to sound and concep
tion. First three original;-- are by Ken
ny; the fourth is by Gigi Gryce. All 
are pleasant, but none is outstanding 
as writing. The lines are good for blow
ing, though, and that’s what happens 
to warm effect here. Good recorded 
sound by Rudy Van Gelder, and good 
notes by Leonard Feather. (Blue Note 
BLP 5065»

May nard Ferguson
Our Lave Is Herr to Stay; Air Con

ditioned
Rating:

Another marathon coupling, with 
each each tune allowed a whole 12” 
side. The second is a Ferguson origi
nal. With Ferguson are Herb Geller, 
Bob Cooper, Bob Gordon (no solos), 
Milt Bernhart, Claude Williamson, 
Max Roach, and John Simmons. First 
side rambles a little over 16 minutes, 
and the second is just about 16. As has 
been suggested here before, the only 
time this lengthy a lack of structural 
growth becomes memorable is when 
there’s outstanding solo work. But the 
blowing here isn’t that exceptional. 
There are varyingly capable solos by 
the horns, but there’s little that will 
cause this record to be especially re
called several years hence.

The rhythm section, it should be 
noted, is first rate Solo wise too. Max
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Herbie Nichola

Wonder Why; My Funny Valentine ; 
Moonray; The Neameu of You; Stone
wall; I Should Caro

Thr Third World; Step Tempest; 
Dance Line; Blue Chopsticks; Double 
Exposure; Cro-Magnon Night»

Wailin’ at the Trianon was recorded 
at that Chicago ballroom in July, 1954,

A relaxed, consistently tasteful blow
ing session on which Bags’ quartet in
cludes two other MJQ colleagues—Percy 
Heath and Connie Kay—as well as 
pianist Horace Silver. All are fine. The 
rhythm *winga steadily; Horace’s solos 
indicate again how emotionally moving 
a pianist he is; Jackson takes the ma
jor share of solo space with assured 
inventiveness. On ballads as well as up 
tempos, Bags is excellent. He is even 
able to refreshen that much handled 
Valentine. It’s good, incidentally, to 
hear Moonray again. Stonewall is a 
blues-based original by Bags. In sum
mary, a most restful though stimulat
ing package. (Prestige LP 7003)

One of the greatest voice* since that 
of Bessie Smith is to be heard in the 
power and the glory of the queen of 
the gospel lingers, Mahalia Jackson. 
These are characteristic performances 
with Nobody Know» the Trouble I’ve 
Seen especially compelling. (Apolh* 
298 45)

(tn his one solo) and Claude top 
their coneaguee m terms of sustained 
interest As usual, Ferguson can be 
quite pleasurable when he forgets his 
space cadet role, but when he does don 
his helmet, the results are most un
fortunate—as in the distraught close 
of Love. The kind young lady who 
wrote the notes speaks of Ferguson's 
“subtleties of musical taste.” Oh, kind 
young lady, if that were only oftener 
true. (EmArcy 12" MG 36009)

Lionel Hampton
The Chase; Stardust; Mark VII; How 

High the Moan; Love for Sale; Wailin’ 
at the Trianon

late in jau history. 1 just wish he 
would put more musical care and taste 
into his band as a whole. (Columbia 
12" LP CL 711)

Mahalia Jackson
Rim AU the Way 
Nobody Knows

Ella Fitzgerald
Herd-Hearted Hannah; Pete Kelly's 

Bluet; EUe Hum» the Blue»
Rating: 64AA

Sonya from Pete Kelly'» Blue» has 
Ella in the tunes she sings in the pic
ture plus a wonderful, wordless second 
side through which Ella just ad libs 
on the blues for over five minutes. 
With Ella on hand, who needs words? 
The other two tunes aren’t especially 
memorable, but Ella does whatever 
could be done for them and, in fact, =he 
metamorphizes the title song. Not 
much can help Hannah, though. Ella’s 
backing is provided by a quartet, but 
no personnel is given on the record. 
The second side is a full five-starrer. 
(Decca EP ED 2269)

Rating: Iririvir
It’s taken 36-year-old Herbie Nichols 

a long time to get on record. Nichols 
has been a modern jazz pianist—and 
quite an individual one—since the early 
’40s, but he had to take a lot of jobs, 
several nonmusical, to earn bread in 
the years since then. Even his musical 
gigs have been with all manner of 
bands from Dixieland to r&b, but never 
with a combo where he could express 
his own ideas. Now, pioneering Alfred 
Lion of Blue Note (who is another ex
cellent choice for a Newport Festival 
award for jazz achievement) has given 
Nichols his first chance to record.

This is the first m a series of Nich
ol's LPs—all consisting of his own 
originals. The first set is largely com
posed, I believe, of his earlier works, 
and I wish I could have heard the 
whole series before writing a review 
of this one. What I do hear here is a 
man with a fresh harmonic individual
ity, an unusual, provocatively probing 
sense* of humor, and an over-all imagi
nation that would be welcome in any 
era of jazz. His music is also very 
warn and personal and grows and 
grows on the listener with each play
ing.

The only major thing that bother*

by Hamp and his full band. Except for 
Hamp, there are no soloists of distinc
tion and some—like altoist Jay Dennis 
—are positively painful in their con
ceptual tawdriness. The band swings, 
but that’s about all that can be said 
for it. The playing—ensemble and solo 
—is usually of the most obvious, ex
hibitionistic kind. Only Hamp is able 
to combine real musicianship with fer
vent searching for audience-titillating 
effects. And even his lengthy solos 
eventually become repetitious and idea- 
tionally dull.

The record points up the fact that 
Hamp has never had a really cohesive 
musical band in all his years of lead
ing, although he has had many excel
lent individual sidemen. He prefers to 
cater to the lowest common denomina
tor of musical taste. Sure, he’s popular 
all over the world. But leaders like 
Basie and Duke enjoy a popularity 
that is deeper, that will last much 
longer, and that is representative of 
their long-term vital contributions to 
jazz as leaders. Hamp’s real contribu
tions have been as a soloist.

Despite Jack Tracy’s eulogy of 
Hamp in the Aug. 10 Beat (First 
Chorus), I cannot agree that hard 
work and enthusiasm are enough to 
warrent unqualified praise. There is 
also the matter of musical integrity. 
Big Jay McNeeley is enthusiastic and 
works hard, too. But what happens 
musically? All the above reservations, 
let it be clear, should not obscure the 
fact that Hamp himself is one of the 
most swinging, generally inventive vib-
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Because we have 
these top artists 
under exclusive contract:

HAMPTON HAWES, our newest star, whose first 12" LP will be out in 
September. MEL HENKE, with one 12" LP at your dealer's, “Dig Mel 
Henke," C5001, and now working on a second. BARNEY KESSEL, 
who has two 10" LPs out now, C2508 & C2514, and a 12" album in 
October. SHELLY MANNE, and fo^r LPs, C2503 (reeds), C2511 (brass), 
C2516 (with Shorty Rogers and Jimmy Giuffre), and C2518 (with Russ 
Freeman). Shelly is now readying his fifth, a 12-incher. LENNIE 
NIEHAUS, a “new star" alto man this year, with three LPs, C2513 “The 
Quintet," C2517 “The Octet," and C3503 “The Octet #2," this last a 12". 
His next, already recorded, features The Quintet, The Sextet, and Strings. 
HOWARD RUMSEY'S LIGHTHOUSE ALL-STARS, with six LPs, C2501, 
C2506, C2510 (Oboe & Flute), C2515, C3501 and C3504. A seventh will 
be ready in October, the Laguna Beach Concert album with the All
Stars, Hampton Hawes and Barney Kessel. To boot we have albums 
by DIZZY GILLESPIE, HENRI RENAUD'S ALL STARS, LARS GULLIN, 
MARY LOU WILLIAMS, MARTIAL SOLAL, LIONEL HAMPTON, and 
many others to come. Hi-fi, of course. Top quality pressings. And more 
minutes of music per album!

•J* Contemporary Records, that is.
Drop a line and we’ll send you a free catalog. (Of Contemporary Records, that is.) $3.00 (10") & $4.85 (12") 
at dealers eveiywhere. CONTEMPORARY RECORDS, 8481 Melrose Place, Los Angeles 46, California.
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ATLANTIC 12" LF'» M.M EACH
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JAZZ WEST COAST 12" LF'» $3.91
□ 500 Anthology ol CalW Mutle

All record» «re »old at fol! Hof price Thera 
ere no shipping rherge* Only foreign order* 
mutt edd $2.00 for handling end shipping $2.00 
deposit on C.OC orders. Ho COD '* to 
A.F.O or foreign addre»»*. Prepaid order* 
tare C.O.D. fee*. No wbititute* unless you 
specify All record* new, factory <rath. Safe. 
inMired prompt shipment*. Minimum order 
$5.00

Don Elliott 
K. C. J J 
Urbie Green 
Don Elliott 
Hei McKusir* 
Joe Roland 
Sam Most 
This I* Chris 
Jan at Hie Mitropoli 
Smith-Glamenn Quintette
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FACIFIC JAZZ 12" LP'» $3 9B BACH
1201 Gerry Mulligan Concart
1202 Chet Beker Sing»—String,
203 Che' Beke Querte«

1204 Laurinde Almeida Quartet
¡206 Bud Shenk Quintet

lerry Pollartime in thi» first LP is Nichols' tendenct 
to fragmentize his consistently inter

□ □

□ □ ¡039 Joe Dense Sings
1033 Red Mitchell-Bob E-ootmaye
1021 Mm Sennett-Charlie Mariano
1024 Bob Haidaway
102$ Herbie Herper
1024 Stu Williamson
1022 Cherlie Merieno
1017 Sten Levey-Zoot Sims
1014 Coni' Condoli
1014 Jonah Jone*
1013 Eddie Shu
1012 Joe Pume
1011 Peter The Great—Pete Brown
1010 Vinnie Burke
1009 Bobby Scott
1008 Aeron Sachi
1007 Horn C Plenty—Cherlie Shaver*
1004 Henk D'Amico
¡004 Bobby Scott Trio
1003 Oscer Pettiford
1002 Chris Connors—lovers
1001 Chris Connors—Birdland

esting opening lines- These angular 
fragments are in turn interesting, but 
for Nichols to fully realize his un- 
mistakeable potentiality, he should 
learn to build more cohesive, more or
ganically interrelated, more constantly 
building wholes. These pieces, unique 
as they are, *ound as if they need more 
structural work. And I’d also like to 
hear whether Nichols has created more 
lyrical, longer-lined material. On this 
LP Nichols is skillfully and swinging!}* 
accompanied by Art Blakey and Al 
McKibbon. Good recorded sound and 
helpful notes by Leonard Feather. The 
set is recommended as one of the 
fresher albums of the year. (Blue Note 
BIP 5068)

Oscur PeterMMi
Soft Wind, 

hbbh Sweet Lorraine
Oscar, Ray Brown, and Herb EUis 

in two more skillfully integrated, 
swinging performances. The constantly 
evolving Ellis is the featured wailer on 
Winds. Lorraine is Oscar’s and she’s 
treated with gentle strength. Footnote: 
Aa good as Oscar is on his recordings, 
he rarely reaches the creative heights 
thereon that he attains in clubs, pos
sibly because he, like several jazzmen, 
isn’t overly comfortable in a studio. I 
wonder what would happen if Oscar 
were taped on location. Not at Carne
gie hall, but in a club over the course 
of several sets. (Clef 89148X45)

BLUB NOTT TO" LF'» $4 00 BACH
5041 Fat* Sadi
5054 Jutta Hipp
504» Gigi Gryce-Cliff Browr
5041 Gigi Gryce-Cliff Brown
5044 Lionel Hampton 
4* M<-ei Davi», Voi 3 
»035 Night at Birdland, Vol 3
5035 Sal Salvador
5031 Wade Legg»
5029 Elmo Hope
5024 Howard McGhee
5020 Gil Melle
5021 Lou Doneldion
5004 Fat» Navarro Memorial
5002 Theionlou» Monk

$AVOf 10" LP» 53.9B FACH
□ 9002 LMtai Young 
19004 Stan Gat»

9005 Fah Navarro
9004 Sonny Stift

9019 Fah Navarro. Vol 2

9022 Bird, Dorlar J. J_, Bag»

9023 Fah, Eagar Kal, Bya»

9024 J. J., Bag», Geh Fat*

9025 Eagar, Kai, J. J., Bag»

9024 Eagar. L Parkar, Chai off

9027 Gray, Kriu, Killian, Hawa»
9031 Gray Krit», Killian, Kettel1 
9033 Dt- EH’ott

, Sam Price
Jumpin' on 57th; Sam’» Pretty 

Blue»; If I Could Be with You; Pete’» 
Delta Bound; Jonah Whale, Again; 
Stormy Weather; Walkin’ and Shoutin’ 
the Boogie; Heme Don’t Talk About 
Me When Pm Gone; Manhattan Blue»

Rating: ★★★

Barrelhouse and Blues is the over-all 
title of thia mainstream set with pian
ist Price, Vic Dickenson, Jonah Jones, 
Pete Brown, Milt Hinton, and Cozy 
Cole. The session should have been a 
gusty wailer in view of the men in
volved, but it doesn’t entirely come off. 
There are a number of vibrant mo
ments, provided chiefly by Dickenson 
with occasional healthy assists from 
Jones and Brown.

In the rhythm section, Cozy is often 
too heavy (and is somewhat overre
corded besides). Hinton, as usual, is ex
cellent. Price is a powerful blues-based 
pianist, but his solos can be repetitious, 
and he is heard at too much length in 
this set. All in all, the album is pleas
urable, but it could have been more 
than that. Pete’s Delta Bound, incident
ally, sounds, as I recall a lot like a 
Cootie Williams record of several years 
ago called Delta Mood, Some of the oth
er “original” material might have been 
fresher, and several were drawn out 
too long. Price sings oa two numbers 
(Jaastone 12“ IP J-1207)

Fedj; tulumn Serenade; Laura;
Where or When; Scrapple from the 
Apple; Emaline; The More I See You; 
Almoit Like Being in Love

Rating: ★★★★

The 24-year-old Terry Pollard, who 
has been pianist and associate vibist 
with Terry Gibbs for the past two 
years, finally has an LP of her own, 
and the result is one Bethlehem’s most 
swinging sessions. Cut in Los Angeles 
in January of thia year, the set has 
Don Fagerquist (on four) and a mov
ing rhythm section of guitarist How
ard Roberts (on four), bassist Herman 
Wright, drummer Frank DeVito, and 
Terry. Fagerqui-t (of the Les Brown 
band) blows well with his usual lyrical 
speed. New Star winner Roberts is also 
characteristically impressive on his 
solos.

Terry, as in person, is an exuberant 
gas. She swings hard, and while her 
range of dynamics could be wider, she 
has generally interesting conception on 
both jumpers and ballads (c.f. The 
More I See You). Terry’s a forceful 
talent, and it’s good to see her with 
an album of her own. Set has a first
rate Burt Goldblatt cover and good 
notes. (Bethlehem IP BCP-15)
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The Sons of Sauter-Finegan
Back in Your Own Backyard; I Sur

render, Dear; Street of Dream»; Lip 
Service; Two Bats in a Care; Mad 
About the Boy; Over the Rainbow; Non
Identical Twin»; Eaty to Remember; 
Nip and Tuck; Fuwinating Rhythm; 
Procrastination

Rating:
There have been and continue to be 

many brilliant sidemen in the Sautei- 
Finegan entourage, but the extent of 
each man’s expressivity has been con- 
--tricted by the gimmicky, heavily pre
tentious book of the band. Now, thanks 
to Jack Lewis of Victor, several of 
these sidemen have been gathered into 
small units and have been given ample 
solo space in loose “head” arrange
ments. The sides were cut several 
months ago.

The musicians are: Bobby Nichols, 
trumpet and fluegel horn; Nick Travis, 
trumpet and valve trombone; Sonny 
Russo, trombone; Tommy Mitchell, 
trombone; Joe Venuto, marimba and 
vibes; Francis James, bass; Mousey 
Alexander, drums; Bill Finegan, piano.

Everyone on the date is in fine form. 
Sonny Russo, (now with Neal Hefti) 
indicates again he’s one of the better 
young trombonists in jazz although, 
like his contemporary, Frank Rosolino, 
Sonny is ill-advised to sing. Mitchell 
also shows well. Nichols and Travi> 
play with moving warmth and im
pressive musicianship. Venuto makes it 
on his one solo band. Though I respect 
Mousey Alexander, the rhythm section 
isn’t as apt as it could have been for 
the small units that make up the date. 
It could flow more, particularly on the 
up-tempos.

Nichols has two ballads to himself
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that he plays beautifully, and he duets 
with Travis on three other numbers. 
Russo has two to himself, and every
one joins in the last number. Of spe
cial interest are two of the Nichols- 
Travis numbers, Non-Identical Twins 
and Two Bate in a Cave. Both have the 
two hornmen alone—without rhythm 
section. Their third duet, Nip and Tuck 
—with rhythm—is also absorbing. 
Good recorded sound throughout. One 
of the more imaginative albums of the 
year. (Victor 12" LPM-1104)

Don Shirley
Someone to Watch Diet Me;

for Sal*; Blu* Moon; How High th* 
Moon; I Can't Get Started with You; 
I Can't Give You Anything but Love; 
I Let a Song Go out of My Heart; 
Makin' Whoopee; Lullaby* of Birdland 

Ruting: AAA
Piano Perspectives is pianist Shir

ley’s second album. Kis playing is 
difficult to categorize, being a hybridi
zation frequently of classical forms 
superimposed on popular material with 
a peripheral attempt at jazz feeling 
and rhythms. Shirley’s touch and tech
nique are impressive, but his concep
tion can become cloying. There is too 
much of the strictly ornamental, of the 
effect-for-the-effect’s-sake. And when 
Shirley tries to play it straight jazz
wise (as I Can’t Give You Anything 
But Love), the obvious fact is that he 
rarely swings and has little basic reali
zation of the history and nature of jazz 
improvisation.

It should be pointed out that Shir
ley’s slow tempo pieces are played with 
grace and beauty that appeal to many 
listeners, so I’d suggest you audition 
the set for yourself. My own tastes 
prefer a Gieseking or a Garner. I no 
longer have much empathy for this 
kind of polite middleground eclecticism. 
I still think Shirley could contribute 
more to music as a composer and clas
sical pianist than in this neither/nor 
guise. As usual, bassist Richard Davis 
is an excellent complement to Shirley. 
(Cudence CLP 1004)

Stu Williamson
Slugger; There’ll Never Be Another 

You; 4utumn in New York; Sunday; 
Sapphire; The Things We Did Last 
Summer; Don't Get Around Much Any
more; Strike Ip the Band

Rating; AWA
Trumpeter Stu Williamson’s record

ing unit includes his elder brother, 
Claude, Charlie Mariano, Max Bennett, 
and Stan Levey. The date as a whole 
is representative of the les» attractive 
aspects of a certain kind of west coast 
jazz date—a limited range of emotion, 
mechanical-sounding arrangements, and 
in general, a facile, surface approach 
to jazz. Williamson himself is not yet 
ready to carry a whole LP.

Although he is effective in brief solos 
within the context of solid arrange
ments—as currently in his. work with 
Stan Kenton—Stu is not yet a major 
jazz voice, nor yet a significant minor 
one. His tone on this date tends to be

shrill, and his approach is far too 
emotionally constrained and type- 
writerish for my taste. The rhythm 
section is heavy. Claude Williamson is 
good, but he has sounded better and 
more free on other dates. Mariano 
blows with more communicative emo
tion than Stu, but Mariano, too, is 
more derivative than individual. All in 
all, the set geta three only because the 
men are clearly professionals, but it 
barely passes. (Bethlehem BCP-I024)

Cal Tjader To East
New York—Vibist Cal Tjader, form

erly with George Shearing, and a suc
cessful combo leader in San Francisco 
in recent months, will bring his unit 
east in the fall. Tentative bookings in
clude the Rouge lounge, Detroit (Oct. 
4); The Cotton club, Cleveland (Oct. 
10); The Blue Note, Philadelphia 
(Oct. 17); and a date not yet set at 
Birdland.

Bethlehem presents

Joe Turner
Flip, Flop and Fly

Midnight Cannonball 
Hida and Seek

Ever since veteran blues singer Joe 
Turner has been making it big in the 
r&b field, his records haven't been re
viewed in the jazz magazines, and all 
of us have goofed. Joe sings just as 
richly and muscularly as he ever did. 
True, his accompaniments aren’t m ar
ly as good as on his early jazz records, 
and the material is sometimes jerry- 
built, but I’ll take even the worst of 
his current material over most of the 
adolescent, characterless “hits’* in the 
pop field. And through everything Joe 
sings, there runs the blues. So if you 
dig the blues, Joe Turner still has a 
lot to say to you whether he’s on or 
off the r&b hit list. (Atlantic 78* 1055. 
1069)
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The Great New Names In Jazz Are On
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exciting new

high fidelity Jazz

ask for EMARCY

As Voted By Leading Jazz Critics —Downbeat Poll 1955

EmArcy ... a product of mercury record corporation, Chicago. Illinois



the Finest in
HIGH FIDELITY

For Those In Love Lars Guilin
FEATURING FEATURING

LARS GULLINDINAH WASHINGTON
MG 36012MG 36011

Jam SessionBrown With StringsContrasts

MAYNARD FERGUSONERROLL GARNER CLIFFORD BROWN
MG 36002MG 36001 MG 36005

Brown & Roach Inc.Sarah VaughanHelen Merrill

C. BROWN M ROACHSARAH VAUGHANHELEN MERRILL
MG 36008MG 36006 MG 36004
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NEW EXCITING RELEASES

Special note to jazz collectors — see your Emarcy Record Dealer for Emarcy 
"JAZZ OF two DECADES", 12" long play record sampler. A regular $3.98 value 
for only 98c. Also ask about Emarcy's fabulous new collectors series fea
turing "JAZZ OF THE 20TH CENTURY".
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eddie bert

MG- 
12015 

HI-FI

THE ORIGINAL JAY and KAI 
with BAUER • MINGUS • CLARKE

Savor MG-IMk HI-FI 12" L.P S4.9S

CHARLIE PARKER MEMORIAL Vol. Nos. I 
* II Hi-Fi—12 IP Sn-o, MG 12000 *
1200» .................................... EACH S4.SS
»HE IMMORTAL CHARLIE PARKER 
Hi-P—12" LP Savov MG 12001. 54.11

Ctfc

After
Bark”

Featuring 

KLOOK 
and

CANNON 
BALL 
Savoy 
MG- 
12117

IF YOUR LOCAL DEALER CAN'T SUPPLY 
’OU SEND STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR COM- 
Pl«’« r*v‘'^"r

BLUE NOTE is proud

OF ITS POLL WINNERS
TIUMH’

Dizzy Gillespie Mi Im Davis, Clifford Brown, 
Art Farmer Buck Clayton

TROMBONE
Jay Jay Johnson. Jimmy Cleveland Udle 
Bert, Urbie Green, Banny Powell, Vie Dicken 
son Trummy Young

ALTO SAX
Herb Geller Lou Donaldson

TENOR SAI
Ftank Fodor Buddy Collette. Ben Webster 

BARITONE SAI
Gil Mello, Harry Carney, Danny Bank

CLARINET
Jimmy Giuffre Edmond Hall

PIANO
John Lawn, Erroll Garner, Bud Powe' Herbie 
Nichols. Thelonious Monk, Geoga Wallington

BAH
Oscar Pettiford Charlie M!ng«t Curtti Counce, 
Percy Heath Georg* Duvivier Vinnie Burke 
Milt Hinton. Foul Chambers, Rad Mitcholl Joe 
Mondragon Israel Crosby

GUITAR
Tai Fa-low, Howard Roberts, Sal Salvador 
Perry Lopes

BRUMS
Max Roach Art Blakey. Jca Morello. Boy 
Haynes. Jo Jones, Kenny Clarke

VIBES
Milt Jackson, Lionel Hampton, Red Norvo

COMPLETE CATALOG ON REQUEST

7*7 LEXINGTON AVE. • NEW TO« 11

Ulanov Finds Some Gold 
In Them There DJ Hills

By Barry Ulanov

THE STRANGEST phenomenon in 
the phenomenal revival of jazz that we 
are witnessing today ia the jazz that 
goes by every other name but jazz. You 
know what I mean— eight bars here, 
four there; a tenor fill-in, a trumpet 
bnuk, or, mercy of mercies, a full' 
scale jazz backing for a singer from 
whom you never expected it and who 
never deserved it but God be piaised 
somebody goofed and all of a sudden 
he swings!

It’s happened a lot in recent months 
—maybe I could say years, for it’s 
been at least two or three in the mak
ing, this taking of jazz for granted as 
a legitimate string to the commercial 
bow. It’s never been quite so obvious as 
today, however, and therefore now is 
the time for all good men to come to 
the aid of those good men who are re
sponsible for this strange and wel
come condition and to say thank you.

Maybe it’s because I’ve been at the 
mercy of the jockeys so much lately 
that I’m so aware of these moments 
of grace between the turgid and the 
arid clumps and bumps and thumps 
that fill up so much air time. I’ve been 
more or less commuting to Vermont 
from New York for weekends and long 
stretches of the summer, listening to 
the car radio to stay awake.

AND UP in the green mountain state 
I’ve been waiting for the electric co
operative to stretch the wire from a 
pole in the field to the house, and have 
therefore been restricted to a battery 
radio for my music. Hence, on what I 
«peak I um an authority. Never be
fore have I been so thoroughly aware 
of the musical product its manufac
turers hopefully call commercial.

For these blessings, then, much 
gratitude. For Jackie Gleason’s un
reasoning fidelity to Bobby Hackett, 
who has lightened again and again the 
soupy burden of all those much-ampli
fied strings with his sweet and delicate 
trumpet variations on what are after 
all firstrate tunes. For Hugo Winter? 
halter’s collaboration with Eddie Hey
wood, one of the more emancipated 
weddings of studio sound and after
hours tinkle.

For Paul Weston’s knowing (jazz
knowing) backings, especially, logical
ly enough, fur Mrs. W., Jo Stafford. 
For Frankie Laine’s apparent return 
to something approaching a jazz 
groove and with at least a eouple of 
soloists hovering close enough to the 
mike to compete with his multi-magni
fied larynx.

FOR PERRY COMO’S occasional 
foray into a middle- or up-tempo mood, 
with th? jazz dividends coming from 

a hip rhythm section and the good hu
mor it produce» in Perry’s voice. For 
the dozens of unsung, unnamed, maybe 
permanently unknown jazzmen who 
labor —successfully, mind you, satis
factorily—behind the vocal groups 
with which we have been afflicted for 
so long now.

That’s the list of the unexpected, the 
unlooked-for jazz sounds, the beat 
where a radish or an onion would be 
more likely to be found. There are an
other couple of categories, mon« ob
viously akin to jazz in style and con
viction, in which much of merit, far 
more than th? call of commercial duty, 
can be heard: The so-called “rock ’n 
roll” blasters and the Gospel singers.

On the whole, I don’t have much use 
for the hot-rockers und unholy rollers. 
Most of them are self-conscious pand
erers to a perverted blues taste. But 
there are some, with names that mean 
as little to me as to you, inconsistent, 
often raucous, almost always clumsy 
and amateurish, who nevertheless swing 
with such abandon that one longs—at 
least this one does—to find out who is 
responsible for the tremendous beat 
and the glorious enthusiasm so very 
much like the atmosphere around 52nd 
Street and the Loop and Central Ave
nue 18 and 19 and 20 years ago. The 
jockeys would do us all a service if 
they would check the files und let ue 
know the names of some of these crude 
but unmistakable talents.

FOR THE GOSPEL shouters, my 
praise is unmixed. It’s been a long, 
long time since such even quality hae 
been achieved by any one category of 
what we might call popular music. 
Here, among the simple, unpretentious, 
and un self-conscious zealots of a most 
down-to-earth Christianity, music his
tory is being made. This is no return 
to jazz’s past. This is no ploughing up 
of the hinterlands to preserve the re 
mains of the primitive in our culture.

This is, on the contrary, a daily, liv
ing experience of some men’s faith, in 
rhythmic terms, which demonstrate« 
how close to the largest elements of a 
man's spirit jazz can come. And won
der of wonders, jazz can get that close 
to the center of a people’s imagination 
and its uttermost strivings for a life 
more peaceful and profound than this 
world normally offers and still pre
serve the basic conditions of an im
provised, free-swinging music.

I wish I could say, "dig that singer,” 
“look out for this group,” "don’t miss 
Joe-and-so.” But no one outfit has im
pressed itself that firmly upon my ear. 
I’ve heard perhaps a hundred differ
ent combinations—quartets and cho
ruses and single singers—on Symphony

Down II«-»«28
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Sid’s show out of Boston, on others 
late at night or early in the morning, 
all of which offer some indication of 
the spirit I am commending warmly to 
you here. It is enough to say, I think, 
that some resolute a&r man somewhere 
could find a great soloist or two or six 
if he would dig hard into this field and 
pull out from obscurity the astonishing 
personalities singing their hearts and 
souls out in celebration of their faith.

IT’S JUST ANOTHER indication of 
how broad the field has become, of how 
far beyond its conventional confines 
jazz has traveled.

All of this—the jazz behind the pop 
singers, the swinging studio band, the 
contagious rockers, the infectious 
Bible-shouters — should caution ug 
against the simple judgment and the 
cynical dismissal in which the jazz en
thusiast (especially if he’s a working 
critic) so blissfully indulges. Jazz is, 
as Leonard Feather used to say, 
where you find it. Its staying power is 
remarkable, its ubiquitousness 
ishing to contemplate.

So even if you’re condemned 
jockey’s island, don’t despair.

as ton-

to disc 
There,

too, in those seemingly barren hills, 
there’s gold.

Jazz Companies
(Jumped from Page 15) 

Norman could last in a major com
pany?

High fidelity is the latest shot-in
arm for the record industry. It is 
ironic that no American company, ma
jor or minor, was responsible for the 
introduction of vastly improved record
ing techniques. English Decca had to 
start its own London “FFRR” label 
in this country to wake up the Ameri
can public to the fact that it was get
ting inferior sound both on records 
and machines.

It was a long time before any of the 
jazz companies became interested in 
producing dies with the superior sound 
available in the classical catalogs. But 
now there are at least a few inde
pendents who attempt to infuse jazz 
sessions with the same realism as they 
would a historic, symphonic, or oper
atic concert. The majors, with the 
multi-mike setups and echo-chamber 
gimmicks of the past, have lagged be
hind here as well.

Although many record concerns are 
thriving in this period of prosperity, 
there is always the danger of economic 
recession and the collapse of the inde
pendent distribution structure, which 
is none too secure even now. There is 
the further danger that almost all the 
independent labels are pressed and 
processed by one or the other of the 
two major companies. If the time 
should come, as it already has in Eng
land, that the big boys should refuse 
to service the little ones, there won’t 
be nearly bo much jazz to buy or write 
about.
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43—CHORD CONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS 
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for correct Improvising, etc. ......... 1

57—HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC. A scientific 
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combinations ................................................$1.00
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Issue* $3.00. 6 month subscription $2.50.
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Teddy Charles
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Ila Mingin
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By Robert Oakes Jordan

READERS HAVE ASKED, “Should 
I buy individual components or will a 
factory-completed high fidelity set sa
tisfy my needs?” This question, in a 
variety of forms, seems to be one of 
the buying public’s major quandaries.

I have seen the advertisements of 
each system, giving the virtues of each, 
us though there were no question as to 
the choice. And I am not at all sure 
that my listening ear is aa critical aa 
are the golden ears of the hi-fi fans I 
know

When anyone, a fan or a manufac
turer, turns on a high fidelity system 
for me to hear; we both stand back 
and listen. The comments range from 
“How’s that?” to “Man!!! Isn’t that 
a new sound?”

1 AM HORRIFIED when I realise 
that it sounds to me, for all the hi-fi 
world, like a hundred other systems of 
either factory-completed or individual
component construction.

However, when there are serious 
faults somewhere in the system, I can
not help but want to listen with s 
technician’s ear. So I am pleased if the 
objective analyses in Down Beat's Buy
er» Aid help you to moke the decision 
on what type of set you want.

Speaking of the technician’s ear, 
let’s get back into the lab. The majority 
of these columns have been concerned 
with the elements of component high 
fidelity systems. In this series, I will 
report our findings on several factory- 
completed and all-in-one high fidelity 
systems. Among the units this series 
will cover are those made by Dicto
graph Products, Inc.; the Magnavox 
Co., V-M Corp., and others, as space 
permits.

THE LONGEST BY far of the series 
will be about the Magnavqx unit, not 
because of any preference but because 
af the extent of thi* laboratory teats 

LF IM Quintal with Shorty Rogen Jimmy 
Giuffru, Shall* Manno

LP HI Quartet with Rogan, Monno

IP ISO Trio with Holl Orortoo
More Turn To Recorded Tape

New York—Boston Records, Lyrichord Diacs, and Polymusic Records have 
concluded arrangements with Livingston Electronic Corp, for the release on tape 
of material which has so far been available on disc only; future recordings will 
also be obtainable in both forms.

Boston and Lyrichord will retain their own labels, but Polymusic recordings 
will be issued on Livingston’s Connoisseur label.

Among the tapes being readied for release are:
Boston will issue Chavez’ Toccata for Percussion, coupled on one reel with 

Faberman’s Evolution, and a violin and cello recital featuring Arthur Grumiaux 
and Samuel Mayes.

Lyrichord’s initial offerings will consist of a Carl Sandburg album entitled 
New Song» from the American Songbag, J. S. Bach’s Ascension Oratorio, a 
Chopin program played by Erno Balogh, and a collection of Elizabethan love 
songs and harpsichord pieces.

A complete performance of William Shakespeare's The Tempest, with inci
dental music composed by Vladimir Cherniavsky, will head the list of Polymusic 
tapes The cast feature« Raymond Massey, and the company hopes this will be 
leleaiwd to coincide with Massey’s appearance at the Shakespeare festival in 
Stratford, Com*. Another Polymusie tape will present the music of India in the 
original music score from the sound track of Jean Renoir’s film, The River.

Down Beat30

conducted. We naked Magna vox offi 
dais if they had any objections to an 
all-out teat

Ralph Mathews, a director of Mag 
navox, said, “Go ahead, test it, then 
tear it apart, and report exactly what 
you find, good or bad.“

In the laboratory, we dismantled the 
Symphonic Modern unit, part by part. 
We completely unsoldered the elec
tronic tuner and amplifier, unwrapped 
rindenaers, measured resistors, life 
tested transformers, sawed through 
speakers to investigate their construc
tion, checked the cabinet work, finish, 
and its basic wooden fabrication.

All in all we had a heap of parts, 
and a lot of information about one 
example of Magna vox’s product. The 
report on the unit will follow in the 
next few issues.

DICTOGRAPH IS ONE of America’s 
oldest sound companies, starting about 
50 years ago with mechanical dictation 
equipment, up to the present line of 
alarm and paging systems, the Acous 
ticon hearing aid, and now high fidelity 
systems.

No longer producing dictation equip
ment, Dictograph has entered its bid 
into the factory-completed high fidelity 
system. The model 100A Dictograph 
system which was sent for review in
cluded, in addition to the amplifier-rec
ord changer unit and its standard 
speaker unit, two of the other avail
able speaker systems.

One, the Model C three-speaker unit 
—two three-inch high frequency speak
ers, one, 8-inch low-range speaker, and 
an internal condenser speaker “divider 
network.** The Model C is an excep
tionally well built enclosure of the 
front loaded-slot return type of baffle, 
similar to the R-J enclosures,

THF. GLOSSY-FINISHED wooden en
closure is made of good #1 grade 
three-quarter-inch cabinet plywood, 
with locked glued, vibrationproof 
joints. Both the front baffel board and 
the back of the enclosure are mad*' of 
grade #1 common plywood, making 
this speaker system quite competent in
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over-all cunatruetion and performance.
We found that this unit has a slight 

resonant peak (using both the Dicto
graph amplifier and a laboratory stand
ard amplifier) around 50 cycles with a 
fairly sharp decline below that point. 
On the high range, without any treble 
boost, the decline began at 14,000 cy
cles with no real serious varistions be
tween the two.

The second speaker unit was a key
stone shaped baffel board with three 
cloth-dust covered speakers of same 
type as used in the Model C. This unit, 
called the Model D, was designed for 
hanging in the corner of two walla, a 
specified distance from the ceiling.

ALTHOUGH THE reproduction of 
this unit sounded okay, there was no 
accurate available method of testing it 
Theoretically, the corner system should 
function, but I would hesitate to sug
gest this type of unit for those who 
must live with adjacent neighbors who 
might not like their hi-fi second hand 
through wall or floor vibrations.

One of the most attractive elements 
of the basic Dictograph system is its 
low price. I will continue in the next 
column with the discussion of the aih- 
plifier, changer, cartridge, and speaker 
unit of this basic high fidelity system.

Jo Jones Bows 
As Wax Leader

New York—Veteran jazz drummer 
Jo Jones has recorded his first LP as 
a leader. The label was Vanguard, the 
producer was John Hammond, and the 
personnel included Nat Pierce, Walter 
Page, Freddie Greene, Benny Green, 
Lucky Thompson, and Emmett Berry. 
A prominent guest—and former long
time employer of Jones—sat in on one 
number.

Vanguard also has recorded a second 
Jimmy Rushing set on which the blues 
singer was backed by Jones, Greene, 
Page, pianist Pete Johnson fwho hasn’t 
recorded for quite awhile), Buddy 
Tate, Berry, and Rudy Powell on alto 
and clarinet. A third recent Vanguard 
session was under the leadership of 
Ruby Braff.

Vanguard meanwhile has arranged 
with the powerful Pye Industries of 
England for the Vanguard catalogue 
to be released in the British Isles. A 
minimum of 100 Vanguard LPs, in
cluding 24 jazz sets, will be released in 
the first year.

Pierce On Keynote
New York—Former Woody Herman 

pianist Nat Pierce, who has settled in 
New York to write and record, re
cently cut a 12’ LP on Keynote for 
which he did all the writing. Person
nel included Ruby Braff, Doug Met- 
tome, Billy Byers, Matthew Gee, 
Sammy Margolis, Joe Alto, Jo Jones, 
Freddie Greene, and Duke Ellington’s 
bassist, Jimmy Woode.

search no further for
CONCERT-HALL REALISM 

in your home!

The “MUSIC LOVERS“ Cartridge is 
a new, 3-speed, dual-needle ceramic 
cartridge, designed to enhance the 
quality of all the popular high fidel
ity equipment in use today. Mechan- 
ically interchangeable with 
magnetic pickups in practically all

* Eliminates induced hum
* Eliminates cartridge “drag“ caused by magnetic 

attraction to steel turntables
* Increases record and needle life
* Provides higher output
* Response not affected by load resistance
* 10-second needle replacement
* Individual needle compliance eliminates needle 

interaction

FREE! COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BOOKLET ON THE "MUSIC LOVERS" CARTRIDGE

SHURE BROTHERS. INC., 225 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS 

Please send analysis booklet on your “MUSIC LOVERS’* Cartridge

Name 

record changers and transcription 
arms. Equipped for direct connec
tion to magnetic inputs of ampli
fiers not yet provided with constant 
displacement ceramic inputs, thus 
allowing the full advantages of 
compensation circuits.

City
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ROCKIN' THE CHA-CHA/Wham

bill russo
FREE CATALOG!

Sweden 1st Stop 
For Armstrong

(Capitol F3221)
GIVE ME LOVE/Sweet Sony Of in 
dia—McGuire Sisters (Coral 61494) 

AN OCCASIONAL MAN/Birmingham 
—Ella Mae Morse (Capitol F3210) 

DRUME NEGRITA/IU Wind—George
Shearing Quintet (MGM K12038)

If you haven't received your 1955 catalog 
tend today! Dept. DB2 2

New York—Louis Armstrong’s All
Stars arrive in Stockholm on Oct. 2 
to start their tour of Europe. The 
group will visit various Scandinavian 
cities until Oct. 14, after which they 
move on to Germany.

After winding up in Berlin on Oct. 
28, Armstrong will travel through Am
sterdam, Brussels, and the French 
Provinces. The band will spend six 
days in Switzerland (beginning on 
Nov. 4) and then leave for the Olympia 
theater in Paris for a three-week en
gagement from Nov. 15 to Dec. 6.

Alan Dale (Coral 6149a)
SHIFTING WHISPERING SANDS/ 

Time—Rusty Draper (Mercury 
7069«)

AUTUMN LEAVES/Oo! What You 
Do To Me—Jackie Gleuson (Capitol 
8223)

LEARNING TO LOVE/Smoky Moun
tain Waltz—Dori Ann Gray (Mer
cury 70689)

SUDDENLY THERE’S A VALLEY/ 
Everytime I Kiss Corrie—Julius La
Rosa (Cadence 1270)

POR FAVOR/Oklalwma—Billy May

• completa batic coarta
• advanced material alto 

available

The following single release* were 
the best received for review for this 
issue. Titles in capital letters indicate 
the ranking side. LP* and EPs received 
for review are discussed at length.

1312 ritchie court 
chicago 10, illinoie

Everytime you listen to one of the Sauter-Finegan 
band’s RCA Victor record hits you can’t help but 
“feel the beat.” Foremost jazz critics proclaim 
thi« band’s percussion section as the finest and 
most unique in modem music.
Like most of America’s top musical organizations, 
the Sauter-Finegan Orchestra is equipped with WFL 
percussion instruments.
All WFL Drums are made by the Ludwig Drum Co. 
under the personal supervision of Wm. F. Ludwig, 
president.
Today, as for nearly half a century, the name Ludwig 
is known as “The Drum Standard of the World.”

left Io right — 
Mouiie Alexondei 
Jo* Venuto 
Don Knapp

DON’T TAKE IT SO HARD/A Satis
fied Mind — Jeffrey Caly (Coral 
9-61482)

ANGEL BELLS/Let’s Harmonize - 
Bing Crosby (Decca 9-29636)

VERSE OF STARDUST/Moonlight— 
Eddie Dexter (Capitol F3212)

THERE'S NOTHIN' LIKE LOVE/ 
Beep Boop—Ralph Flanagan Ork 
(Victor 47-6224)

FORTY-FIVE MEN IN A TELE
PHONE BOOTH /Wild Rosie—Four
Tophatters (Cadence 1268)

WHY DON’T YOU WRITE MEf/Pen- 
nies from Heaven—Buddy Greco 
(Coral 9-61483)

I WONDER WHAT’S BECOME OF 
SALLY/Wabash Cannonball — Burl 
Ives and Gordon Jenkins Ork (Decca 
9-29533)

AUTUMN IN ROME/Love Me or 
Leave Mt—Herb Jeffries (Olympic 
501)

IN MADRID/Now Is the Time—Paul
ette Sisters (Capitol F 3211)

LOVE BUG/Wishing Well—Three Kit
tens and Bob Crosby Ork (Coral 
9-61469)

SHUFFLIN' SHOES/Be A Little Deli
cate, Hey—Peppermints (Mercury 
70681)

compotor-arranger lor itan kenton 
offering a correspondence course 

writing for the jan 
orchestra

The Drum

Standard of WFL
LUDWIG 
DRUMS '

LUDWIG DRUM CO.
VlUM Zett 

1728 N DAMIN AVE • CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS
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1. Roy Eldridge and Dlssy Gillespie. 
Algo tveno (Clef). Eldridge, Gilles
pie, trumpets, Oscar Peterson, pleno; 
Herb (Ills, gallar; Lóala Bellson,

In 
D 
»i

Davis Picks From Wide Variety The Blindfold Test
jTrsdmark Ite» U.S. Pat (MM

Miles And Miles Of Trumpet Players
By Leonard Feather

For a long time, Miles Davis and I 
had been trying to get together for a 
blindfold session. I was determined that 
when the interview did take place, it 
would be something out of the ordinary 
run of blindfold tests; and that’« just 
the way it turned out.

Every record selected way one that 
featured at least two trumpet players. 
As you will see, this selection of ma
terial did not faze Miles.

Miles was given no information 
whatever, either before or during the 
test, about the records played for him.

Th« Records
I. Cliff ord Brows. Falling In Love with 

Love (Prestige). Brown, Arf Farmer, 
trampelt: Bengt Hallberg, piano.

That was Arthur Farmer and 
Brownie blowing trumpet. The ar
rangement was pretty good; I think 
they played it too fast, though. They 
missed the content of the tune.

The piano player gasses me—I don’t 
know his name, I’ve been trying to find 
out his name. He’s from Sweden . . . 
I think he made those records with 
Stan, like Dear Old Stockholm. I never 
heard anybody play in a high register 
like that. So clean, and he swings and 
plays his own things; but, they had 
the piano up too loud in the ensembles. 
If there’s anything that drags me, it’s 
when they put the piano up to loud 
in the control room.

Aside from the trumpets, I didn’t 
care for the other soloists at all . . . 
also I think that Arthur should im
prove his tone and that Clifford should 
swing more. Four stars, though.

That was Diz and Roy. Sounded Hke 
Oscar Peterson on piano. Guitar 
messed it all up—and the brushes. And, 
one of the four-bars that Dizzy played 
wasn’t too good. One of the fours that 
Roy played wasn’t too good. They’re 
two of my favorite trumpet players; I 
love Roy and you know I love Diz.

I don’t know why they recorded to
gether . . . sounded like something of 
Norman Granz* . . . one of his get- 
togethers, It’s nice to listen to for a 
while, but Oscar messes it up with that 
Nat Cole style; and that kind of 
rhythm section, with brushes.

It’s not that kind of song. You can’t 
play that kind of song like that, with 
those chords. There’s another way to 
swing on that. It could have been much 
better. I’d give it three stars on ac
count of Diz* and Roy’s horns

Miles Davis
3. Bach Clayton aid Raby Braff. Lava 

Is Jntf Around the Corner (Van
guard). Benny Morton, trombone: 
Steve Jordan, guitar; Aaron Boll, 
bass.

Sounded like Buck Clayton; the other 
sounded like Charlie Shavers. I don’t 
know who was on trombone; sounded 
like Jack Teagarden. I don’t know 
about that rhythm section.

Maybe they want to play like that, 
huh? But the bass and guitar—they 
always seem to clash when they play 
1-3-5 chords that don’t vary. You 
know—C, C, G, G, 4. 4, 5, 5, like that— 
seems to be some dash in there. When 
they play straight four-four I like it. 
I did think the guitar was too loud. 
Two stars.

4. Dan Elliott, Ratty Dedrick. Gargan
tuan Chant (Riverside). Dick Hyman, 
comp., arr„ piano; Dedrick, first 
trumpet solo; Dea Elliott, second 
trampet solo; Mundell Lowe, guitar.

Sounds kind of fine. Sounds like 
Howard McGhee and Ray Nance but I 
don’t know who it is. The arrange
ment was pretty nice, but not the in
terpretation. Piano, whoever he is, is 
crazy. Thst’s about all I can say about 
it. Two stars. Guitar was nice. I pre
ferred the last crumpet solo to the 
earlier one for that kind of thing.

5. Metronome All-Stars. Look Out (Vic
tor). Sy Oliver comp., arr.; Tiny 
Grimes, guitar; Nip Pkilllps, Georgie 
Auld, tenors; Buddy Do Franco, 
clarinet; Harry Edison, Cootio Wil
liams, Ron Stewart, trumpets; Toddy 
Wilson, plana.

Gee, that sure sounded like an all
star record! Sounded like Teddy Wil
son I think I heard Harry Edison

Georgie Auld, Cootie Williams. Al Kil
lian. Guitar player was nice. I don’t 
know who that was. Sure was a funny 
arrangement.

I don’t know who could have done 
that arrangement . . . Pretty nice rec
ord, though. It kinda swings. I couldn’t 
tell the clarinet player; I can’t tell any
body but Benny Goodman and Artie 
Shaw and Buddy De Franco. It was 
sort of a short solo . . . Give it four 
stars. I liked that.

4. Charlie Barnet, Terry Teno (Colum
bia). Clark Torry, Jimmy Notting
ham. trumpets.

That was Clark Terry and some
body; I don’t know who the other trum 
pet was. Sounded a little like Willie 
Cook. I don’t recognize that band. I 
know Duke didn’t write these arrange
ments . . . For a moment it sounded 
like Maynard; but I guess Maynard 
would be doing more acrobatics. He 
always does.

I like Terry ... I met him in St. 
.Louis when I was about 13 and play
ing in a school band. He was playing 
like Buck Clayton then—but fast, just 
the way he is now. So I started trying 
to play like Terry; I idolized him. He’s 
a very original trumpet player; but I 
don’t like to hear him strong-arming 
the horn just to try to be exciting.

He’s much better when he plays soft, 
when he sounds like Buck. I like him 
when he plays down, instead up, always 
upward, phrases ... I don’t like that 
arrangement, though. I know it must 
be Terry’s tune, ’cause it sounds like 
him. I’d rate it three stars on account 
of Terry. I don’t know who that other 
trumpet player would be.

7. Bobby Byrne-Kal Winding. lOMnland 
vs. Birdland I, Hot and Cool Blnnt 
(MGM). Byrne, Winding, trombones; 
Eddie Shu, Miko Baker, clarinets: 
Howard McGhee, Yank Lawson, trum
pets; John Lewis. Kenny Clarkn 
Percy Heath, rhythm.

Jeez! . . That was Howard McGhee, 
and Percy, wasn’t it? Kai Winding. 
Howard played nice. I liked the con
trast idea . . . but I just don’t know 
what to say about that record; there’t 
too big a switch when they go from 
that riff into the sudden Dixieland . . . 
I like good Dixieland, you know ... I 
like Sidney Bechet . . . Kai and How
ard swing. I’d give the record a couple 
stars on account of Kai and Howard

8. Louis Armstrong. Ain't Misbehavin' 
(Victor). Bobby Hackett, Armstrong, 
trumpets; Jack Teagarden, trombone.

I like Louis! Anything he does is 
all right. I don’t know about his state
ments, though ... I could do without 
♦■hem. That’s Bobby Hackett, too; I al-
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you must be jesting. In this 
company how could he play

They 
Give

The beginning soloist sounded real 
good, too. That’s Harry Carney, too, 
in there; if he wasn’t in Duke’s band,

ways did like Bobby Hackett—anything 
by him. Jack Teagarden’s on trombone 
I’d give it five stars

the band wouldn’t be Duke 
take in all schools of jazz 
this all the stars you can.

9. Oska lllisgfas. Stormy Weather. Hor
ry Conwy, karitoiw.- Willie Cook, 
Roy Neese, Cot Aaderioa, trumpets; 
Billy Straykora, arr.

Oh, God! You can give that twenty- 
five stars! I love Duke. That sounded 
like Billy Strayhorn’s arrangement^ 
it’s warmer than Duke usually writes 
Must be Billy Strayhorn.

That band kills me. I think all the 
musicians should get together one cer
tain day and get down on their knees 
and thank Duke. Especially Mingus, 
who always idolized Duke and wanted 
to play with him; und why he didn’t 
mention it in his Blindfold Test, I don’t 
know. Yes, everybody should bow to

Strayhorn—and Charlie 
Diz . . . Cat Anderson 
on that; Ray ALWAYS

Duko and 
Parker and 
sounds good 
sounds good.

"Pec 
play?”

"Son, 
kind of

PROGRESSIVE JAZZ course* now being presented at tho 
RIZZO SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Instruction it Basic Harmony — Chord Construction — Improvising — Ear Training - 
ranging — Piano — Vibas- Accordion, Percussion — Voice — Sa* — Clarinet — 
all Brass. Civilian and Vet Approved.

RIZZO SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Mundell Lowe and hi* Gretsch guitar give n new jazz treatment to old fasoritea 
in won-to-be-releaned album for Riverside record*. Rated a top "new »tar” 
in the recent Jazz Critic»' Poll. Mundell haa worked with auch great» a« 
Benny Goodman, Ray McKinley, Sauter-Finnegan. For TV, radio and 
recording dates, Mundell »aye "The alini, slim ^lirnclr Neck Gretacb Guitar 
ia terrific in appearance, tone and feel. Finest guitar I ever played.” See the 
beautiful and colorful new Gretsch guitar» ut your dealer now. V rite for your 
FREE GretHch guitar album: FRED. GRETSCH. Dept. DB 92155, 60 
Broadway. Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

anything but shortstop? And now I 
must be off—I have an appointment 
with Snitch Miller at Wrecker Records. 
I feel like a millionaire already; I can 
just see the money rolling in.”

“ALL RIGHT,” I said, "and while 
it’s rolling in, if I have any brain
storms for your LP series, where can 
the millionaire be reached?”

Airily, the professor handed me a 
pasteboard calling card.

“This ia your number?”
"No,” said the professor. "That’s the 

candy store. They’ll call me to the 
phone." ,

“The Nation's No. I Trumpet 
Mayer,*' including the entire 
brau section of his famous 
orchestra . . . Made for ell 
brass instruments . . . higher 
tones ... double endurance 

. . for complete particulen
will* o • o

Mundell Lowe, NBC Staffer 
and Jazz Platter Star,

(Jumped from Page 8)
“Please,” I interrupted, "don’t talk 

so loud. People around here are apt to 
steal some of these ideas, you know. 
Say, I have an idea for you—‘AncTre 
Kostelanetz Without Strings.’ ”

The professor jotted it down. “My 
boy, you catch on fast. Perhaps I can 
also persuade Jutta Whatshername, 
that German pianist, to record an an
thology of familiar Bavarian folk lieder 
and waltzes from Vienna. This, of 
course, will be entitled 'Miss Hipp Goes 
Square.’ ”

I STARTED TO edge away, but he 
twisted my arm and urged: “Listen to 
my coup de grace 1 I have one called 
'Brief New Directions Vol. 169’ with 
Teddy Charles, Pee Wee Erwin, Shorty 
Rogers, Shorty Sherock, Pee Wee Rus
sell and Pee Wee Reese.”
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MAMBOS FOR SMALL COMBOS

RHYTHM FAVORITES COMBO-ORKS

DIXIELAND FAVORITES COMBO-ORKS

WALTZ FAVORITES COMBO-ORKS

Contain», TIGER «AG. OAKTOWN STtUTTEIS (All JA-DA CHINA BOY, 
RUNNIN WILD, WABASH HUES. WANG WANG BLUES and 7 oHren

Contain«, ARTISTRY IN RHYTHM. 720 IN THE BOOKS PENNSYLVANIA OMOO. 
NYE O'CLOCK DRAG. DOOQING A DIVORCEE. EIKS’ PARADE end 9 n*or»

Contain», MAMBO MOOAMBO. ONE O'CLOCK JUMP MAMBO, HO« UO 
MAMBO. GOOfUi MAMBO. NO CAN DO MAMBOUNO and 9 »«her».

By Shirley Bentley
THERE IS ONE chib owner who ap

parently feels there is good money to
day in good jazz.

The case in point is Sol Tanenbaum, 
owner of a comparatively small, out-of- 
the-way night club in Chicago called 
the Beehive lounge which has been 
doing a healthy business for the last 
year by booking modern jazz attrac
tions almost exclusively.

And with such a policy, Tanenbaum 
has watched the club grow into a re
spected, and at the same time, profit
able modem jazz showcase.

But not a “showcase” in terms of a 
Blue Note or a Birdland. For it isn’t 
located in the main entertainment cen
ter—Chicago’s Loop. It is, instead, on 
the bustling south side where, south 
aiders will say, the only good jazz is 
to be heard anyway.

THERE ARE NO bleachers, mam
moth stages, overelaborate decorations 
or any of the so-called “big-time” ac
couterments nt the Beehive-—and no 
cover charges or minimums. The Bee
hive is simply a bar where one can 
lean back and hear a regular line-up of 
the finest modem jazzmen blowing to-

COMBO-ORKS Ne. 6
CaatalMi RUBY TEMPTATION. YOU AM MV LUCKY SJAB, TAKING A CHANCE 
ON LOVE, I’M SITTING ON TOP Of THE WOMD Md »3 •*•>»

COMBO-ORKS No. 4
CwitaiM, EM TIDE. LITTIE THINGS MEAN A LOT. IF I GIVE MY HEART TO YOU. 
CASA MIA. I NEED ’OU NOW, THREE COINS IN INI FOUNTAIN <wd ♦ n*«-.

COMBO-ORKS No. 2
ConhMM JOHNSON BAG. FAGAN LOVE SONG. SINGIM IN THE BAIN. 
STUMBUNG EVERYTHING ' HAYE IS VOUKS. »OST BOOM oM 17 olh»n

Deejay Daylie 

Gave Advice

Unouw! lollociiom of favorite tompcdlion« aipoCioHy arranges lor amoll Ponca bandi Every numbar •» complete with Melody, Hormoey aad 
Chord Nowet oed are arranges a« Solo. Duel end 3-Woy (Tr'ol Charu» <n each book They ore ployable by any coabiMlloe of lead imtrwnent». 

th BOOK—Jar Alto So«, twilon. Sac Trombone • P* • Sb BOOK—ifor Trumpet. CfarrMl. Tenor Sa« 
C BOOK—far Piano. Gvitw. Bom. Accordio«, Organ. Violle. C Melody Sav. Flute, Qbce

has meant money in the bank ever 
since. The club has experienced disap
pointments and a couple of out-and-out 
flops along the way. One reason for 
this is that the Beehive occasionally 
takes a chance with a commercially un
known jazz artist or with a newly 
formed group. This often can be risky 
for a club owner.

ONE INSTANCE OF the gamble pay
ing off, though, was with the com
paratively new Max Roach-Clifford 
Brown quintet. Tannebaum doesn’t 
profess to know jazz extensively, and

COMBO-ORKS Ne. 1
Coatarm DIANE. CHARMAINE. DON'T BtAMT ME. OVIK THI RAINBOW, 
I'M IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE. MV PLUS HEAVEN and 17 «than

COMBO-ORKS Ne. 4
Coatalm« GOOD NIGHT SWEETHEART, STAIRWAY TO THE STARS. BE MV LOVE. 
NOT UM, STOMPIN' AT THE SAVOV BECAUSE VOU'M MINE aM 17 o*er»

COMBO-ORKS No. 3
Contorni SUNDAY. JOSEPHINE TIMER'S fUNE. DON T GET AROUND MUCH 
ANYMORE. lAURA. SEEMS UKI OLD TIMES. GOOfUS aad U «hort.

But modem jazz wasn’t always the 
backbone of the club. When it opened 
in 1946, it wa» an average establish
ment offering only an occasional dance 
quintet. Then during the Dixieland re
vival in 1949-52, it became a leading 
Dixie spot featuring such top tradi
tionalists as Miff Mole, Doc Evans, 
Barney Bigard, Baby Dodds, and Lee 
Collins,

When support for Dixie began fad
ing at the club in 1952, business 
dropped off accordingly. At that point, 
Tanenbaum decided to discontinue it 
as the club’s mainstay and instituted a 
new policy by bringing in Coleman 
Hawkins, followed by Lester Young 
and the late Charlie Parker.

THEY DID remarkable business, and 
as a result, other jazzmen such as Gene 
Ammons, Sonny Stitt, Eddie (Lock
jaw) Davis, Sonny Rollins, Howard 
McGhee, and Wardell Gray were heard 
in the following months. It was just 
this year, however, that the Beehive 
began concentrating on some of the 
newer modem jazzmen seldom heard 
in the midwest. And with considerable 
success.

This is not to imply that this policy

Contain», LOVELIEST NIGHT OF THE YEAR. I'M SORRY I MADE YOU CRY, SLEEP. 
HONEST AND TRULY. THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING and LR other»

LATIN-AMKRICAN FAVORITIS COMBO-ORKS
Contain«. SIRONEY (Kuaba). OVE NEGRA (Güera, hnl. CAI CAE (Saeiba*. 
NO TE IMPORTE SABER (Condon Rote-o) OLE OLE (Metvbol anS IS alber«.

SQUARE DANCIS AND POLKAS COMBO-ORKS
Contain» Square Donee«—TUKEV IN 1HE STRAW, LITTLE BROWN JUG 
Polka»—FERRY-BOAT SERB4ADE.WHEN THEY PLAYED THE POLKA aaS 73 Otoe«
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Guitarists !

DOUBLE ON BASS
Now, any guitarist can learn 
to play bass almost overnight. 
A perfect double for the gui
tarist, the Kay electronic bass 
is held like a guitar, fingered 
like a guitar. But pitch, range 
and tone are the same as a big 
baas viol!

An entirely new ’’voice” for

Write the Kay 
Musical Instrument Co., 
1640 Walnut, Chicago, 
Illinois, for free 
literature and prices.

A completely new principle 
in Accordion acoustics?

AMERICAS MADE res ARTISTS

The revolutionary new Golden Chorus 
Accordion uniquely combines an amaz
ing improvement of tone quality, power 
and volume with an equally surprising 
reduction of size and weight.

120 bouM; 41 key*; 3 & 5 tot* reed*; 10
Cantro-Mabc treble shift* including 2 mat- 
ter», 3 bau shift*

Write for 
new free 
brochure! 

A FRODUCT OF

21330 GRATIOT AVENUE, EAST DETROIT. MICHIGAN 
Eastern Representativei—metro Demo accordion headquarters 

46 GREENWICH AVE., NEW YORK 11, N. V.

small ensemble or full orches
tra, it’s a bass that permits a 
variety of tone effects—from 
long, sustained tones to fast, 
16th note progressions. If you, 
too, w ant to increase your earn
ings, as hundreds have, make a 
date with your favorite dealer 
and try the electronic Kay.

ACCORDION MFO. CO*

Kai and J. J.
Cash Registers Rang 

he frankly admitted that he never had 
heard-of either Brown or Roach.

On this occasion, as on others, 
Tanenbaum turned to jazzmen friends 
for advice.

As in the past at such times, he con
sulted Joe Segal, longtime jazz enthu
siast who is employed by the club for 
everything from seating customers to 
lining up the night-off entertainment, 
and Daddy-O Daylie, an energetic Chi
cago jazz disc jockey. With their en
couragement, Sol decided to bring in 
the group.

So ... Max and Clifford, with Harold 
Land, Richie Powell, and George Mor
row, broke all club records. Even the 
usual comme ci comme ea Thursday 
night patronage was as heavy as the 
boisterous Saturday night crowds.

IT WAS PROBABLY one of the few 
times a club owner complained of hav
ing an attraction that was too good. 
The customers were so entranced by 
the group that they sat through sev
eral sets while Sol fretted that the 
crowd turnover wasn’t fast enough to 
provide seats for standees and person* 
waiting outside.

Also making the fans and Tanen
baum happy this year was the trom
bone duo of J. J. Johnson and Kai 
Winding, which jingled cash registers 
loudly enough to warrant a return 
booking soon. And last February, the 
Beehive was filled to overflowing dur
ing the four-day appearance of Parker- 
Bird’s final club date other than his 
one-nite gigs at Birdland.

Recently closed was the President, 
Lester Young, whose constituency al
ways fills the hall, and on the stand 
at presstime was the Modern Jazz 
quartet, whose first three night were 
standing-room only.

TO FILL OUT the remainder of the 
year will be Art Blakey’s Jazz Messen
gers; saxophonist Stitt, who is the 
club’s most consistent drawing power, 
and the return of Max and Clifford. 
For next year’s line-up Tanenbaum is 
negotiating for such artists as Bud 
Powell, Art Tatum, Miles Davis, Thelo
nious Monk, Terry Gibbs, Buddy De
Franco, and Oscar Peterson.

However, the club does not neglect 
Chicago’s own talent. On Wednesdays 
Sol turns the bandstand over to Segal 
for a series of jazz concerts employing 
Chicago Jazzmen exclusively.

Segal, having organized similar con
cerns at Roosevelt College for nine 
years, is in touch with many local 
artists who otherwise might go un
heard. Appearing on these nights are 
such Chicago men as trumpeter-saxo-

Down Beat
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• MY BUDDY
IT HAO TO BE YOU 

. TEA FOR TWO 
TOU GO TO MY HEAD 

and many more

monic Devices and toch

DEMlOk Arrangea by JERRY SEARS
KCMIlm and WILLIAM c ^DENFELD

IF YOU WERE THE ONLY GIRL 
and many more

Lenox, Masa. — TLe tape-recorded 
Boston Symphony orchestra will be 
heard over NBC radio this season at 
a new time, Thui*sday night. Reason 
for the use of tape wus that it makes 
broadcasting more convenient for the 
Bostonians, since the orchestra’s Sat
urday schedule will not have to include 
radio time, as was necessary during 
home broadcasts last year.

RCA executives went to Tanglewootl 
in August to renew a five year record
ing contract with the organization.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 
CONSERVATORY

Dip*. E-5F4 .*000 5. MIcMgm* Chicago IB, HI.
HARMONY 
GuDar 
Mandolin 
Violi* 
Clarinet 
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I Conducting
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Mowing 

HARMONY

□ Double Counterpoint □ Ad* Compoiltion 
□ Ear training A Sight Singing
Name ...................................................... Aga
Slreal .................................................................

□ DANCE (AND ARRANOIN« Q 
□ History end Anairu* of Multe n 
□ Cornet • trumpet □ Voice □ 

- ) Proteetlonol Trumpet
FJ Fieno, Beginner * n leecher t □ 
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC □ 
□ Beginner T7 Supo'vltor □ Chore!

phonist Ira Sullivan (“Man, has Clif
ford Brown ever heard you?” Bird re
marked after Ira sat in one night); 
saxophonists John Gilmore, Eddie 
Harris, John Jenkins; trumepter Paul 
Serrano; trombonist Julian Priester; 
bassist Jerry Friedman; pianist Tom
my Ponce, and drummer Billy Gaeto.

A NAME PROBABLY mure familiar 
to person* outside of Chicago ia trum
peter Red Rodney who is also on the 
Beehive scene quite often. Rodney, who 
played with Gene Krupa and Parker 
for several years, can be heard either 
sitting on with the club’s current at
traction or as a single on open dates.

On these open dates, he plays along 
with the house rhythm section, cur
rently composed of Norm Simmqns, pi- 
ano^ Victor Sproles, bass, and Vernel 
Fournier, drums.

On Monday night there are jam ses
sions, but because strict Chicago union 
rules do not allow on-the-spot sitting
in, added stars are hired for the eve
ning in addition to the regular sched
uled attraction.

That’s not the end of the story con
cerning the Beehive, though. Tanen
baum haa been sufficiently impressed by 
the year’s receipts to be thinking of a 
bigger Beehive, thereby giving jazz an 
even more profitable exposure.

Arranged by JOEL STUART 
nd WILLIAM 0. SCHOENFELD
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(Jumped from Page 9)
JAZZ, CHICAGO STYLE« Mary Ann 

McCall is the featured singer with the 
Duke Groner band at Roberts Show 
lounge . . . Big Maybelle Is at the 
Crown Propellor, and Eddie (Lockjaw) 
Daria ia at the Stage lounge.
HEREABOUTS t Freddie William*, 

r&b disc jockey on WAAF, died on 
Aug. 21 . . . WAAF celebrating its 
33d year of operation with varied disc 
jockey activity . . . WJJD Is filling up 
its afternoon time with a block of daily 
deejay-interview shows from noted res
taurants. Buddy Moreno broadcasts 
from Old Heidelberg (and continues to 
play dates in the vicinity with his 
band), John McCormick operates from 
the London House, and Eddie Hubbard 
from Ricketts restaurant . . . Frits 
Reiner set to open the Chicago Sym
phony’s 65th season on Oct. 6.

Hollywood
TELENOTINGS« Steve Allen’s tele- 

series (Tonight, NBC-TV), which 
moved to Hollywood for his Beany 
Goodman Story film deal, will move 
here permanently and Steve is buying 
a new home . . . Songwriter-actor 
Clarence (Sleepytime Down South) 
Muse is playing role of pianist in War
ners’ televersion of Casablanca origin
ated by the late Dooley Wilson (starts 
on ABC-TV Sept 18) ... Mel Henke 
trio now is a regular on KNXT’s 
Frees on Two (Monday through Fri
day, 11 p.m. to midnight). He replaced 
Joe Venuti and pianist Ruaa Black. 
Tony Romano and singer Betty Taylor 
remain . . . Although she is returning 
to high school, teenager Cathy Crosby 
will continue to appear from time to 
time on father Bob’s CBShow this fall.

THE JAZZ BEAT« Veteran Kid Ory 
back for what promises to be another 
long stand at Beverly Cavern, ’till

GingerLA-'i No. 1 Dixie den
Smock, gal jas fiddler, headlines show 
at newly opened Club Mar, backed by

$ I. S 0. WOULD $1.50
menti without ovo* using a piano grettior 

To bo ebl 
other ke,

For • completa coune on arranging.
THI LIGHTNING ARRANGKR 

It the oat» mudcal device Io «be «orM that «in DO AU THIS! N00 Worth ot Mwkal
DONI OecAt-imvin or roar local 
Unit Dealer er «end rom/ttooce to 
LIGHTNING ARRANGER CO.

2929 Chew Street, ANowtows, Ra.

TWO MODUS TO CHOOS« MOM
Froatboerd SI .SO Hottie S2.00

. ShortyHarold Jachaos combo
Rogers went to Mexico City for voca
tion and two concert dates in early Sep
tember. He also ia collecting impressions 
for forthcoming Atlantic album. Mead
can Holiday . . . Coate Candoll and 

Dexter Gordon headline Monday night 
sessions st Californian . . . Gloria 
Deering, the singing schoolma’arm, is 
featured at Cabaret Concert

ADDED NOTES« Dorothy Shay 

draws s four-weeker at Statler start
ing Sept 15, with AI Donahue ork still 
on indefinite holdover . . . Freddy Mar
tin boosted his ork from 16 to 21 for 
Dick Haynies' current stand at Cocoa- 
nut Grove . . . Betty Barkley sharing 
vocals with Orrin Tucker and other 
members of Tucker band at Palladium. 
The star, Roberta Linn, makes but one 
appearance nightly . . . Luis Arcaras 
in U. 8. for tour (with band of AFMu-

Down Beet



aidant), took off at L_A.*a Zenda in 
date that broke all boxoffice records 
there, including Peres Prndo’a . . . 
Dave Dexter, onetime Down Beet ed 
and long a Capitol a&r man, waa handed 
new post in firm’s international de
partment . . . All-knowing Time maga- 
sine goofed again. The Bud Freeman 
who married Sheree North ia NOT the 
aaxophone player. He ia the writer 
who authored the Sun Kenton biogra
phy that accompanies Thr Kenton Era 
LP set.

San Francisco
Boston vocalist Faith Winthrop 

opened at The Other Room, adjacent 
to the Hungry i, in mid-August, with 
pianist Vince Guaraldi accompanying 
her . . . Josh White, John Hawker, and 
Lovey Powell continue in the main 
room . . . Monitor scheduling a serie* 
of pickups from San Francisco Sept. 
10 . . . Bob Helm left Turk Murphy 
after 10 years.

Wally Ro-c opens at the Tin Angel 
Sept. 9 . . . Cal Tjader booked into 
Harrah’s club in Reno ... At least 
two new clubs scheduled to open this 
fall here . . . Blues singer Jesse Ful
ler's first Cavalier LP due out shortly 
. . . Lixxie Miles has now signed on as 
vocalist with the Bob Scobey band. 
Clancy Hayes, whose contract is up 
with Good Time Jazz, will probably 
sign with Ampar. The Scobey group 
goes east Sept 8, and returns in six 
weeks, probably to the Showboat in 
Oakland.

—ralph j. glrazon

ACCRUIT1D FACULTY OF TOP-FLIGHT PROPRSSIONALS.

Philadelphia
Thelonious Monk’s first appearance 

here in some time was one of the 
August highlights at the Blue Note. 
Considerable interest was displayed 
when the Julian (Cannonball) Aderly 
and his brother Nat took over the 
bandstand. With Kenny Clarke on 
drums; Hen Gates, piano, and Jimmy 
Mobley and Jimmy Rowser, splitting 
bass chores, the Aderly group caused 
much favorable comment.

Pep’s has Count Basie for two weeks 
. . . The new Gerry Mulligan group is 
slated to open for a week in the Show
boat in late September. This room, in
cidentally, is leaning more heavily on 
a modern jazz policy niter several 
highly successful spring bookings . . . 
The Tuesday night Swing club sessions 
are resuming at Music City . . . The 
Arts festival in New Hope, Pa., over 
Labor day weekend featured several 
jau groups. Chan Parker waa respon
sible for lining up the attractions.

—harvey hutton
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New Orleans
Hal McIntyre's orchestra 

mid westerner George Rank 
Blue room of the Roosevelt 

followed 
into the 
hotel in

mid-August. Singer Jeannie McManus 
is back with him . . . The Neutral 
Corner, refurbished and inaugurating 
a live music policy, brought m the Ai 
Hirt jazs combo and Bill Cason's west
ern awing . . . Historical Lafitte’«
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Blacksmith Shop bar has Bobby Quin
ton specializing in Latin melodies at 
the piano . . . Theresa Kelly, who has 
been singing locally with Lloyd Alex
ander’s swinging dance band, left to 
accompany herself at the piano in 
Cleveland before returning to her 
music studies at Loyola university.

Sarah Vaughan and Al Hibbler were 
recent featured artists at a concert in 
the Municipal auditorium, a poorly 
publicized effort that bombed . . . Bob 
Hernandez* quartet, appearing regu
larly in Liller’s lounge, was invited to 
blow some modern sounds at one of 
the Crescent City concerts . . . The 
Safari lounge continues its policy of 
presenting name disc attractions, with 
Lola Dee followed by Andy Griffith and 
Tommy Leonetti . . . Pianist Armand 
Hug plays in Musso's lounge, and 
Charlie Luckow does likewise in the 
Bayou bar of the Pontchartrain hotel.

—dick martin

Detroit
The tentative August booking of 

Stan Geta at Rouge lounge failed to 
materialize; the Charlie Ventura quar
tet did n double with the Kenny Bur
rell combo. J. J. Johnson & Kni Wind
ing come in with their own group on 
Sept. 13 . . . Rehearsals for five ABC 
coast-to-coast telecasts cut short the 
Dorothy Donegan date at Baker’s Key
board lounge. Triple billing until mid
September goes to Alex Kallao trio, Pat 
Flowers, and Suezenne Fordham ... 
Marian and Jimmy McPartland took the 
stand at Rustic Cabins in Grosse 
Pointe on Sept 5, for two weeks.

The Count Basie band vacation re
sulted in a Detroit treat when Thad 
Jone* kindled musical memories at 
Bluebird inn . . . Elvin font- left the 
Teddy Charles combo after their Tor
onto gig, and the lineup at Crystal 
show bar was Rudy Nichols, drums; 
J. R, Montrose, tenor; Charlie Mingus, 
bass . . Art Hodes, becoming a regular 
at Crest lounge, expected to move in 
Aug. 30 ... A general date-shuffle at 
Flame show bar moves the Ivory Joe 
Hunter opening to Sept. 2, with Joe 
Turner and Al Hibbler to follow on 
dates not yet set . . . Jefferson Beach 
closed the season with Billy May on 
Sept. 3.

—azalea thorps

Cleveland
The Honenden’ - Vogue room has re

opened with Norm Geller and Kitty 
Kaye, local performers the headliners. 
Twin pianos, with a touch of an elec
tric organ, is the core of the sound of 
this' group which also has saxophones, 
drums, and harmonica . . . Practically 
next door, the Theatrical grill has had 
the hard-hitting pian > of Ralph Sut
ton. He w^s followed by Jimmy and 
Marian McPartland. Other music on the 
bill is the job of singer Roger Cole
man and the Ellie Frankel trio.

Kornman’s Back room followed the 
*alad days of Mimi Kelly and Juanita 
Hall with Nehm Dupree, singer and 

W

guitarist. Wyoma Winter», who was 
here earlier an part of the Baker
Wheeler act, is back on her own as 
the Alpine’s headliner . . . The Loop 
lounge followed Terry Gibbs with Son
ny Stitt . • . Bud Powell checked in, 
after Red Pry«ock in the Cotton club 
. . . The summer dance series closed 
with Tony Pastor at Chippewa and 
Ralph Marterie, Les Elgart, Ray An
thony, and Buddy Morrow in that or
der at Crystal ... The Gazette s Kenny 
Rasmuanen still packs them in to listen 
to ragtime.

—m. k. mangan

Miami
The Beachcomber has reopened with 

a show topped by Billy Daniela and 
Buddy Lester . . . The Fontainebleau 
booked Betty Mudigun . . . Joey Bishop 
and Freddy Calo took over at the San a 
Souci . . . Jay Scott’s band is slated 
for dance dates at Miami Springs’ 
Villas with an occasional WIOD re
mote . • • Patsy Abbott and Mike Arn
old are in Patsy’s place in the Sea Isle 
hotel . . . Gracie Barrie and Larry K. 
Nixon are in the Nautilus hotel’s 
Driftwood room . . . Mambo still is the 
rage in the Di Lido, with the Maya 
Conjunto and Bernie Sager’s group, 
and in the Singapore, with Caney’s 
Cubanos,

Bucky Gray has Fat Man Robin-on 
and Bert Wallace heading the two r&b 
crews in the Rocking MB lounge . . . 
The Bill Harris quintet, with Bill Us- 
aehou’s tenor, still is a phenomenal 
(•nw in the Dream lounge . . . Monte 
Carlo hotel brought in the Ritchie 
Brothers, Leonard Young, and Bob No- 
vack’s band . . . Frank Froebu in the 
Gold Coast lounge . . . Pat Morissey 
was slated for a Vanity Fair appear
ance.

Pianist Herbie Brock is devoting 
more time to teaching, which makes it 
tough on fans who like to hear him 
oerform; and when is some record firm, 
interested in modern, intricate, yet 
swinging improvisation, going to latch 
onto this guy?

—bob marshall

Toronto
Ellis McLantock, once the leader of 

Canada’s best dance band, but mainly 
a studio man in recent years, per
formed Haydn’s Concerto for Trumpet 
with the Promenade orchestra recently 
. . . Les Elgurt’a band played a one- 
niter at the Brant inn, and Stan Ken
ton’» band followed a week later . . . 
Joe Morri» took his rhythm and blues 
group into the Casino theater for a 
week . . . Don Shirley signed for a 
inid-autumn concert with the Toronto 
Symphony . . . Toronto’s Four lads 
returned here to perform at the Cana
dian National exhibition . . . The 
Crew-Cut» and their manager have in
corporated as the Quartet Chemical 
Co. They’re now marketing Sh-Boom 
Shampoo and Collegiate Hair Cream.

—bob fulford

The Devil s 
Advocate

————— BY Mason Sargent
At the Sign of the Single Homt The 

decision by the major record companies 
earlier this season to follow Victor’s 
lead and drop their prices was a boon 
to the consumer but has proved a prob
lem to many of the small, independ
ent classical labels who cannot com
pete with the majors in catalogue 
depth and exploitation of new releases.

It’s clear that those independents 
who will survive will be those who can 
offer the consumer unusually imagin
ative repertoire selection and, of 
course, first-rate performance (even if 
not by top names) and reproduction.

A SOUND EXAMPLE is the relative
ly new Unicorn label in Boston. Its 
three most recent releases indicate the 
kind of care in programming and per
formance that make this company u 
welcome arrival in the field.

In French Moderns (Unicorn LP 
1005), for example, there is a set of 
comparatively unfamiliar works for 
wind ensembles by Milhaud, Honegger, 
Poulenc, Roland-Manuel, and Saint- 
Saens, performed with airy skill by 
the Berkshire ensemble and assisting 
artists, most of whom are members of 
the Boston Symphony orchestra.

Another new issue is the very sel
dom heard youthful Symphony No. 1 
by Stravinsky (Unicorn LP 1006) in
terpreted by F. Charles Adler con
ducting the Vienna Orchestral society. 
Dedicated to Stravinsky’s teacher, 
Rimski-Korsakov, the broadly roman
tic work was written in 1906-7. It will 
surprise those of you familiar only 
with the postgraduate Stravinsky.

And third, there is a first recording 
by the excellent organist and teacher, 
John Harms, in a recital of six Bach 
chorale preludes and other organ 
works (Unicorn LP 1004).

ANOTHER IMAGINATIVE Boston 
label is logically called Boston Rec
ords. Its most recent LP features the 
principal cellist of the Boston Sym
phony, Samuel Mayes, in works by 
Brival, Haydn, Beethoven, and Moz
art. Mayes is assisted by Susan Pearl
man, piano; Joseph de Pasquale, viola, 
and Sherman Walt, bassoon. (Boston 
LP B-210).

Mayes not only has an unusually 
protein-rich tone as well as the ex
pected technical command, but he also 
plays with a swinging rhythmic pulse 
that made him the favorite classical 
musician of several young Boston 
jazzmen in my own growing up days 
in that city.

Also new to cello LP literature is 
a program by Paul Olefsky, former 
first cellist with the Philadelphia 
Symphony orchestra. Among the varied 
composers represented are Bloch, Pro
kofiev, Debussy, Frescobalid, Faur6, 
and De Falla. George Silfies is the 
skilled accompanist (McIntosh Music 
LP MM 103).

Down Rent



Columbia Record Club

New Band Weekly At Bohemia

(Jumped from Page 5)
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New York—Cafe Bohemia, Greenwich Village’s growing 
modem jazz club, has decided on a fall policy of a dif
ferent band each week. Lucky Thompson brings in a unit 
Sept. 15, and will be followed on succeeding Thursdays by 
the Jazz Messengers, Joe Roland, Lou Donaldson and a 
quartet, the Thelonious Monk trio, the Art Farmer quartet, 
and a Zoot Sims quartet. George Wallington, who is music 
director,of the room, will continue to head the alternate 
quartet each week. The Wallington combo consists of bass
ist Paul Chambers, drummer Art Taylor, und altoist Jackie 
McLean. Occasional weekend guest stars will also be uti
lized. _________________

rather than working as department 
clerks to buy the bread.
like the songwriter said, "Who 
ask for anything more?*

—jack tracy

New York—For the first time in New York film history, 
a regular movie house is presenting an all-jazz program. 
Jazz Festival, a two-hour consolidation of jazz film shorts 
opened in mid-August at the Trans-Lux theatre.

New York—Inauguration of an LP record club, the first 
to be launched by a major firm, has been announced by 
James B. Conkling, president of Columbia Records. Sub
scription purchase has already become popular with record 
collectors, Conkling pointed out. A few newly-organized 
clubs that have been in existance less than two years al
ready account for 15 percent of the record industry's total 
LP volume, und 35 percent of its classical disc volume.

“We believe our club program will make record collect
ing more convenient and enjoyable than ever before to vast 
new audiences,” Conkling stated. “Based on experience in 
the publishing field, we know that clubs have stimulated 
new and broader interest in books By offering selections 
from our own impressive catalog, we believe we can win 
new listeners for music on records.”

New Columbia cluh members will receive on enrollment 
their choice of a free 12" LP disc from a group of the 
company’s best-selling releases by such artists as Bruno 
Walter, Sir Thomas Beecham. Eugene Ormandy and the 
Philadelphia orchestra, Andre Kostelanetz, Dave Brubeck, 
Louis Armstrong, Benny Goodman, Percy Faith, Paul 
Weston, Nelson Eddy, and the original Broadway cast of 
The Pajama Game.

A unique feature of the Columbia subscription plan will 
be its bonus records collectors’ items prepared exclusively 
for release to club members. Subscribers will receive a 
bonus record for every two club selections purchased.

Although subscribers can enroll directly with the com
pany, Columbia recommend- that members join through 
their record dealers’ facilities. Records, "factory fresh” 
sealed and inspected, will be shipped by the club directly 
to members’ homes, billed at regular list prices.

music 
store
And 

could

forward, or just another "cycle* that the 
cynical are wont to say happens every 20 
years, no one knows. But I do know that as 
long as the music has regular outlets 
like Monitor and the Steve Allen show and 
Newport and the New York Times, there will 
be full dinner pails and there will be 
men who can spend their full time creating
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By Ruth Cage
THIS WEEK’S r&b notes have been 

composed by Quincy Jones, whose usual 
occupation is with notes of another 
style. Quincy is considered by many the 
top new composing and arranging tal
ent in jazz and in r&b.

Along with more than 250 jazz sides 
to his credit, he has handled the ar
ranging chores for, among others, the 
Treniers, Chuck Willis, and Dinah 
Washington- He says:

The success of Count Basie’s Every 
Day is the best evidence I know to point 
out how improved are the tastes of 
rhythm and blues fans. It used to be 
that r&b and jazz were pretty closely 
related—and we seem to be moving 
right back to that state with Basie 
again leading the way.

MORE PERSONS ought to remember 
that the Count really was the first to 
make the blues palatable to a wide 
audience. He did it with quality stuff. 
Remember, those Jimmy Rushing sides 
came from a band which produced such 
great jazz artists as Lester Young, 
Hershel Evans, Chou Berry, and the 
rest

After the days when all "jazz” and 
“blues” were called “race” records, we 
went through a gimmick era where the 
music situation was more important 
than the talent, and records were pro
duced which made few demands on the 
imagination or the taste of the public-

But one thing always remained-—the 
beat! Lately we’ve been finding that 
beat even in so-called “quality" music. 
Let’s get back to Every Day; here the 
Basie and Joe Williams treatment of 
Ernie Wilkins great arrangement mixes 
quality and soul on top of the same 
beat that’s been crawling through al) 
sorts of things.

THIS IS A quality record by all 
standards (ae is its flip side, the Frank 
Foster arrangement of Come Back), 
and the public doesn’t seem to be upset 
at all that all the proper elements arc 
there.

Wilkins says what those of us on the 
arranging end really feel with these 
words:

“It’s up to ue arrangers to raise the 
quality of r&b recording. And fortu
nately we’re sometimes getting the co
operation of a few a&r men and a few 
artists.”

Actually, as arrangers, we have a 
pretty hard time trying to do as good 
a job of categorizing music as do the 
fellows who make up the popularity 
charts. Truth is that you can take a 
rhumbs beat, an Opel's singer, und a 
rhythm and blues guitar player and 
produce a record people will like if you 
do it sincerely and well.

AS FAR AS rhythm and blues is 
concerned, the words are really just for 
the saKe of commercial convenience. 
The basic element of r&b is, in a sense, 
the basic emotional element in jazz. In 
our arranging problems its much easier 
to compete with the top r&b tunes than 
with tne Crazy Ottos and Davy Crock
etts because at least there’s a primary 
clement which ia “real” and closer to 
a jazzman’s fundamental way of think
ing.

There are a lot more problems in 
getting good music to the public. For 
example, there are too many incapable 
trail-blazers who keep throwing worth
less musical ideas to the public. They 
get things so cluttered up that there 
isn’t enough room for the things that 
should mean something. -

Then there are the guys who try to 
judge public taste from behind a mod
ern desk in an air-conditioned office 
and who, for one reason or another, de
cide that the worst is none too good.

THERE ARE SOME good things, too, 
which happen in spite of the pressures 
—because the people know what they 
want. It is no accident that Basie’» 
record is u big hit. Nor is it just a 
matter of chance that Ray Charles is 
the top r&b musician in the country to
day as well us a very fine jazzman. 
If you think playing the blues has 
hurt his feeling for jazz, don’t get 
caught in a session with him. Like a 
lot of other great musicians he turned 
to the blues to make a living—it be
gins to look as if he and the rest might 
sopie day soon begin to make use of 
ALL their talents.

As arrangers, we often get the scent 
of change far in advance. These days, 
its becoming pretty obvious that the 
standard format for rhythm und blues 
recordings has been exhausted to the 
point of boredom.

We’re being asked to keep the beat, 
keep the feeling but to add new 
elements orcheatrationwise. In other 
words, we’re being allowed to think a 
little more like jazzmen.

Maybe its too soon to say that the 
public is going to get what its due in 
terms of the best expression of talented 
writers and artists. But the signs are 
all pointing that way.

'Opry' To Go TV
Nashville — The famed Grand Ole 

Opry, for many years one of radio’s 
leading country music programs, will 
be seen this fall on the ABC-TV net
work.

The “live” television version of the 
pioneer radio network musical show 
will be carried by ABC-TV every 
fourth Saturday from 8 to 9 p.m., EST. 
starting in October.
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Jazz West Coast
(Jumped from Page 13)

In 1944, Norman Granz started his 
Jazz at the Philharmonic series with a 
show at the L. A. Philharmonic audi
torium, while in San Francisco, Bunk 
had been brought up from New Or
leans to appear with Turk and others 
in concerts and at the old CIO hall.

The Saunders King band, a San 
Francisco outfit, had clicked with rec
ords and made a tour of the East, but 
it wasn’t until Lester Young hit L. A., 
after he got out of the army, that mod
ern jazz got started.

AFTER THAT, Jimmy Giuffre, Stan 
Getz, and Herb Steward originated the 
Four Brothers sound in a band at the 
Zenda ballroom which was later in
corporated—the sound, that is—into 
Woody Herman’s great 1947 band, and 
it was this sound and this group that 
marked the real beginning of the so- 
called west coast style.

In San Francisco, after World War 
II, several GIs, including Dave Bru
beck, Dick Collins, and Jack Weeks 
(son of Anson) began studying under 
Darius Millhaud at Mills college, and in 
1948 Jimmy Lyons began his modern 
jazz show on KNBC which, heard from 
Canada to Mexico nightly, was a big 
center of strength in the modern jazz 
movement.

In 1949, the Brubeck group got 
started, mainly with Lyons’ help, on 
Fantasy Records and over KNBC, and 
shortly thereafter, the Gerry Mulligan 
quartet whose Fantasy disc of My 
Funny Valentine became the first big
selling modern jazz disc, got started at 
the Black Hawk in San Francisco. This 
was also the club that served as a 
springboard for Brubeck a couple of 
years before.

IN LOS ANGELES the currently 
flourishing modern jazz colony got its 
start at the Lighthouse at Hermosa 
Beach, which now is celebrating its 
fifth anniversary. Shorty Rogers, Shel
ly Manne and Guiffre formed the nu
cleus of the group there that Howard 
Rumsey has guided from 1949 until 
today. The Lighthouse is one of the 
few permanent spots for modern jazz 
in the country and one of the best 
known.

Also operating out of Los Angeles 
in recent years have been the Ory 
Creole Jazz band the Teddy Buckner 
band, the Pete Dailey band, and other 
traditional groups, while in San Fran
cisco, Scobey, Murphy and Rose have 
inherited the tradition of Watters and 
are frequent guests on the eastern , 
circuits.

Jazz—modern or traditional—has an 
active audience on the Pacific coast 
today. Just like, in fact, it always had.

School musicians: The next issue of 
Down Beat will contain a compjete 
20-piece band arrangement. Don’t miss 
it.

Gretsch Spotlight

Gipsy Markoff and La Tosca 
Triumph on European Tour

Gipsy Markoff and her Gretsch La Tosca Accordion are currently playing 
to audiences in some of Europe’s best clubs. In Paris. Barcelona. Cairo, 
this talented and lovely trouper is again demonstrating the talent and 
personality that have earned her -tar billing. Says Gipsy "It is sital that I 
have an accordion I can depend on. Gretsch La Tosca is a star performer 
—top- in tone as well as appearance.” Gipsy plays La Tosca "Tuxedo”. 
Ask your dealer to show you this beautiful model, or write for your EKEE 
Gretsch-La Tosca catalog, showing luxurious new models sty led and priced 
to fit your needs. Address: Fred. GRETSCH, Dept. DB-92155,60 Broadway, 
Brooklyn 11, N.Y.
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ADDRESS

LES BROWN Band, winner of Westlake Gold Record 
Award for the Best Band of 1954, includes Drummer 
Bill Richmond, a Westlake graduate.
Write for FREE Westlake Catalog & Swing News. 
Approved for Korean Vets. Full dance band rehearses 
15 hours a week. Both Day and Night Course.
Arranging, Instruments, Voice, Modern Harmony, Dic
tation, Ear Training.

WESTLAKE COLLEGE OF MUSIC
IS20 N. Gower Hollywood 28, California

HO 2-2387
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An Open Letter To Band Leaders
By Les Brown

THIS IS an open letter directed to 
you in the music business. For this 
reason, we first would like to express 
our sincere appreciation to the editors 
of Down Beat for making this space 
available to the dance orchestra lead
ers of America.

Several months ago. at the sugges
tion of Tom Archer, president of 
NBOA, four bandleaders got together 
to discuss a problem which affected all 
bandleaders in the nation:

How can we revitalize interest in 
dancing and dance music?

It was a weighty problem and still 
is. These four bandleaders were and 
still are doing well, and because of 
their recognition and following un- 
doubtably will continue to do well 
whether oi not anything is done to 
stimulate additional interest m dance 
music.

SEVERAL TIMES in the past, abor-

tive attempts have been made in dif
ferent areas to unite bandleaders in 
one group. The brief histories of these 
attempts speak for themselves.

Nothing happened. Bands are out on 
one-niters or busy recording, or a 
hundred other things. Almost as soon 
as breath came into such a group, it 
would die.

Despite these failures, the idea of 
getting bandleaders together into one 
groun t<> stimulate band business public 
relations prevailed, and these four 
bandleaders continued their efforts.

Several initial meetings were held 
with other leaders. Again, cooperation 
reared its wonderful head. Sterling 
Way offered his Hollywood Palladium 
as a meeting place free of charge . . .

ers of America. DOLA latched onto a 
slogan—Get on the Bandwagon. Com
mittees were appointed and started 
the initial work of setting up the 
DOLA group as a state incorporated
nonprofit organization. The 
starting to roll.

The most important thing 
happening was the growth

ball was

that was 
of spirit

and this included 
why the turnout 
good.

AT THESE

lunch ! Maybe 
was always

MEETINGS.

that’s 
pretty

many
things happened. The organization was 
given a name, Dance Orchestra Lead-

YOU CAN PLAY THE EXCITING 'NEW SOUNDS
FOLLOW THE STARS TO THE ARTISTRY OF

ULKA-MODERN PROGRESSIVE JAZZ
TRANSCRIBED NOTE BY NOTE FROM RECORDINGS BY THE STARS 

JUST SI. FOR ANY BOOK IN THIS LIST
TENOS SAX BY OAVE BELl—the artistry 
of hi* faunas recordings.
TRUMPET ARTISTRY OF SHORT« ROGERS 
—ultra modern itylingi by this greet 
artist.
ALTO SAX ARTISTRY OF BUD SHANK— 
typical, »»citing progressive icn 
TRUMPET ARTISTRY OF CHET BAKER - 
»olo creation» from hi» famoa* record
ings.
TOUCH OF TAYLOR—PIANO MAGIC OF 
BILLY TAYLOR — solos from his new 
Prestige record
COMB<"i ARRANGING — easy te learn 
bow te create eicitieg new ion for 
small combo»
GEO SHEARING'S PROGRESSIVE JAZZ

PIANO SOLOS—from hk great M G M. 
record bits.
CHAS PARKERS BEBOP SOLOS FOR 
ALTO SAX—be created the new wund»; 
LrEA?"cLARINET STYlES—style* of De-

GREAT TENOR SAX STYLES-featuring 
styles of Lester Young, Coleman 
Hawkins etc
AMERICA'S DRUM STYLISTS—22 great 
stars let you in en Hie secret of their 
successi
GREAT TRUMPET STYLES — Individual 
styles of James, Gillespie. Hackett, etc 
BE-BOP FOR CLARINET—modern, pro
gressive fan with chord symbol*.

SOlO GUIDE FOR MODERN DRUM

COOL SOUND' OF MILES DAVIs—escit- 
leg new sound* for trampet 1.25.
BUDDY DE FRANCC S HOT JAZZ IlARI- 
NET SOLOS—eeeeHy at recorded en 
M.G.M. record» ■ only 1.2S.
CHARLES PARKER'S YARDBIRD ORIGI
NALS -»eesotieeol alte mi solo* by tM» 
genie»—1.25.

ROCK 'N ROLL—12 swinging nrigiuah 
for all Instrument* aud combe* hi one 
book—|w»l 1.25.
II ORIGINALS BY GEO WALLINGTON 

-pinne solo* In the ultra moderi* new 
sounds—2 00 
JACQUET". TENOR SAX SOLOS - the 
best by MH* greet artlit. a mail for 
tGRor 1¿5, 
GUIDE FOR THE WORKING DRUMMER 
—M0 tip* end beat* . . . idea* the 
Frit time available—1,50

NBW SOUNDS FOB SMALL COMBOS — BY GERRY MULLICAN SI .00 BACH
Soft Shoa — Fraaway — Bernie's Tune - 

BY SHORTY ROGERS — Morpo — Pirouette
Walking Shoal NigMi a* Hia Turntable

BY CHET BAKER — A Dandy Line

RUSH YOUR ORDIR — POSTAGE MH ON PAID ORDERS 
SINO KM COMPLETE LIST — IT'S MHI

105 LONGACRE RD.
ROCHESTER 21, N.Y.

evident in the bandleaders themselves. 
They were working together . . . and 
liking it. Mambo, jazz, waltz, polka, the 
type of music purveyed didn’t matter. 
The only thing that mattered was 
dance music and how to get more per
sons on the bandwagon.

On last March 19, the first official 
press meeting was held in the Holly
wood Palladium. Eight)-six persons— 
members of the press, bandleaders, and 
disc jockeys attended the luncheon.

IT WAS A SUCCESS. It was agreed 
unanimously—DOLA was an organiza
tion long needed. The nation’s press 
praised DOLA and its primary purpose 
—more and better dance music.

What now?
The basic problem is a big one that 

did not come about overnight. It is 
also a problem that will not be cured 
overnight. It will take time, much time 
and co-operation.

The membership of DOLA is some 
100. and for each member, there is a 
balancing component known as the 
cynic. He is the bandleader who sits 
back and says, “Let George do it” even 
though he knows that any eventual 
progress ultimately will benefit him as 
well as the DOLA member. The only 
thing the cynic does by his nonco
operation is prolong the result.

BI T DESPITE THE fellow who sits 
back and refuses to heed the call in 
what could be an emergency, the neo
phyte DOLA will continue to work 
tow ard its goal.

At times the results will be dis
couraging, and at other times events 
which DOLA helps to bring about to 
ncrease the interest in dance music 

will be so encouraging they will well 
overshadow discouragement.

Down Beat magazine has given us 
this space and will continue to give us 
the opportunity to put > ur views in 
print. Every issue of Down Beat will 
contain a page devoted to DOLA For 
this, DOLA is immensely grateful.

But remember, DOLA is an organi
zation which was formed to help dance 
music as played in many variations by 
thousands of bands and bandleaders. 
This is your organization, and your 
comments and letters and any ideas 
you have will be welcomed on the 
DOLA page in Down Beat.

This is your opportunity to air your 
views and opinions. We’re not looking 
for correspondence from literary 
giants, we’re looking for questions, 
answers, and idean from persons in
terested in getting nn the bandwagon.
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Porta-Desk
Most Decorative and Practical Stand of all!

Gives Your Band that Smart "Name Bond’ Look!nd

Dull Black Metal Frame with White Fronti

Surprisingly Strong and Ringed, yet compact-

Folds flat, Easy to Carry, Easy to Set up and Use!

Far longer-lasting than compnrable stands!

fOJ ELKHART, INDIANA
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HOLLYWOOD” MODEL DELUXE PORTA-DESK

ON SALE AT BETTER MUSIC STORES

An eye-catching stand that really dresses up 
your band. Made of same rigid corrugated 
board as Iha Deluxe model. Hinged construe- 
tion for folding flat, easy setting up and 
carrying. Cardinal red base with light grey 
music shelf- Holds 350 double sheets of music.
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Extra strong reinforced corrugated. Blue 
embossed leatherette Anish, with Aashy silver 
trim on front and sides. Folds Act, packed 
four to handy carrying carton. One man can 
easily carry Porta-Desks for a ten-piece 
band Holds 350 double sheets of music.

EVERYWHERE—OR WRITE Aelmrr ELKHART.INDIANA DEBT. C-TI

The most attractive dance stand on the 
market) And surprisingly low priced for 
the extra “life" and good looks it gives 
you. Reinforced construction; musk shelf 
holds 350 double sheets in easiest read
ing position.

SELMER 
PORTA-EIGHT .. 
$2.75
Fits Porta-Desks and 
most Aat front stands. 
Heavy metal, 8 ♦» cord, 
off on switch, individ
ually packaged.

ited

NEW PORTA-DESK 
RISER ... $1 50
Adds 18 inches to De
luxe model Porta-Desk 
height for directors, 
bass playón.

MAKE YOUR BAND

Dress up your band wit 
Porta-Desks! Used b> 
leading bands like Les 
Brown's "Band of 

Renown" and others 
i from coast to coast!
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Radio & TV

The Kenton Show

By Hal Holly
The first return» are in from the key precincts now’ on 

Pete Kelly's Blues and though critical opinion is, shall we 
say, divided, there is little doubt that Jack Webb’s ad
ventures in the land of jazz will pay a handsome return on 
the investment. And that’s putting it mildly. PKB bids fair 
to be what trade mags glow over as a “box-office smash.”

All of which only proves again that w’here movies are 
concerned, lack of critical acclaim can be excellent box
office insurance, especially in the case of a film that re
ceived the extraordinary exploitation campaign that accom
panied the release of Pete KellyV Blues. There ought to be 
an Academy award for the lads who brought it off—though, 
in fact, much of the buildup wras of the unplanned type 
that just happens.

And now, the movie business being what it is—first and 
foremost a business—a “cycle of jazz pictures” is pretty 
certain to be the next order of business Actually as readers 
of this department know, the cycle has been in the forma
tive stages for many months.

Most the major studios have had something they con
sider a “jazz picture” on the shelf, in the talk stage or 
even, as in the case of The Red Nichol- Story, set for 
production. Universal-International, with The Benny 
Goodman Story ready for editing, is of course, way out in 
front. U-I planned originally to hold the Goodman film for 
1956 release, now it is likely that the studio will try to get 
it into release as soon as possible to take advantage of the 
interest aroused by Pet«' Kelly’» Blur-.

At Paramount, where preparation on the Nichds pic
ture has been moving at a desultory pace, I expect a sudden 
spurt that may have it before the cameras within the next 
month or so.

At 20th-Century Fox, wheels are starting to turn on the 
process of getting Solo, the story of a jazz pianist (they 
say), into script form. MGM, to whom Cleveland Amory 
of the Saturday Review sold his story stemming from the 
first Newport jazz doings (The Girl on Cloud Seven), is 
hot again on that opus.

More important jazz-wise than the projects on the fire at 
major studios could be the fact that jazz film- planned by 
independents now will find it easier to secure financial 
backing.

Writer Joseph Shaftel, who has been negotiating with 
several independent producers interested in filming hi*» 
original story, Jazz Man. w’as close to signing at this 
writing. Herschel Gilbert, music director on the film ver
sion of Carmen Jone«, and lyricist Bob Russell already have 
completed songs for Jazz Man. Gilbert, who 
cha rge of the music, says:

“Its’ an authentic story of a jazz trumpet 
kind of musician who has to play jazz because 

will be in

player—the 
it’s in him,

the kind who can not bring himself to play anything else, 
even though it means sacrificing friends, family, every
thing. There’s a wonderful role in it for a colored pianist, 
too--the trumpet player is white.”

ON AND OFF THE BEAT: Bennj Carter, back in Holly
wood from his stand at Moulin Rouge in Las Vegas, Nev., 
is doing the bandleader role with combo in Vie «’ from Pom
pey’s Head at 20th-Fox . . . Steve Allen actually will be 
heard playing clarinet in one sequence in The Benny Good
man Story—the soundtrack for scene in which young Ben
ny, at age of 10 (played by David Ka»day) is taking a 
clarinet lesson . . Bandleader Nat Rrundwjnnc came to 
Hollywood with the returning members of the Eddy Duchin 
Story company, who made the opening sequences in New’ 
Yark. Nat has a part in the film.

IT IS pretty well settled that you cannot—at least until 
the arrival of boxoffice television—get programs of straight, 
listening music on network television. Certainly not jazz, 
and I think symphonies are found only in isolated in
stances.

The presence of Stan Kenton and what is billed as his 

?
s

Ma Mey

band on a CBS show called Music ’55 is 
a commercial package pegged on the 
Kenton reputation, his personality, and 
in a very small measure, his band.

It is (or was) a summer replace
ment program. It is sustaining.

The half-hour I witnessed wasn’t 
much less commercial than Ed Sullivan. 
Whenever the opening announcer shouts 
his introduction of the star, I automati
cally get on the defensive. Kenton was 
shouted on, and immediately introduced 
Cab Calloway.

Calloway recited a little personal 

i

1
1

travelogue and sang It Ain’t Necessarily So. When this 
song conics along in the middle of Porgy and Bess, it is re
markably meaningful. Coming as an act in a variety show 
became a mere scat song.

1 was still waiting to hear some Kenton music after 
Calloway finished, but we were led to the Calvin Jackson 
quartet. I am an ignoramus on jazz, but this grouping of 
vibes, piano, bass, and drums made extremely pleasant 
listening for me. In a little gimmick that didn’t hurt the 
music, two of the musicians—I presume Mr. Juckson and a 
Mr. Appleyard—played simultaneously on one piano, then 
on a drum, then on one set of vibes.

Still waiting to hear Kenton, we got “Pretty Perky 
Peggy King,’’ who stuck her forehead against Kenton’s 
forehead and then sang Just One of Those Things, accom
panied not by Kenton, but by Jackson. After a year or so 
of watching Pretty Perky Peggy King on the Gobel show, 
I was getting curious how she would handle • number 
when released from the syrup she has to dish out with 
Gobel. Well, Pretty Perky is very loud, and is well suited 
for Gobel and Ed Sullivan, and maybe Eddie Cantor. She’ll 
make lots of money.

Finally some Kenton music. He sat at the piano and re
viewed the band from 1940. “We played a real choppy kind 
of music that sounded like this,” Kenton said, and I don't 
think any band he ever led sounded as bad as he made his 
outfit sound. Next was '45, and Intermission Riff. I person
ally liked this best. '47, Artistry in Bolero. Then, “We dis
covered people were willing to pay a little extra to sit and 
just listen.” *He wound up w’ith the present day, a few bars 
of w hat sound>*d like Three Hearts in A Flat, and it was a
real stinkeroo.

That was the 
snatches of four 
We got another

Kenton music for the evening—a few 
songs, plus a travesty on an early one. 
Peggy King in a standard TV variety 

treatment, ,ind a finale of Calloway murdering one of the 
loveliest songs Gershwin ever wrote, Summertime. He was 
aided by four dancers.

The promise of good jazz is only implied in the presence 
of Kenton. Even the title, Music of '55, doesn’t say we’re 
going to get anything but what was presented. It was 
music. Probably Kenton suffers as much as anyone as Miss 
King renders They Can’t Take That Away From Me. 1 
think I saw Leonard Feather’s name on the credits as a 
writer, and who among those present wouldn’t like to see 
an entire show put in his hands?

Music ’55 is a television variety show. There certainly 
are u lot of television variety shows.

46 Down Beat
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Early Coast Jazz Days 
Told In Files Of Tempo

(Ed. Note: Tempo magazine, the pioneer In its field, was published in Los Ange
les by Ward M. Humphrey and Charles Enige from June, 1933, to May, 1910. 
Following is a brief outline, by year and month, of the highlights of the jazz 
scene on the west coast as taken from the files of Tempo during that period. A
few items, not necessarily in the jazz 
field are included ax of interest because 
of direct or indirect association.)

1933
JUNE—Tempo’s first issue carries 

photo of Abe Lyman band at Cocoanut 
Grove. Featured singer with Lyman is 
Ella 1 ogun. JULY—A note on Les Hite 
band at Sebastian’s Cotton Club (Cul
ver City) mentions Hite’s drummer, 
Lionel Hampton. AUGUST—A name 
appears in Tempo for the fi- it time, 
that of Stanley Kenton, as pianist with 
Everett Hoagland band at Rendezvou 
ballroom, Balboa. Also mentioned in 
same band is Vido Murro. tenor sax.

1934
FEBRUARY — Huke Ellington in 

Hollywood for Paramount film, Murder 
at the Vanities, m which he introduced 
Sam Coslow song, Cocktails for Two. 
SEPTEMBER—Ben Pollack returns to 
coast for first time since Venice ball
room day». At Sebastian's Cotton club 
with band including Gil Rodin, Charlie 
Spivak (Yank Lawson, Eddie Miller, 
Ray Bauduc, Nappy Lamure). DECEM 
BER — Hoagland leaves Rendezvous 
ballroom, but Stanley Kenton remains 
with following band (Russ Plummer), 
is replaced in Hoagland band by Fred
dy Slack. And Jimmy Grier’s formei 
singer, Bctiv Grable, has signed to ap
pear in a rhort at RKO.

1935
MARCH—Le- Hite again at Sebas

tian’s. Favorable mention for Marshall 
Royal, tenor; and Lionel Hampton 
(“one of the world’s best drummers”). 
APRIL—Fata M aller is featured at
traction at Sebastian’s (this was 
news!). AUGUST — Benny Goodman 
opens at Palomar with band that on 
strength of smash hit here (after flop
ping everywhere else) launches “The 
Swing Era.” NOVEMBER—Speedboat 
Cafe on Vine St. is after-hours 
gathering *pot for musicians who jam 
for fun. Among them: Joe Sullivan. 
Bobby Sherwood, \rchie Ro- itr, Harold 
Peppic, Randall Miller et al. Later the 
sessions became regular Monday night 
affairs at Calhoun’s on Melrose Ave.

1936
APRIL — Gun Arnheim, following 

trend as “Swing” sweeps the country, 
reorganizes his hotel band, engages 
Stanley Kenton as pianist. JUNE — 
Vido Musso heading own band at the 
Hut, Hermosa Beach dancehall. JULY

-Goodman returns to Palomar. Price 
of the bund has tripled in less than a 

year. AUGUST— -L. Armstrong signed 
to appear with Bing Crosby in film 
Pennies from Heaven. SEPTEMBER 
—Memorable sessions staged by Good
man. Krupu. and Teddy Wilson at 
Paradise, a “skid row” joint where 
Lionel Hampton has been playing—and 
where Goodman Quartet is born. At 
same spot Goodman discovers Vido 
Mu»«o, When he heads east, he takes 
Musso and Hampton with him OCTO
BER — Joe Sullivan, who has been 
playing radio from Hollywood, leaves 
to join the new Bob Crosby band, actu
ally the old Pollack band minus Pollack 
and now a co-op under leadership of 
Gil Rodin.

1937
JANUARY — Ben Pollurk now at 

Blue Room with band that includes 
I'reddy Sluck, Shorty Shcruck. and 
Hurry Junie-. James joins Goodman, 
and Pollack screams, “Raided again— 
and by my own protege!” FEBRUARY 
—Joe Sullivan stricken with tubercu
losis, enters sanitarium at Duarte, 
Calif. AUGUST—Goodman in third 
engagement at Palomar, now 
with his Sing, Sing, Sing band (James. 
Ziggy Elman, and Gordon Griffin in 
trumpet section). Martha Tilton joins 
here as singer. DECEMBER—L. A. 
jumping with big jazz bands. L. Arm
strong (Luis Russell’s band) at Vogue, 
Boh Crnsby al Palomar, R d Nichola at 
Topsy’s. Joe V< nuti at Cafe Interna
tionale.

1938
MARCH—Tempo reports—but bare

ly—opening of Naie Cole “and His 
Swing^er*’’ (Oscar Moore and Uedev 
Prince) at Swanee Inn. AUGUST — 
Vido Muroo trying again with his own 
band, is backed by Al Jarvia, KF WB ra
dio announcer. Band, with Stanley 
Kenton on piano, appears briefly at 
Villa Venice (formerly the Venice bell
room). OCTOBER—Big news of the 
month is shooting of NBC music direc
tor Myrl Mderman by Martin (Mor thr 
Gimp) Snyder.

1939
FEBRUARY — llcr-lu! Evans, .ice 

tenor man who had left L. A with 
Buck Clayton to join Count Basie, dies 
of heart attack in New York. Body is 
returned here for burial. APRIL—Artie 
Shaw, in first date at Palomar, has 
hangup opening. Bandsmen included 
Buddy Rich, Georgie Auld, and Tony 
Pa-tor AUGUST—Benny Goodman at 
swank Victor Hugo restaurant in Bev-

Bethlehem Signs 
Mel Fran Faye

New York—In a move to streamline 
their operation, Bethlehem Records has 
announced a series of changes in per
sonnel and policy, plus the signing of 
three new artists. Red Clyde is now 

contract to the label and will abandon 
its one shot album dates unless an ex
ceptional talent turns up. Mel Torme, 
Frances Faye, and Marilyn Maxwell 
have been signed to Bethlehem pacts as 
the first step toward a broadening of 
the catalog, though the label will con
tinue to emphasize jazz.

Among the artists now signed to ex
clusive three-year Bethlehem contracts 
are Oscar Pettiford, Charlie Shavers, 
Conte Candoli, Stan Levey, Herbie 
Mann, Charlie Mariano, Max Bennett, 
Bobby Troup, the Australian Jazz 
quartet, Red Mitchell, Joe Dense, Joe 
Roland, and Sam Most.

At press time, Bethlehem was in 
negotiation with Chris Connor’s mana
ger, Monte Kay, as to whether Chris 
will remain with the company.

Mantovani Readies 
U. S., Canada Tour

London—Mantovani, the British or
chestra leader, will tour the United 
States and Canada this fall and also 
make an appearance on the Ed Sul
livan Toast of tht Town TV show on 
Oct. 2.

According to the English music 
weekly, New Musical Express, Manto
vani will conduct American orchestras 
in 42 concerts during a seven-week 
period. The tour will open in Toronto, 
Canada, on Sept. 19. The British con
ductor will lead Canadian orchestras 
in Montreal, Quebec, and Ottawa, 
among other cities, through Sept. 26. 
On Nov. 6, he will be in New York 
to conduct a concert in Carnegie Hall.

erly Hills. Je«» Stacy quits band and 
Fletcher Henderson takes over at piano 
First time a colored musician has 
worked regular with a white band 
in a Class A spot. OCTOBER—During 
Charlie Barnet engagement, Palomar 
ballroom completely destroyed by fire, 
is never rebuilt.

walked out on his band in New York 
for a jaunt to Mexico, arrived in L. A. 
and resumed his career by recording six 
sides with 31-piece concert orchestra 
MAY—First report that a new ball
room is planned for Hollywood—the Pal
ladium. MAY—Tempo sold and merged 
with Down Beat.
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THE STROLLERS

FOR SALE

HELF WANTED
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Wedneido, thru Sunday from a pm on 
Spacial Sunday Nahnaa S - 7 pm

ORCHESTRA COATS. DOUBLE BREASTED SHAWL 
82.SO, SINGLE BREASTED $7. TUXEDO TROU
SERS S« CALE 1210 JEFFERSON. CHICAGO, 
ILL

Friday Sept. 23 thru Sunday Sept. 25 
Ralph Marfaria 

MELODY MILL 
2401 Sa. Detplainec 
North Rlvarsida, III.

Aug. 31 to sept. Il Dhl al and Fatti,al 
Beb Scoby'* Felice Bead A The Salty Deg*

Appearing nightly;
THE CHICO HAMILTON QUINTET 
"The Modem Sound You Mutt Heer"

FOX BROS. TAILORS 
fadon fo* Stan Ken*on, Charlie Ventura, Dizzy 
Gillerpie Ralph Marterie Woody Herman, etc., 
etc., announce their

RLICR LETTER CONTEST
Just send m a real wild letter. Jive talk or other
wise. It can be on «ny subject you choose: "Fox 
Bros. Clothes - Old and New Clothing styles— 
Progressive B Bop or Corn ball muscians, □ '$, etc. 
It can be a poem, jingle, a funny or we>rd story, 
or any site letter.
Regal priiet for the three craziest ■otters 

Address all correspondence to
KLICK LETTERS, Foe Bro*. Tailor* 

712 W. Roosevelt Rd., Chicago 7, III.
All letters become the property of For Bros. Tailors. 
Non-returnable
We welcome letters from all parts of the world We 
will interpret all foreign language letters.

HOWARD RUMSEY'S
UghttM«*o All-Start Jazz concerts

Wad thru Su*. * e.a to 2 a.m.
Coatiaaon Sm. fresa 2:30 p.m, 

THE LIGHTHOUSE
30 Flor Ave.. Hermosa Bw«k 

No Adottata» — Ne Mlalme

PRINTING! REASONABLE PRICES! FREE 
ESTIMATE! Sebastian. 10934-M Hamlin 
North Hollywood. Calif.

dancing
Fri.—Sat.—Sun.

BOOK NEWS—listing English Jazi Books.
Write W. E. Harrison & Son Limited. 
Ancient House Ipswich. Englind___________

ORCHESTRA STATIONERT ^3- Business 

cards, placards. Samples. Jerry's P. O. Box 
664, Pottstown, Pa.

WRITE AONGS”* Read "Songwriter's Review” 
magazine. 1650-DB Broadway, New York 19. 
25c copy; #2 year.

EARN EXTRA MONET tor the HOLIDAYS. Rep
resentatives wanted to sell Down Beat and 
other magazines. Box HR, 2001 Calumet, 
Chgo.

EXPERIENCED MUSICIANS—all chairs. Travel
ing Orchestra, Box 707 Down Beat. 2001 
Calumet, Chgo.

23,000 COMEDY LINES, bits, parndie-. routines! 
Free Catalog Write: ROBERT ORBEN. 73-1 j 
BELL BOULEVARD, BAYSIDE 64. NEW 
YORK.

SONGWRITERSI Protect your Ideas! Hold all 
songs poems. Write *or safe, correct pro- 

edure. SONG SERVICE. Dept. DB. 33H W 
56th Sr. N. Y. 19 N.Y.

FREE—Berigan-Beiderbecke, catalog. ARG, Box 
841 Cooper Station. NYC

"JUKE-BOX RECORDS CHEAP", Catalogue 
Paramount. D-818 East Market, Wilkes- 
Barre, Pa.

DAVE PELL styled arrangement. for trumpet, 
trombom, tenor, alto-bary, rhythm. B Eber
hart, 255 Bogue Street. E. Lansing. Michigan

SONGWRITERS—MUSIC composed for your 
lyrics. Music arranged. Don Olby 818 Van 
Buren, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

MUSIC COPYING, songs transposed, orchestra
tion. Herbert Carpenter, 4504 S. Oakenwald 
Ave., Chicago 15.

COMBOS 11 Full sounding arrangements written 
especially for your instrumentation of: Trum
pet, Tenor, Alto. Rhythm, or Trumpet, Trom
bone. Tenor. Rhythm or Trumpet, Alto. Tenor. 
Trombone, Rhythm. I Bary Optional!. Arrang
ing Service, 384 Monroe Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

TENOR BAND SCORES—custom made—INTER 
ESTING FREE OFFER!—Write "Cardinal, " 
95 Thurman Street, Provdence 5, R. I.

BARGAINS — Orchestra White Singlebrt. -ted 
oats #7.00. Doublebreasted *4.00. Every size 
cleaned, pressed.. Tuxedo Trouser, 84.00. 
Wallace, 2453 N. Halsted. Chicago

THIRTY CENTS PER WORD 
MINIMUM TEN WORDS

REMITTANCE MUSI ACCOMPANY COPY - 
COUNT NAME ADDRESS CITY AND STATE

DEADLINE 5 WEEKS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION 
BOX NUMBER SERVICE 50c EXTRA

(Jumped from Page 12) 
more widely followed. Certainly on rec
ords of a man’s own work, he should 
be allowed to speak for himself instead 
of seeing his music described in a 
layman’s prose that would be more in 
context in Mademoiselle.

My point, as must be obvious by now. 
is that the jazz musician is an articu
late artist who can talk about his work 
with clarity and obviously, with more 
insight than most of those who profess 
to speak for him.

I have avoided making up a quick 
list of “the most articulate” jazzmen 
because I have found, in fact, from five 
years of interviewing jazz musicians 
for Down Beat, nine years of doing it 
on the radio, and in the many inter
views Nat Shapiro and I did for oui 
recent book, that basically there are 
no inarticulate jazzmen.

Some men take longer to begin to 
talk than others, but every jazzmen 
I’ve ever talked to has had something 
of value to say about his music and 
his goals. If a musician feels you’re 
really interested, and if he feels you’re 
not listening with just your own pre
conceived opinions, he can open a lot 
of doors for you into jazz.

It’s long past time that the profes
sional musician—and particularly the 
jazzman—be given a chance to smash 
the public stereotypes of him, including 
the one of his being inarticulate. No 
amount of words will ever illuminate 
jazz for a listener as deeply und per
manently as a chorus by Louis or Bird, 
but words ran successfully combat 
other words. A lot of the misconcep
tions about jazz that have been spread 
by the daily journalists, by the writ
ers for magazines like Time and The 
Saturday Evening Post—and by the 
recognized critics, too—-could be cleared 
up by listening to the musicians them
selves talk.

Monk Plays Duke 
In Riverside Debut

New York—Riverside Records has 
cut its first album featuring Thelonious 
Monk, recently signed by the label. 
The pianist was backed by Oscar Pet
tiford and Kenny Clarke in sessions 
held at Rudy Van Gelder's New Jersey
studio and scheduled for Fall release 
as a 12" LP. The album represents 
something of a new departure for 
Monk, in that all tunes recorded on 
the date were his interpretations of 
noted standards penned by 
lington.

Other Riverside recording 
recently include an album 

activities 
featuring

the label’s young pianist, Randy West
on, voted "New Star” of the year on 
his instrument in the Down Beat critics 
poll.

WHERE TO GO/

OPERATORS!
Litt your club or ballroom at our tpacial 
package rate.

tor particular* write 
Advertiting Dept., DOWN BEAT 

2001 Calumet. Chgo. 16 III.

When in CHICAGO 
And Needing REPROS 
see PHOTOMATIC

PHOTOMATIC CO.
53-5* E lilinals SI. Chicago 11, III,

Nona: Whitehall 4-2*30
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much finer point than that. You have 
to break it down to the playing of each

Chicago 16, III. 
for which, plante

individual because that’s

The photo of Erroll Garnt r on the 
opposite paar •• the third in a series of 
outstanding examples of jazz photogra
phy, suitable for framing, that will be 
published regularly by Down Beat.

more listeners became

$1.00 . at your newsstand or by mail order from Down Beat

'An incredibly rich book that breathst with the vitality of ¡an end gives an unparalleled 

insight into just what jazz musicians are like."—Wmhington Poti

Q Send me one copy of "Hear Me Talkin' to Ya” plus the DOWN BEAT subscription 

dicated below for which I enclose $8 98

2nd Annual Newport Jan Festival Book
A handsome reference book of permanent value featuring interesting articles such 
as Wilder Hobson’s Definition ol Jazz written for the 1956 edition o* Encyclopedia 
Britannica; photographs by Richard Avedon and Gjon Mili. condensed biographies 
from Leonard Feather’s forthcoming Encyclopedia of Jazz.
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'ork of considerable substance—even the most perfunctory has the bite of immediacy

—The Ho Yorker, June 18 1955

as leaders. Leading a unit requires a 
particular kind of ability, and not 
everyone has it. And it should always 
be remembered, after all, that although 
the basis of jazz is the expression of 
the individual, that expression takes 
place in the collective framework of 
the group. Sustaining jazz interest is 
a group job, not the job of one man 
And the soloist has to depend on the 
group for the proper framework for 
his individual ideas. So being a side 
inan is not a comedown; it’s being a 
vital part of the essential process of 
jazz.

THERE IS ONE plan I have in mind 
with regard to the jazz tradition and 
it’s continuing cross-influences. I think 
it would be a good idea to organize a 
unit composed of some of the oldci 
jazzmen and those of the younger mu
sicians who can do it. It would be a 
fine opportunity to play and create 
together. I’ve done a lot of thinking 
about it but haven’t yet had the specific 
opportunity to put the idea into prac 
tice. Under the setup I have at Em
Arcy—where I have free choice in what 
I want to record—we’d have a record 
outlet. But first I’d want to have the 
group work out for some time. Then if 
something of musical value results, we 
could record it. But I don’t like the 
idea of doing something just to record 
it. It has to work first.

aware of the jazz tradition, they would 
profit and gam enjoyment by listening 
to these older men. But there’s another 
thing that also hurts the older musi
cian. For some of them who have been 
used to leading their own units for 
the past several years, it’s a little hard 
to put themselves in the position of a 
sideman again. And yet as a sideman, 
many of these men would be in a better 
position to make themselves heard 
more widely again

I don’t say this in any attempt to 
diminish the musical ability of these 
men. It’s just that several of them are 
not strong as leaders. And that applies 
equally to several of the younger jazz

point of jazz—the expression of the in
dividual.

Returning to the subject of the older 
jazz musicians—the men who have con
tributed to the jazz language—it’s true 
that some of them don’t have a large 
audience any more among 1955 jazz
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